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DEATH

OF CORA

MILLAY

The special joint legislative com The Red Cross Drouth Fund
mittees on reapportionment and
the administrative code were named
Grows Steadily — County Chamber of Commerce Is To Sponsor Unique Babson Idea Mother Of Three Talented Poets Victim Of Paralytic Shock
Tuesday by President Martin and
During February—Features Of the Contest
In Camden This Morning
Quota $3,200
Speaker Merrill in the Senate and
House. Senator Murchie, Washing
The Red Cross Drouth Fund for
ton. will bc chairman of the Reap
Mrs. Cora B. Millay, mother of i husband in Paris, on business conIn many parts of the country the committee estimates that debts or
portionment committee which will Knox County continues its gratify
divide the State into three instead ing growth toward the ultimate goal past month business organizations new business may be handled by cir three distinguished daughters—Edna nected with Paramount Pictures.
of the present four Congressional of $3200. Pull realization of the have been using forms of the Babson culation of these checks of between
Mrs. Millay, herself a talented
2. 4. 0. 2.
districts and reclassify State Senate terrible conditions which obtain In Ten Dollar Check Plan with excellent $1000 and $2000 each business day, St. Vincent, Kathleen and Norma— | poetess, was widely known as the
i
1? ••• ••• ••• •«.
actually without the use of money. died at 3 o’clock, this morning at
•t
Three simple numbers to memo- and House setups and councillor sue the 21 affected states brings a grow
*•*
creator of “Little Otis" and was at
representing January, 0 cession. The committee to consider ing sympathy for the innocent suf results and this has led the local The great resultant benefit to Rock
•*
Occupation is the necessary X rize—4
her apartment on Center street, the time of her death studying an
Chamber
of
Commerce
to
start
a
land is easily apparent.
••• basis of all enjoyment -Leigh . Februal'y 0 March, 3 April and so on. the administrative code for reorgani- ferers. The passing days show the
Here is the plan in detail:
To find day of week of any given zation of portions of the State gov impossibility and futility of consid similar project for Rockland which
Camden, where she was spending the cient history with a view to its ap
•- Hunt.
1. A committee of 100 will be winter. Death was due to a shock plication to her writings.
Z date: Add date to number repre- ernment, will be headed by Senator ering other than Red Cross aid will open Feb. 10.
M
...
... ... ... ... ... ... » p senting month, divide by 7 and the Weatherbee, Penobscot.
The
plan
is
simplicity
itself.
One
selected from the chamber, business
hence each issue of the paper carries
She was married to Henry Millay
remainder shows the day of the
Knox County has a representative its list of contributors. Checks or hundred men or firms exchange $10 circles and service clubs, each man which Mrs. Millay experienced yes
“COMPLAINT PUBLICITY’
for
a
certified
check
for
$10
issued
to start one of the $10 checks on its terday afternoon.
! in Rockland, where her distinguished
I week. If the division comes out , on qach committee—McLoon of money may be sent direct to this
_ „
. .
„ ! even, the day falls on Saturday, | Rockland on reapportionment, and office or to J. Herbert Sanborn, by the Chamber of Commerce. This way. No one will be appointed to
Two of the daughters—Edna St. I daughter Edna St. Vincent, was given
ii TruCh;nfJCi Olle remainder, Sunday: 2 re- St. Clair of Rockland on administra- treasurer of Knox County Chapter check is extra large with a space for this committee without his consent. Vincent (wife of Eugen Boissevaim to the world. The other daughters
ment Problem Thinks Rockland Is malnder Monday and so on.
live code.
45
endorsements
on
the
back.
The
2. Each of these 100 persons exin whose names checks should be
Making Mistake
Example, July 27
• » • ♦
drawn. If one wishes to contribute idea is for each pheck to be kept in changes his personal check for a and Norma (wife of Charles Ellisi were born in Union where the par
27 plus 3 equals 30. 30 divided by
Aviation had its field day in the anonymously the amounts given will constant circulation during the certified check for $10 signed by the will arrive from New York tonight, ents resided for some years.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
month in paying bills or buying mer- Chamber. This check is of large and funeral arrangements are de
legislature Tuesday
—
7 has two remainder. Answer Mon- Legislature
when three be listed as heretofore.
One of Mrs. Millay's latest public
I have followed with interest letters day.
measures pertaining to aeronautics Previously acknowledged .... $2,386.30 chandise. and each issuer is sup- size and bears the rules and a space ferred until they reach Camden. appearances was before the Rock
of controversy, relative to the cement
John G. Davis, Long Cove ...
Example, Nov. 16
were introduced.
2.00 posed to be notified of each move of for 45 endorsements on the back.
dust, especially that of Mr. Soule. It
3. Each committeeman starts his The third daughter—Kathleen, wife land Lions Club, when, by special re
16 plus 0 divided by 7 has two reA
State-operated
aeronautical Mrs. Geneva Hall, St. George
1.00 his check and see to it that it keeps
is only natural that we should be in mainder. Answer Monday.
weather bureau and establishment Almond C. Hall, St. George
LOO moving. A little thought will show ; check in circulation and keeps track of Howard Irving Young is with her quest, she read two of her own poems.
terested and proud of our natural
Example, May 14
°* an “aeronautical fund" from taxes Group of Friends .................
5.25 what a great result would be attained i of it to see that it is kept moving.
scenery and upon this point alone I
18.00 if 100 checks circulated once each This is the all important feature
14 plus 5 divided by 7 has five re- [ Pa'd on gasoline used for aviation Rockport Baptist Church
disagree with our good friend Mr. mainder. Answer Thursday.
Keep your check in circulation. The
day during the period.
i would be provided for under two "\ (Capt. George Lane, William
JUSTICE HUDSON SPOKE
Soule. We are indeed favored with
The following letter has been sent issuer must be notified each timp the
A new calendar is easily prepared I measures introduced in the House by Whitney, Emma and Nora
much of nature’s beauty
out by the committee which is check is transferred and if it lags it
from year to year having all months: Bittdle, Portland The weather bu- Gregory, Mrs’. Nancy Tribou,
On the othei hand, due to our geo-, beginning on Sunday represented by { reau w°uld furnish bulletin service Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham,
headed by Kennedy Crane, to the is his duty to phone the holder and
graphical location we have but little 0 Monday 1 and so on. I learned ol ' to the Principal flying fields in the Mrs. Irvin Cain, Rev. and
Lions and Guests Listen To An Interesting Chapter On
see that the check is used.
Chamber membership:
to offer industry, being so far from this in 1929 and each year since have ' ®^ate. An appropriation of $3000 Mrs. George Currier. Arthur
4 The checks will start at 10
The directors of the Chamber have
Criminal Practice In the Courts
necessary raw' materials. For that prepared the calendar.
for a special investigation by a com K. Walker. Mrs. L. Hartshorn.
formally adopted the "Ten Dollar o'clock. Feb. 10. and close Feb. 28.
reason we should be most proud that
and
will
be
run
as
a
contest,
the
mittee
of
two
Senators
and
three
Thomas
McCluskey.
Mr.
and
Check
Plan"
after
a
careful
study
Arthur J. Clark
our Rockland vicinity should be
check with the greatest number of
Representatives would be provided Mrs. Maynard Ingraham,
Union
I by a special committee, and your en endorsements being the winner. In
selected as a location for one of the
The Rockland Lions Club and its grant the respondent the privilege of
and the commission would be em Mary Branni
thusiastic cooperation is desired.
finest planfA of its kind in the world.
powered to visit out-of-state airports Christine E. Moore. Boston ..
20.00 The plan, which has worked with order that a maximum turnover be several guests were privileged yes testifying in his own behalf. He
FOWL
BAWLS
BY
BOZE
Had this comment or criticism,
and communicate with the -federal Alice C. George. Thomaston
5.00 extremely happy results in many had it is essential that the checks be terday to listen to what may be the fought six years for the measure, at
which at times gets to be a little bit
flying service during the investiga H. F. Leach. Thomaston . .
5.00 cities, originated in the fertile brain kept in motion and not cashed ai, only local address made by Asso first practically alone. In 1864 tt
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
ter, been in circulation previous to
became a law and true to its motto
tion. .
of Roger W. Babson, America’s fore the bank or sent out of town as such
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Lynch,
Harry
Daniels
sent
me
from
Mystic
the building of the cement plant, it is
ciate Justice James H. Hudson of Maine led the way, and it was Albert
Three-fourths of the taxes paid on
Thomaston ..........................
10.00 most economic thinker and authority movements would entail delay.
5. Volunteers for the committee Guilford, Who is presiding over a W. Paine who wrote the similar law
just possible that the Lawrence Com-' Valley. Texas, a portion of the gasoline for aeronautical purposes, Owl's Head Baptist Sunday
on matters financial.
__
______
________ Court term in this city for which Massachusetts soon after en
pany might have located this plant Brownville Herald of Jan. 20. with now refunded, would be retained by
School ...................................
Mr ______________
Babson stresses_ the
fact____
that of 100 are desired. If you will Superior
5.00
acted. Other States and Canada fol
elsewhere.
a picture of a “Silky.” The only the Stflte to form an "aeronautical A. L. Briggs ............................
1.00 the whole success of the plan is de- 1 sponsor one of the checks piease call the flrst time.
Similar debate has resulted in Mr.
. ..
fund” to be spent In the interests of Anonymous .............................
5.00 pendent upon the cooperation of the the secretary. Bear in mind that ! Like his brethren on the bench lowed suit and Attorney Paine had
Rockefeller making moves to withf 0 0 the foul 'whether that aviation by the Legislature or by the Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Cline ....
____________
_____
_ __be correspondence
_____ ________
___ _____
with
France ___
and
Hudson___
has_____
the art
which
2.00 members of the committee of 100 you make no investment or con-Judge
draw his offer to build the park motor sPellinB is intentional, or an error, I Governor and Council, under the sec Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss ....
the subject. Eventually
5.00 which issues the checks, and their tribution except intime and effort |ongS peculiarly to the raconteur, andEngland on
road on Mt. Desert Island, which know not) world.
ond measure introduced by Biddle.
Mrs. W. J. Robbins ...............
5.00 duty is to see that their individual aimed toward a betterbusiness con- I yesterday’ he told a number of anec-it spread to every other country,
♦ * * ♦
would provide work for several hun- ’ Although the feathers may be
1 dotes which illustrated his points to I Paine had been influenced to take
F. M. Kittredge ....................
2.00 1 checks arc kept in circulation. The dition in Rockland.
dred men for several years.
either white or black, the skin is al—------------i the complete satisfaction of his 40 • his stand in behalf of the accused by
The State Highway Commission is Margaret Otelia Rogers ......
LOO ;
witnessing the hanging of a man
From an economic point of view, ways black. I have been looking at prepared to support a measure pend Mrs. Lottie C Rhodes ..........
1.00
THOMASTON BUSINESS MEN ! listeners.
OILSKIN VIKINGS
I do not believe (after spending last •Silky’’ on exhibition in the Harvard ing before the Legislature which j Mrs. Leslie A. Wilson
LOO !
_____
| He told first why he felt indebted whom everybody considered innocent,
summer in Rockland) that the cement Museum. There is a easeful of would enable the Governor and ] Beniamin Wooster. Rockport
2.00
" ‘
Go On Record As Saying That the | t" the Lions. Seems that he is a ra- and by the sending to prison of a boy
dust damage compares with that ot "Domestic
Fowl—Gallus
Gallus Council to authorize the balance of Union Branch .......................
30.00 [ Bqpton Editorial Based On
Cement Industrv Should Not Be dio fan like almost everybody else who was afterward. found to be
complaint publicity, and many who, (Linne)." There are tw’o specimens a $10,000,000 highway bond issue \ Amy Fuller, South Warren ..
3.00
Obstructed
in Maine, and arose betimes to hear wholly innucent of the crime charge.
Local Incident — Goo<^’
The first application of the Paine
have their choice of various places of the “Silky" family, one a Japanese sold "as needs arise." Chief Engineer \ Wilbur Morse. Friendship ....
5.00
_____
King George speak accompanied by
law came at a trial in Bangor where
to spend their summers, and not wish- w’hite, the other a cross between a Barrows said.
• Anonymous ............................
LOO
Several
business
men
of
Thomas|
every
member
of
the
household
W ord For Penobscot Bay
ing to be "buried in cement dust,” bantam and a Japanese White Silky,
10.00
Under the present set-up the bond ( Anonymous ............................
he could awaken. The an- a colored man had been arrested for
ton believing that the agitation whom
will go elsewhere.
which is a funny looking, ordinary- issue, authorized bv referendum two E. W. Bridges, Criehaven
1.00
nouncer said: "Next you will hear murder. When his unshaken narra
They still do it well on Penob- 1 against the Lawrence Portland Ce- the voice of King George." Instead tive had been told on the witness
I think the people make a grave sized fowl.
years ago, was to be made available Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wolf,
10.00
mistake in painting such a picture.
There are 30 specimens of the in installments to be determined b’’
bjj? _therU£hey always did | ment Company was unjust and not there came a terrific roar, and the . stand he was acquitted although, acThomaston ..........................
25.00 it well up there. The old way was the will of the majority, sponsored I family of Judge Hudson was pain- cording to Judge Hudson he would
when It is so far from thf actual con- Gallus Gallus (Linne) in the case, the Legislature. An Amendment to Evelyn M. Hix ......................
by boat, the new is by airplane. A
dition.
c. Holt. They range from the Jungle Fowl, a make available the entire unexpend Mr. and Mrs. George Green,
the following resolution as a test:
j tulIy ',,"5C”us?Jat somebody in the undoubtedly have been executed
8 Hubbell Park, Rochester, N. V.
5.00 little girl, 9 years old, out on Swan's
South Thomaston ............
small specimen, to the big fellows of ed balance bv authorization of the
. ...
. neighborhood had started an oil under the former system.
We the undersigned citizens of | heater The Guilford Lions took the
3.00 Island is stricken with acute appen
To illustrate his final point Judge
the fowl world. There Is a game Governor and Council, as needed, Eva H. Crockett .....................
10.00 dicitis. The nearest hospital is at the Town of Thomaston do say that J matter up, had an agent come into Hudson told of the stutterer and the
CLOSE TIME ON FOXES
cock about 2Vi feet high, with spurs was introduced bv Senator St. Clair, B. P. W. Club ........................
Rockland
on
the
main.
The
emer5.00
Knox,
two
weeks
ago.
Flora A. Dunklee ...................
about 2‘i inches long; he certainly
to the best of our knowledge and be- i the town, and now there are not so man with St. Vitus dance who had
5.00 E.bl£' the crew oTThTcoa^t j »ef any damage done by dust from j many unnecessary radio disturbances shot at a partridge. The stutterer
“Passage of such an amendment.” Anna Coughlin .....................
Is Now In Effect In All Of Counties looks as though in life he could give
2.00
Barrows
said,
“
would
greatly
ex

Emma Shields ......................
—Preparing Bill For Special Rcgu- ; a good account of himself. Now,
missed the bird, but the man who
2.00 Guard cutter. But in weather so the stacks of the Lawrence Portland 1 "Many things can be accomplished shook finally succeeded in discharg
lations
, “Believe it or Not" there is a speci- pedite the work of the commission Robin Hood Club ...................
thicj;
the
cutter
would
have
had
to
Cement
Company
is
negligible;
that
f
loud
h
and
permit
it
to
grade
roads
in
the
ing his weapon and down came the
------men of the Japanese Tosa Fowl
’j.™ _
_______
,Z______
Total ...................................$2,600.55 go by the outside passage—six hours it is not the wish or the intention of 1 said Judge xr.
An act of the special session of, (The Wild Ancestor of this fowl is fall and surface them in the spring,
Hudson
who
quoted
from bird.
fori
the
round
trip.
An
airplane
the
signers
to
hamper
or
obstruct
thus
minimizing
the
necessity
for
the 84th legislature, which went into not known) whose tail feathers are
Said the stutterer: W-w-well you
literature: "Fight things which
stans.
In gathering dusk and this industry in any way; and that Lions
tieing up the roads for construction
effect Feb. 1, closed the season for over five feet long,
should be fought and help things o-o-o-ought to have s-s-s-shot him;
AT HOCKEY, TOO
thriftigh
a
blinding
snowstorm
it
satis
any
such
action
does
not
meet
with
during
the
summer,
when
the
heavy
hunting and trapping foxes in all i The card tells us that the feathers
you aimed at the w-w-whole tree."
j which should be helped.”
over and back in less than an hour, our approval.
. ... .
counties of Maine on that date.
' grow six inches in a month, and al- traffic is moving.
"And that's what the Lions are
The speaker devoted most of his
bringing
the
child
safely.
We
believe
it
is
our
duty
to
fur“
Under
the
present
arrangement
Rockland
High
Continues
Previously a special law had per- i though 12 feet is an unusual length
talk to a little known incident which doing," said Judge Hudson. "They
ther
and
encourage
any
expansion
of
the
commission
is
handicapped
fori
c
,
D
.
i
|
•
__
l_l:„k
mitted fex hunting and trapping in I for tail feathers, there is a record of
came to have a tremendous bearing are aiming at the whole tree."
Streak--- Beats Union High It is this vehicle only that is novel 1 this industry for the good of this 1 on
Cumberland, Knox. Lincoln, Saga- I one Tosa fowl having tail feathers funds until the Legislature makes Its I
The other guests yesterday were
criminal practice in the courts
on
Penobscot
Bay,
where
heroic
dartown
and
our
townspeople,
appropriations
for
road
work.
We
7
y
o
|
dahoc and York counties from Dec.! 23 feet long.
Boze
Fred L. Hayden, the well known
•This
paper
with
very
little
effort
of
t
the
land
r
namely
ing
is
little
more
among
those
seaI
had
hoped
this
year
to
open
bids
for
'
1 to Feb. 15.
Somerville. Mass.
H K of the sponsors was 1 prisoner to bc heard in his own be court stenographer; Clerk of Courts
farers than a part of the day's | on the part
the summer's work in March and
A bill was being prepared which
Milton M. Griffin, Deputy Sheriff Ar
Athletic honors have been crowd routine. Again it was on Swan's signed by approximately 400 repre half during a trial.
start
construction
soon
after
but
this
would reestablish the special open
ing upon Rockland High School this Island that a doctor by prompt first- sentative citizens of the town.
How many readers know that it thur D. Fish, Rev. Henry E. Ulmer
A TERSE REPLY
will
be
impossible
unless
the
High

season in these counties, Stobie said.
of East Vassalboro, Lion E. B. Put
week, the latest being the hockey
"It is believed by the sponsors that was a Maine lawyer who brought this man of Danforth. John Sanborn of
way Appropriations Act. with an victory Tuesday afternoon at the aid saved the eyesight of a man in
Thomaston. Feb. 2.
jured in a quarry blast, then with a an overwhelming majority of the about? The late Albert W. Paine of Waterville and Kennedy Crane nf
emergenev clause attached, is passed expense of Union High School.
Probably the reason there are 8,- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
crew of fishermen as navigators saw’ people appreciate this industry and Bangor started “roaring" on this
within a short time.
The score was 7 to 1 and was his patient across leagues of that bay do not look with favor on its perse subject in 1858 and with the aid of Rockland Mr. Crane together with
000,000 autos on the highways and
If you will allow space for the fol
"The commission has already distinctly
one-sided after the first in November, night and storm. The
a senator from Piscataquis County Lion A. W. Gregory explained the
byways which aren't worth a cent lowing brief reply to Mr. Porter I will awarded the contract for construc
in which Union had held the next time that same doctor made an cution.”
introduced an act in the Maine ten-dollar check proposition soon to
more than $25 apiece, as the National call it “nuf sed' for quite a while.
tion of 6.95 miles of concrete on route period
Legislature compelling the State to be used as impetus to local trade.
Automobile Association solemnly as
Capitalism ran out of fish bait but One. Wells. This was made possible locals to a 1 to 1 tie.
emergency trip to Rockland it was to
STRAND THEATRE
Rockland has not had a hockev save the life of his young son by a
sures us there are. is that the own its intelligents f->und a bait with both by a Federal emergency appropria
ers don’t like to let go of them until a smell and taste, the maggot liquor tion and would not have been team for a number of years, and the brilliant operation.
IN SUPERIOR COURT
THE JUNIOR PLAY
There is only one thing wrong with
the last instalment is met.—Ohio What the people really want is bread possible at such an early date under victory is all the more to its credit,
In waters where adventure is so
location trips to Arizona, according
because
of
the
obvious
lack
of
prac

State Journal.
and butter.
Axel Nelson.
rife
is
it
strange
that,
shortly
before
the present system of legislative ap
tice.
the World War, Dr. Harrison Webster, to Bill Boyd, who appears in "The Grand Jury Held a Quick Ses- High School Students To Prepropriation."
Fisher of the Rockland team who had served under Dr. Grenfell Painted Desert,' which was filmed in
sion—Traverse Jurors Resent Play of Worldwide
ENGAGEMENT RRIDur. PARTY started the scoring in the firs’ down on the Labrador, should have the Southwestern State. One cannot
minute
of
play
when
he
put
the
puck
make
use
of
any
new
yachts
in
the
Instituted
a
like
service,
building
a
Bridge was enjoyed Friday evening
port Today
Popularity
the net from the corner of the permanent hospital at Castine? desert.
at the home of Miss Greta Osborn in
rink.
Frank
Babbidge.
Young,
and
Bill's
plaint
is
occasioned
by
the
in honor of the engagement of Miss
From thence by boat, train or motor fact that shortly before beginning
With the appearance on the scene
Rehearsals for the junior play
Thelma Ward to J. Albert Thomas, Fisher were outstanding for .Rock car he sped whithersoever his fine
land
while
E.
Cunningham.
Union
1
of
the
traverse
jurors,
this
morning,
,
"Peg
O' My Heart” to be given
son of Capt. Arthur D. Thomas of St.
skill and tine personality were most
Knox County Superior Court was Thuisday evening, Feb. 12, in the
George. Me. Miss Ward's secret was goalie featured for the losers, mak i needed. Affectionately known to his
revealed bv little cards tied to the ing many good stops. The sum own generation of Harvard oarsmen
prepared to take up the criminal High School auditorium indicate that
shoulder bouquets of sweet peas and mary :
as Bunty, ” he was one of those rare
docket which did not promise to be a delightful treat Is in store for those
Rockland
High
—
Young
lw.
Gay
lw.
7.00 O'CLOCK
roses for each guest.
human beings out of whose homely
of great length In spite nf the fact who patronize the activity. The
A collation was served bv the Fisher c, Babbidge rw. Green rw, faces goodness shines like a light,
Moulaison
rd.
Connon
rd.
W.
Riplev
that there are 30 cases on the cast:
ROCKLAND vs. WARREN
hostess. Sweet peas and roses were
above physical beauty. As Judge
assigned list The printed docket
used in the decorations of the dining rd. Snowman id. C. Ripley Id. Davis wrote of him later. “It may
Peg, Naomi Stearns; Ethel, Joan
Glover g.
contains 72 new entries
room.
Admission 15c and 25c
seem strange that a man of his birth,
Moulaison; Mrs. Chichester, Ruth
•
•
•
«
Union
High
—
C.
Cunningham
lw.
Among the guests were Mrs.
education an{i professional attain
(Season Skating Ring Tickets Will Not Admit To Game I
For the first time in 57 years J. Perry; Maid. Madelyn Coffey; Jarvis,
Charles Ward. Mrs. Fred D. Osborne. Morine c, McFarland rw, Messer Id, ments should have buried himself on
Martin
rd.
E.
Cunningham
g.
' H Montgomery of Camden failed to Sherwood Small; Jerry, Kenneth Or
Mrs. Florence Valpey, Miss Jose
the coast of Maine, but he also buried
Score, Rockland 7, Union 1. Goals himself In the grateful hearts of its
j appear on the opening morning of cutt; Hawkes. Merton Haskell; Alaric
phine Whittredge. Miss Ruth Wil
: court. Some concern was expressed Clinton Fickett; Brent, Malcolm
Miss Blanche Goldthwaite, Fisher 1. Babbidge 3, Young 3. Mc- people."
z 1 liams,
Mrs. Robert Irving, Mrs. Raymond i Earland 1. Referee, Gilbert of Rock*
by the attorneys but the president of
• # ♦ •
( the Knox Bar appeared in the after - Haskell.
Cook. Mrs. Thelma Goodell and Miss land. Timer, Heal. Time three 12's.
The war came Dr Webster's en
Miss Olive Pride, teacher of Eng
'! noon and set all minds at rest.
Arlene Adams.
thusiasm was less for an enterprise
• • • •
WHO BEATS IT?
lish and dramatic speaking, is coach
| Miss Ward is the daughter of Mr
having to do with the destruction of '
Mrs. Elfocede Johanna Raynes of ing. Her ability and efficiency arc
1 and Mrs. Charles Ward of 99 Marilife in France than for his saving of j
Owl's Head was the only applicant always reflected in any activity under
| anna street, this city.—Lynn (Mass' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
lives
in
Maine,
but
he
went.
He
was
|
I see in your paper where Mr.
j Daily Item.
for naturalization at this term. She her direction.
Copeland of Thomaston would like killed.
The play, written by J. Hartley
was
admitted to citizenship.
Is
he
to
have
no
successor
on
I
At
Einstein, who states that all men to know of one who has a Bible older
• • • *
Manners has had phenomenal suc
Penobscot
Bay?
Or
arc
the
people
of
should refuse to fight in a war. is than his dated 1727. I have one that
The grand Jury completed their cess. It was first produced In Los
given several columns on his talk in is dated 1611. I would like to hear that bay themselves his successors? Helen Twelvetrees and Bill Boyd (n duties
in one day this term, a record Angeles on May 26. 1912, with LauFor
what
a
breed
they
are!
It
has
the press. Debs, who said the same from some one who can beat this.
“
The
Painted
Desert
’
’
,
a
Pathe
feature,
which
has
not been attained for some rette Taylor as “Peg.” It was given
been
remarked
that
lines
in
the
faces
thing, was sent to jail. Are we ad
A. V. Grafton
years.
The
new county attorney En in the United States and Canada
cf
men
who
compete
with
other
men
vancing?—B’nai B’rith Messenger.
Friendship.
5,987 times during the season of
sign Otis, was actively in evidence.
form round the eyes, usually lines of
» * « «
«
1914-15 by eight companies. In Lon
cunning; but lines in the faces of men work on "The Painted Desert,’ which
The prisoners were arraigned on don at various theatres the play was
who wrest their livings by struggle comes to the Strand Theatre Friday
against the elements are formed and Saturday, he acquired a 60-foot Wednesday morning. Kenneth Frav given 1,001 times; in English pro
round their mouths, and are lines oi cabin cruiser, and had just begun to of Boothbay pleaded guilty to an in vinces 2,475 times, and in Australia
Inclusive
strong character. The last half of enjoy his new possession when he dictment for breaking jail. He was and New Zealand 457 times. It has
that sentence is a portrait of the av was obliged to dry dock it for the six sentenced to six months in jail but also been played in ffndia. Holland
Lowest Score for Men,
$10.00
or seven weeks he spent on location, sentence was suspended and he was and the Far East, and has been tran
erage Penobscot Bay fisherman.
Second Lowest Score for Men,
An artist, returning to Boston with Director Higgin, Helen Twelve- placed on probation for two years. slated into French and Spanish. Up
5-00
from one of the islands after having trees, William Farnum and other Maynard Demmons pleaded guilty to to April 15, 1918. the total perform
Lowest Score for Ladies,
10.00
eight different indictments for lar ances numbered 10,233.
lived among its seafarers last summer noted Pathe players.—adv.
Second Lowest Score for Ladies,
ceny and breaking and entering. He
Included in the local committass
’’I've lost the gate off my truck, 'spose you can
5.00
confessed:
I was sentenced to from four to eight are Horace Booth, tickets: Pierre L.
Il had been a bad year for me.
find it for me?" came the vigorous voice of Austin
I went up there feeling very sorry for feeling that the man had had his years in prison on a count of larceny Havener, Jr., publicity manager, with
GRAND DERBY FOR ALL NOT WINNING ON
and never would do it again. and the other indictments were filed. Miss Lucy French as assistant; and
Sherman of House-Sherman, Inc., over The Cou
myself. But when I saw what those lesson
Does something besides the hard
Fred Gooch. Arthur Mosher and Kenneth Orcutt, electrician, assisted
LOW SCORE
fellows
have
to
endure
and
how
rier-Gazette telephone. The classified advertising
cheerfully they endure it, I swear to ship of their lives enter into the Charles Candage of Portland were by Mr. Havener.
making
of
such
people;
does
the
department took a description of the missing gate and
Indicted for larceny and conspiracy
Tickets are already on sale, and the
First,
$10.00
you I came back full of courage. I’d
be ashamed to complain of my little grandeur of that land-and-sekscape to assault and pleaded guilty to both advice is "Buy early."
a few hours later Mr. Sherman's loss was broadcast
Second,
5.00
edify grandeur of character as well? counts. Gooch and Candage were
troubles now.”
to thousands of readers—and the response was im
Third,
3.00
Imagine neighbors so loyal to one Nature itself in that bay has an sent to the Men’s Reformatory and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
another that when a bad marine ac aspect of nobility. Superb mountain Mosher was sentenced to 1 to three
mediate—the missing gate was returned and the
Fourth,
2.00
cident occurred through the fault of profiles rising boldly out of the sea, j years on the conspiracy charge and
It I had to live my life again I would
expense was only 25 cents.
one of them, the rest, even the suf spruce-rigged islands thick as a j two to four years in prison on the have made a rule to read some poetry
listen to some music at least once
All plays must be made in competition. Leave score
ferers themselves, shut up like clams, flotilla at anchor, weather that larceny charge, sentences to run con and
a week The loss of these tastes is a
ranges from Elysium to Witches’ currently.
cards at Caddy House with your name on them
loss
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Not always are missnig articles located so prompt
Sabbath, white houses just above the
tideline where it is pleasant to
George Cowan, attorney, of Dam
ly through the classified columns, but the results are
SWEET-AND-TWENTY
Summer Heat Guaranteed Or No Charge
RAINIER LIME RICKEY imagine one's grandparents as hav ariscotta was in attendance in court O Mistress mine where are you roaming?
remarkably satisfactory, and the cost is low. For
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev ing lived, and a roaring, seething, on Tuesday in connection with a O. stay and hear! your true love's coming
swashing surge of adventure that (criminal case in which he represents 1 That can sing both high and low:
Lost, Found. For Sale, To Let or any general an
erage—a perfect mixer
Green Fees, Afternoon,
25c
Journeys end'Tn iSI'erV meMmg”5'
Listen in everv Friday evening at can be romantic, tragic and comic I the respondent.
nouncement. phone 770 and let The Courier-Gazette
all in the same breath, life in Penob------------------I Every wlse man 8
doth know.
Green Fees, Evening,
35c
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
scot Bay seems hewn to heroic scale
The Capone nutials have united 1
do the work for you.
Distributed by
How blest wq are to have such places j two fairly noble Chicago houses, and
'h*t"otpXrnt laughter;
Rockland Produce Co.
No Admission Fee
and such people. They are the family after this we shall take no nonsense
what's to come is still unsure:
Sow on sale at Tillson Avenue
Bible of the Nation.
I from our British cousins. We feel in delay there lies no plenty;
Miniature Golf Course
I -Uncle Dudley In the Boston that our beerage is Just as costly and TIVonut™sma stuff wui
146-29
I Globe.
snooty as theirs.—The New Yorker.
william Shakespeare (1564-1616'.
z
. . •
\ -TT. " . ■ . . . . i ,:...... '
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Here is an easy calendar for 1931
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab enabling one to find the day of the
lished and consolidated with the Gazette week any given date falls on:
in 1882. The Free Press was established
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
4. 0. 0. 3.
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
5. 1. 3. 6.
March 17, 1897.

HOCKEY
!!!
TONIGHT
COMMUNITY PARK RINK

Cash Prizes

Tillson Avenue Miniature Golf Course

February 7 to 28

It Turned The Trick

Page Two
The Courier-Gazette
________ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland. Me.. Feb. 5, 1931.
Personally appeared Frank ,S. Lyddle. I
who on oath declares that he ls Press- 1
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb. 3. 1931. there was printed a total of
6,263 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.
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ROCKLAND

HIGH

GOES

STRONG

Picked Up Two More Games Last Night At Rockport’s
Expense—We Lose To Morse

Boy Scouts

The Rockland High basketball .o defeat the Rockland High quintet
Thc Court of Honor. Boy Scouts of j
teams coasted to two easy victories bv a 26 to , 21 scdre. The
...Rockland
...America, was held Monday evening, I
I will instruct thee and teach thee ,
over the Rockport court aggregation t.eam„was eadin8 the visitors until wjth a good attendance of boys and;
in the way which thou shall go; I
in Rockport last night, the local girls Art Flanagan was sent oflt on fouls severai out of town guests. Judge
will guide thee with mine eye.—|
winning by a score of 45 to 19, while and the Rockland team seemed com- Adelbert Miles served as chairman,
Psalms 32:8.
the boys had an easy time in their 30 p.eteiy lost without him.
with Jameg p Carver. Herbert Morto 9 viotory. With the Rockland sex- i Numerous foul shots were missed gan and w p gtrOng of Thomaston,
Pour Rockland Lions visited the
tette working like a machine, the, by both teams and the local aggre- and £o0Ut Executive Lewin as other
new Wqldoboro Club last night and j
Rockport team was helpless, and the gation had many chances to win the members of the board. All Scout- '
enjoyed with that organization the
two stellar Rockland forwards, Helen
on the fou. line While the mosters present served as honorary'
who live off them. Two hunters went Mattson and’Edna Howard, rolled up game
Along the Border of Mexico.
excellent supper served within the
Morse outfit was outplayed in the members.
i
out
from
here
Sunday
after
hawks
precincts of that delightful establish
Glory be! Left my smoked glasses
a grand total of 45 points.
first half they never stopped lighting
A
list
of
the
Scouts
advanced
at
this
and
returned
with
28
of
these
can

ment known as Stahl's Tavern. ' at home today and ran into a great,
The entire girls' team played well and in the third period dropped in
nibal birds. Marsh. Harris, Cooper, all evening except in the first period many long shots to take the lead. Court was made public in Tuesday's
which is to be the permanent home
big,
tall
beautiful
blonde
down
at
the
American Ruffled Leg, Sparrow, Car- when the Rockport club matched Both teams were missing easy shots issue of this paper.
of the Lions. A handsome birthday
Next week marks the beginning ot
cake with candles made its appear- I bank! My Knox County modesty acara and white-tailed Sinnet hawk them basket for basket. They had throughout the game but the Orange the
21st anniversary of Boy Scouts In
ance mysteriously and the solution ! prompted me to run and of course I (very rare) were among those shot. but a one point margin at the end ol and Black missed many more than America.
All Scouts will attend the
came when Porter Soule, a retired 1 started for the door at high speed, as
<®> <S>
<$>
the first period, but came back strong did the boys from the Shipbuilding Congregational Church Sunday. The
commercial traveler, blushingly ac- I1 always do in such situations. Fate
The Egyptians have had more .ex in the second quarter to pile up a good City.
uniforms will be worn all the week.
cepted it as a birthday remembrance. I had stacked the cards against me. perience in handling mosquitoes than lead at the end of the half. They
The local team had a lead of six
There will be a joint meeting Mon
The presentation speech was made 1 Up jumps dapper Mr. DeLong, the the natives of the Magic Valley. We continued their scoring all through points at the end of the first period
day night. Future programs for the
by Enoch
Robertson . formerly cashier, and introduces me to her— are in a delta country here, with the second half and were never in while at half time their margin had rest
of'the week wfli'be" announced
manager in the Boston district for a his own secretary. A native Texan, about the same conditions and sur danger of having the lead overcome, been lowered to a single point. While through
these columns
large
corporation.
Ex-Senator and she looked the part.
Coach Heal played his second team Ellingwood and Flanagan succeeded .
roundings that exist in the lower Nile
<$><§><$><$>
Dwinal found an interested audience
valley. And we both have many for the first three periods and at the in keeping the local team out in front
for his address on the proposed road
Having had good training in my mosquitoes. However, over on the end of this time they ied the Rock- during the first half, the scrappy
ROCKPORT
building program. "Duke" Annis younger years as a reporter, I of Nile, the Egyptian takes all the ma- port quintet by a 10 to 7 score. The Morse forward. R. McElman, kept his
presided at the piano while Lions I course sorted to talk on the subject laria out of the mosquito by growing first team was sent into the tray at team in the running, scoring the
_____
_____
Mrs. Albert Rhodes, who has been
songs were being tried out.
she knew most about—banking. large amounts of clover, or berseen the end of the third period and they greater *part
of____
their rpoints.
After the Morse team had piled up 111 at Glencove for several days, re
,77
77
Don't try to get a job in a bank down as it is called there. These clover unleashed a passing and shooting atThe stockholders of I he Rockland herp They gQ tQ work at „ 30 jn the blossoms contain a great amount of tack that netted them 20 more points a good lead the second team was sent turned Wednesday to her home on
& Rockport Lime Corp, held their, morning t0 get the money dolled up, coumarin, a very sweet, sticky sap when the final whistle blew,
in and they succeeded in holding Litnerock street.
annual meeting at the home office in : arranged and tbe books and other on which the mosquitoes feed. And
the Rockland scoring down. The! Improvements are being made on
Summary of the boys' game:
this city Tuesday and chose these things out of the vaults, to have this sap contains a drug that takes
shooting of R. McElman and the floor- the O. P. Jackson residence, Com- j
Rockland
directors: George B. Wood. William, everything in readiness to wait on the all the malaria out of the bite of the
F
work of Legard was outstanding lor mcrcial street, the work being done
T. Cobb, H. A. Buffum, Rockland, | pubUc at 9 a m They close the front mosquito. I have never heard that Thomas, If
1
the Morse team, while Flanagan's by Samuel Stevens and Benjamin
2
Joseph Remick, William Holway Hill, doors at 3 p m. every day, and Satur- our own agricultural department has Flanagan, If ........... 2
passwork and Gay's defensive work Wentworth of Camden.
0
ab(L c' ??' ®re^er\ B°So° n’nrn„nH- I day. No noon closing here. After the ever written anything on the subject. Faulkingham, rf .... 1
1
was a big factor in keeping the Morse
At the meeting of the Girl Scouts
McP0Pga R°ckland and Portland, doQrs cjose they staj.t tQ stra,gbten My information came to me during a LaCrosse, rf ............ 0
0
scoring down. Ellingwood of Rock- at the Baptist vestry Tuesday evpand Walter S. Wyman, Augusta. ou[ tbe day.s business—and—here visit to the Nile delta in 1928.
Johnston, c ..?........... 0
0
0 land and R. McElman of Morse were ning one of the series of First Aid
Messrs. McDougall and Wyman are I comes the fly jn the ointment—they
1
Ellingwood, c .......... 4
9 tied for the scoring honors for the lessons was given by Rev. F. F.
4, <J> <» J>
new members of the board, having ,
, untj] 7 and g and sometimes 8.30
Duncan, lg ............. 1
1
3 evening, each having 12 points to his : Fowle.
There are wonderful bathing
ni_ht qat„rdflv<! and all The
succeeded Lewis K. Liggett and |
1
7 credit.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples enJames L. Richards of Boston, re- j at^gch^k system here that' beaches along 016 Gulf' but they are Gay, lg ..................... 3
0
0
In a preliminary game the Junior tertained friends at bridge Monday
signed. Tuesday s meeting was de- pas°“ ls
yw tb
undeveloped. Few natives in Florida Glover, rg ............... 0
0
0 Varsity team defeated the Freshman evening at their home on Commervoted wholly to the transaction of I ba' neP writes hisP or her own I or 111 the South
any sea bathing »n McAlary, rg............. 0
- aggregation by a 21 to 8 count. The cial street.
routine business, and no indication I m0I^v ChKk^ for^evervthing-even 1)16 winter' Their blood is t0° thin'
12
30 summary:
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Storms |
was given as to the corporation's j ™5"%.Sa
They chi“ t0° easily' A man lrom
Rockport
Morse
were entertained Monday evening at
probable procedure in the spring a
. . these clerks have stacks !the north comes down with thick j
P
F
P
G
F
the home of Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Jack12 son.
0 R. McElman, rf ..... 5
2
0
0
0 Parks, rf ................. 0
0
0 Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth and Mrs.
■nc.a.nu, ,0 fat .ndusUy. £
j
J
0
0 Ring, If..................... 1
0
2 Mildred Putnam have returned from
1
1 Greene, If................. 0
0
0 Augusta where they attended the
as you read, you will remark. crazy.
» And so the ha
thin, m
the
~rey
:itA®tr'"if
.' ...............
?•>
bathing
in
the
sea
p
rnP
...............
Cash receipts of the Kennebec now
2
6 Conley, c ................. 0
0
0 Maine Federation of Women's Clubs.
maybe that the law forbids more
bridge in January amounted to $4265 I than eight hours work a day. Quite depends on the activity of tourists— , pnV9nn rf ............. i
2 | Legard, c ................. 2
0
4 Mrs. Ellsworth is State chairman of
0
............... n
or $1417 over the same period in 1930. ' so. If you want to talk about the and in this country there are few Sn„a.
0
0 Wilson, lg.... ............. 1
2
i ’he Division of Art. They were ac
................................
Receipts were augmented by the sale law, then you can get another job. tourists. These settlers came down
— F McElman,lg .......... 0
0
0 companied by Mrs. Carl Moran,
a
of the 200 trip books for trucks and There are many out of work willing here to farm and raise fruit and they
» Levy, rg ................... 2
0
4 president of the Methebesec Club of
are too busy to play very much. The
automobiles. There were 35 of these to take your place.
Referee, Wotton. Time, four 8's.
McDonald, rg .......... 0
0
0 Rockland.
tourist comes along, finds no very
books disposed of at $20 each, thus
Summary of the girls' game. Score
Miss Ruth E. Upham, aged 18.
<j> <?> 4> <s>
1 good hotels, no good golf, no race Rockland. 45; Rockport. 19.
increasing the revenue by $700. But
11
26 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lou E.
without these books, however, the ' It is a known fact among citrus | track or gambling, and a law forbidRockland lineup—Mattson rf, How
Rockland
Upham, died Wednesday morning at
increase in receipts over last year men that Magic Valley grapefruit are ding dance halls in the cities along ard If. Brewer c, Breen c, Lawrence
P her home in this place. Funeral
G
F
would have ' amounted to $7C0. sweeter than those grown in other j the border, and he tries the beaches. sc. Smith lg. Snowman, rg.
McAlary, rg.............. 0
0
0 services will be held Friday at 2
Nearly 5000 more people crossed the sections. Florida soil produces won- | He finds the water warm, the sand
Rockport lineup—Priest If, Spear rf Gay, lg ..... . ........... 0
1
1 o'clock.
bridge in January than in the same i derful grapefruit, but the California soft, the sun hot enough, but no bathj Riley c Totalan sc Lofman’lg Graf-’i Elltnewood’'<•’........... 4
The weekly meeting of the Tryto4
12
xnnntli
tjoor tubi
1p tLlP
inPFPflSP II kronrl
boc rinvpr
hpPD norUllflT*.
At hnucoc
’
o
»
month locf
last year,
while
the increase
brand has
never been
popular. At
houses, conbniiob
sandwich efonde
stands, shelters, fam rg.
Knowlton, rf .......... 0
0 help Club was held Monday evening
0
in motor cars was more than 2500 first they thought this rich delt. soil recreation rooms or anything. Just
Points scored by Mattson 26, How LaCrosse, rf, If........ 0
1
1 at the Baptist vestry with an Italian
and automobiles, in fact 947 of them ■ had something to do with the sweet- the beach and the Gulf, If he can ard 19, Priest 11, Spear 8.
Flanagan, If ............ 3
1
7 supper served at 6.30. followed by a ,
paid 50 cents cash fares, the others i ness, but now the experts seem con- bring a lunch and a tent along with
After trailing the entire first halt
business meeting. Plans were made
traveling on commutation tickets.
vinced that the soil has nothing to do him in the car to the beach, with a and holding its own in the third pe7
7
21 for the Candleligty Tea and Musicale
-----------------with it, and neither has any fertil- thermos bottle full of cold tea. or riod the Morse High basketball team
Referee, Mahan. Time, four eight to take place on the evening of Feb. !
Again the* Civic League is an- jzer, but that it is due to the semi- something, then he can have a little from Bath rallied in the last period minute periods.
23 at the church. The next meeting
nouncing essay contests. The first is arjd climate. This is all a guess, and privacy while he makes the change to
! of the club will be held Feb. 11 at
limited to students in High Schools no one seems certain as to the real the bathing suit, and has a bite to
' the new parsonage with Mrs. George
and Academies within the state. It cause. All this valley land has to be eat and a snooze in between swims,
GIRLS ROUGHED IT
WITH THE BOWLERS ■ F. Currier as hostess.
calls for a 2000 word essay upon the irrigated with water pumped from But 10 years from now that will all
Mrs. Mildred Putnam will enter
subject, "Why I Favor President ,he Rl0 Grande because of the semi- be changed. For the first time ever,
tain the Twentieth Century Club
Slippery
Floor
Was
Cause
of
Carr
'
s
AUe
y
Leagues
Hoover's stand on Prohibition." arjd ciimate here.
this week, they are giving you tourist
13 l l
!•
t n»
Tuesday night the Boiler Makers Friday afternoon at her home with
The second contest is limited to
a
<»,
railroad rates in here, so you still
Kockland
s
Downfall
In
outnoised the Pirates, but by only readings by Mrs. Annabel Hodgman
scholars in grade schools and
Hundreds of thousands of birds have a chance to be numbered among
c_,,___i w .
14 pins. Clarke had high string i and Mrs. George F. Currier.
Junior High schools.
They are cQme gouth t0 spend the winter in the first settlers. However, you will
oeverai ways
<12O> and Hopkins high total, but
A get-toge’her of the members of
to write essays on “The Effect of :
valley
they are followed by I want to get back to Maine, after a
------—
still the biler men won. The sum- the Baptist Sunday School will be
Alcohol on Human Beings." All h ks who „rev on them, just as the few months—they all do. Life is like
The Rockland High secondgirls' ' mary:
, held next Monday evening at the
essays are to be in the office of the burists areP fyUowed by sharpersJ that.
basketball
team
journeyed
to
WalBoiler
Makers
—
Beaudoin,
271;
! vestry and a very pleasant evening
League on or before March 16. First_______________________________________________
doboro Monday night and w de- Willis, 267; Simmons, 269;Ames,
is anticipated. Supper will be served
prizes are $15 in gold; second prizes }
feated 15 to 8 The girls Dut un a 276: Brault, 295; total, 1378.
at 6.30 with each class occupying
are $10 in gold; third prizes are $5
VINALHAVEN
USE OF INJUNCTIONS
r-,
„
309;■ Clarke,. 296;• ii separate tables and prizes are to be
good fight, especially Elsie
Howard, Pirates—Hopkins.
h
.
in gold.
Stockford, 248; Woodcock, 250; Shute, awarded the two best decorated
. T. J Tisr.ar.i’o Harbnr Man Urces
Miss E>izabeth Guilford who has and Evelyn Pietroski. The first 261; total, 1364.
ones. Prizes will also be given the
Well drivers at Charles A Lind- 1 ftnant S narbor lan
g O b
visiting in Rockland returned Quarter went ainn£, -mnnthiv nnm
... *
two best numbers on the program,
bergh's country estate in Trenton. N.
c..nnnrt of Rjll That Would home Tuesday.
quarter went along smoothly until
Burpee Furniture Co. established a each class being required to supply a
J. have struck rock bottom—and no
PP
q g Roberts of Rockland was in °ne
® Waldoboro guards fouled
E.' Howard. Thus Rockland got a new season's record Monday night by part of the entertainment.
town Tuesday
I“
water. So the construction of the
Restrict Them
The public bridge party Tuesday
T E Libby returned Tuesday free throw and made the point. The defeating Ford Motor Co. 200 pins.
new home for the famous aviator, his
frnm Pntmn and npw’ Vnrk
'
was 80 slippery that the Rock- Stewart led the massacre with a high afternoon at the home of Mrs. Leola
flying wife and their infant son has Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
Mrs Verne Mossmln was a recent'land players bad difficulty in keeping string of 114 and high total. The Mann for the benefit of the Library
been delayed indefinitely. The site
a biH restricting the use of injuncBuilding Fund was well patronized
their footing. Breen as center and summary:
may be changed if water is not found
visitor in Rockland.
Burpee Furniture Co.—Campbell, and a neat sum realized.
at a reasonable depth. Well, Colonel j tions in labor disputes has been reFred Grimes returned Tuesday Sundstrom asside center did some
The annual installation of officers
good team work. Breen took care of 284; Thornton, 284; Cargill, 302;
you know that Maine is a wet State | ported in the Senate The Judiciary fri.m New York.
Harbor Light Chapter will be held
.................
Ocean Bound' Rebekah Lodge will
^aldolwro center while Howwd Stewart, 319: Beaton, 276; total, 146o. of
—as far as water is concerned—and ,i comm
jttee.......................
was divided, seven voting_
Ford Motor Co—Black, 267; Cope Feb. 10 with Retiring Worthy Ma
5S5“ «SI•» £S y™ «i
<>■« “>■
»■
j? •
land. 240: Jameson, 229; Porter, 266; tron Orra Burns as installing officer,
assisted by Erlene Davis, marshal
New Jersey (otherwise very well in three abstaining from voting. The
much roughness and at times the ! McPhee. 263; total, 1265
and Ina Wooster, chaplain. The
favor of the good old Pine Tree com- bill was not acted upon when the
Cha^r Sy e^nJust for good measure Burpee elective officers are Leola Mann,
nK>nwealth._____ __
Senate adj0umed in July. It will ing a rehearsal of the work was held ^lladp
Furniture beat the Boiler Makers 103 worthy matron; Herbert Mann,
Visitors to the New England come up for consideration in the by the new officers^
a return game with Waldoboro in the pins the same night. Stewart again worthy patron; Lucy Stevenson,
appeared
Sportsmen's and Motor Boat Show, present term of Congress.
pmser'on steamer Governor Bodwell “ear fu‘T and ??
hoped.tbwe ] will
____ in the role of hero, with a associate matron; Burton Stevenson,
at Mechanics Building. Boston, Feb. The recently organized
national pu™
„ pa.r..„bp
be a good crowd to see this "blood- singie of 117 and high total. The associate patron; Annie Small, secre
tary; Addie Jenkins, treasurer; Eva
7-14, will behold for the first time i committee on labor injunctions is Wednesday to the Needlecraf; Club. thi,:sty" con.test' .^ss Carswell went summary;
Burpee Furniture—Campbell, 289; Porter, conductress; Marie Bisbee,
in America, a full-grown captive bull supporting this bjn This committee
An auto truck owned by Myles wlth thp girl' 2?1
C°rP
conductress. Following the
Thornton, 271; Cargill, 303; Stewart, associate
moose, as a part of the exhibit of me
d of abQUt 40„ attorneys, Sukeforth was being driven on CarRockland
installation refreshments will be
307;
Beaton.
273;
total,
1443.
Province of New Brunswick. The
F
, ...
. ver s Pond Tuesday morning when it1
Cj
Boiler Makers—Snow, 253: Sim- served under the direction of Amy
huge animal was captured near clergymen, profeessors and editors. broke through the ice but Iater it Elsie Howard, rf ......... 1
4
mon.s.
248; Ames, 293; Willis, 275; Miller, Cora Morrill and Annie Spear.
Salisbury, N. B., by 30 guides in the These learned and professional men was hauled out. Mr Sukeforth and Evelyn Pietroski, If
0
0
Ernest Bills of Somerville, Mass.,
Brault. 271; total, 1340.
employ of the Provincial authorities, j bave recognized the injustice com-, Willis Kossuth were on the
>.■ truck Carrie Breen, If ............ 1
0
was a weekend guest of his cousin
♦ « •
0
Breen,
The moose was surrounded in a , mltted by the use of injunctions in wben the accident occurred.
,Carrie
---------------- -c ......... 0
Herbert Coates.
The Cement L-ague
0
“yard amid snow four feet deep. ja^or disputes and they are using The Ace of Clubs Saturday evening Evelyn Pietroski c .......... 0
Harbor Light Chapter will observe
At the Star alleys Friday night
0
and a lasso was thrown over him by | thgir influence and ability to end i and a party at “63’ Tuesday evening | Ruby Sundstrom, sc .. 0
0 the Machine Shop defeated the Elec- past matrons' and patrons' night
0
Lawrence Colpitts, one of the guides ; thesp injUstices
The executive com- were entertained by Miss Muriel Irene Billado, rg
0
0 triclans 99 pins. Teel was top notch Feb. 17 with Naomi Chapter of Ten0
who was formerly a cowboy on the i mittee in charge of the work of this , chilles.
! Marguerite Hamilt'n, lg 0
for singles with a 106 but high total ant’s Harbor, and Forget-Me-Not
Alberta plains.
committee is headed by Charles F.
Mr. Strong representing the Cen- [
Chapter of South Thomaston as spe
went to Luce. The summary;
8
1
Amidon, former judge of the U. S. trai Maine Power Co., arrived here
cial guests.
Machine
Shop
—
Teel.
485:
Shields,
Cominc from Thomaston Tuesday District Court.
Waldoboro
; Tuesday from Thomaston.
Johnson Society of the M. E.
366;
Marshall,
428:
Miller,
388;
Rog

Perley Tibbetts of Dyer's Garage
P
Injunctions have nothing to do , l. H. Bucklin is home from Red-1
G
F
Church will hold a social at the ves
ers.
412:
total,
2079.
staff had a very uncomfortable ex with the enforcement of the law, stone for a week.
0 Electricians—Lindsey. 398; Luce, try Feb. 18, with program and re
0
0
' Burns, rf
perience. An oncoming truck failed they are orders issued by a judge.
4 , 442; Lord, 385; Andrews, 382; Mitch- freshments.
2
Mrs. Evelyn Patrick entertained at' Colwell, rf .................. 1
to heed the fact that he was stalled sometimes restraining people from“63" Monday evening.
Anderson, If .................. 4
3
Among those from town who at
n : ell, 382; total, 1989.
in a rut (this was near the cement doing things which they have a per0
tended the installatidn of Seaside
Mrs. Estelle Brown will be hostess Barton, c ....................... 0
u 1
* « » ♦
plant) and tin result was a side feet right under the law to do. There t0 the Mothers' Club this week.
0
Jones, sc ........................ 0
0
The Cement Quarry had easier Chapter Camden, Monday evening,
swiping which put the truck out of are instances for example when peo- , Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Boman re- Brooks, rg ..................... 0
0
0
sledding
with the Electricians Mon- were Amy Miller, Orra Burns, Louise
commission and badly damaged the pie have been forbidden even to at- j turned Monday to Lisbon Falls.
0
' Benner, lg
0
day
night,
winning by 181 pins. Holbrook, Annie Spear, Leola Mann,
sedan.
Tibbetts was considerably
0 _ Hunt ran wild
tend church, and other instances!
Mrs. Albert Wooster spent Tues- Rider, lg ........................ 0
with a single of 116. Annie Small, Helen Small, Mr. and
bruised and had two bad cuts on the when
unions have been restrained day in Rockland.
1
— s
,5 ! but Fetteroli was right on his heels Mrs. J. Carleton Davis, Mft. Earle
head. He will be off duty a week or
Davis, Cora Morrill, Gwendolyn Buz6
so in consequence. The truck is from using their own funds for strike i Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane returned
U2- Hunt had hlBh total- The zell, Marion Weidman. Della Larson.
pay. Surely that is an infringement Tuesday from, Brookline. Mass.,! Timer,
Ednah Howard, Scorer, | with
summary:
owned by a Mr. McCorrison.
The Nitsumsosum Club met Wed
j on civil rights of the workers.
where they were guests of Mr. and ( PhyllisSnowman. Referee. Bums.
Cement Quarry—Fetteroli, 444;
nesday evening at the home of Mrs.
_ » ! There can be no question but that Mrs. Edward W. Swan. While away '
-----------------Guptill,
389;
Roes,
389;
Creighton,
00 '
s- Phdbrick department i jnjunction |s a weapon whereby the they were also entertained by a num- ;
Hattie Spear, Main street.
371: Hunt, 454; total, 2047.
A SUMMER (IDLE) IDYI.
commander of the Grand Armynas , gtate helps the employers to prevent ber of friends well known to local ,
Electricians
—
Luce,
396;
Andrews,
| For The Courier-Gazette I
returned fromPortland
where o thp workers from gaining for them- readers,
including
Mrs.
Flora
“That man wants me to lend him
355; Lord. 355; Bunker, 394; Fisk,
Tuesday night he attended the 48th j ]v
better wages and better con-1 Athearn, Gloucester; Mr. and Mrs.' On a sultry surofher morning.
some money. Do you know anything
A
tramp
idly yawning
366, total, 18t>b.
anniversary exercises of Sheplej i dulons
Mark p Smith
Mr and Mrs. j Neath the sat
shadow ot a widely spreading
about him?”
Camp. Sons of Union Veterans. J Thls ls an jggUe that ought to in-j william Bernhardt, Melrose; Mr.
oak,
, ,
,
Late bowling results: Forty Club 2
“Why, I know him as well as I
T Xt°at ^hehblnoue? Xphn- terest the publiC aS a Wh°le' SUrf?’y and Mrs' Ned Go°dwin, Watertown;
»e,'eyS half closing,
I or
i
lau.
uragons
i«i;
r<
or 1 1471. Dragons 1421; Forty Club ] know you. Don't lend him a bean, j
h V
a vilest of honor at a ! the business men in thls locallty rec' Mrs. Cora Carlon, Miss Bertha Dol- | Aad a^cigarette stub ready for a smoke. 2 or 1 1379, Underdogs 1307.
old man.”
brick was also a guest of honor at aj ognize the bengflt Qf thg compara- ham Boston; Mrs. Ida (Dolhani)
But see. the man Is rising.
meeting of the Chimney Sciapersps that the organized Groton, Brockton: Mrs. Winnifred
With an energy surprising.
Club, an organization of business
£ w(jr*ers herp enjQy And simm
Rockland.
And with a yell that cleaves the ether |
men.
----—
—
—
-’
J
like a knife.
how many qther communities could
Has the dinner horn been sounded.
not have the same enjoyment
it| She: “Do you think petting is bod
—x-x—.......had
........
Why so quickly up he bounded?
Tbp hopkev sticks will flash tobeen that injunctions broke the fOj- one?’
No. the man ls fighting mad you bet
night at Community Park rink when morale of the workers and crippled t He: “Maybe—but it's great for
your life.
Warren and Rockland will clash their fight for better wages.
| two.”
Why
does he whoop and “holler”?
The game will open at 7 o'clock and
Surely no one questions the ability
Why so hot beneath the collar?
the admission
is
small,
me
rink
is
q{
Uce
and
militia
t0
cope
w
j
t
h
any
_
___
_________
Why
does
he rend the welkin with a
«« ----------------------«i a — i
ic lyrncino ui *uuiivc anu minus iu uupc **
, ■«
■
x
roar?
well lighted and hockey is Pr^>h$ | dtsorder that might arise in a strike ’
His
antics
are erratic
Tt cbmiln
he men.
°
_I
very popular. It
should be
men area. .It does
Guard against the
seem
a great injustice
Suggesting bats within his attic,
:
___ z
tioned that season skating
tbat because a stoppage of work and
For hene'er has shown such energy beHcre>s
,ctter
op^,. 21,
May all large people, both men and
FLU
will not serve for admissio
o
dispute about wages has occurred the
j 1929, by Mrs. Fred Barringer of Lewis- women who want to reduce in an easy
way,
give Kruschen Salts a fair trial. I
eanie.
employer should hate the privilege to
Whv does he dance the mazurka?
I town, Montana, that ought to be read am sure
as much as possible.
it will convince anyone.’’
get a judge to suspend civil rights of
Why
d
dwThe
do
B
UeShimmy
and
the
b
V
every
overweight
woman
in
Get a bott!e of
A bottle of Kruschen Salts that
The second in the winter series ol ^be workers that they otherwise eni
America.
rag l
lasts four weeks costs but 85c at
Fortv Club bridge parties will be 1 joy and are guaranteed by the United
his mind becoming hazy.
Ephi (F. I.)
t Is
j Gentlemen: I started taking Kruschen David L. McCarty's or any drugstore
Or ls he going crazy?
given Feb. 10 at the Copper Kettle States Constitution
every morning as directed as I was very in America. Take one-half teaspoon
with Dr. E. L. Scarlott as chairman.
The misuse of injunctions will be from your neighborhood druggist. | Or is lt but an alcoholic Jag?
j much overweight and wanted to reduce.
I had tried going on a diet but would in a glass of hot water before break
stopped if the public brings pressure
Is the dance preliminary
<ret so hungry that my diet would not fast every morning. To help reduce
Price
50c
I
To a scene that's yet more merry?
enough
to
bear
on
the
senators
to
"How
many
peanuts
for
a
Willie;
_ simply jest?
| last long, so I decided to give “Kruschen swiftly cut out pastry and fatty meats
does the genus hobo
pass the proposed anti-injunction
Priest Drug Co. j OrJest?'
Not “much, a thousand'“insects i Salts' a fair trial. The day I started and go light on potatoes, butter,
penny?”
swarming
I to take them I weighed 256 lbs. and at
bill.
The
bill
is
numbered
S.
2497,
Son:
“
Oh,
a
handful.
”
Giocer
His tough old hide are warming.
i present, which has been Just four weeks. cream and sugar.
Willie: I'll take a penny's worth, write your senators to vote for the
he Kruschen way is the safe way to
BANGOR, MAINE
j He'd beefi sitting on u yellow Jacket's I weigh 239 lbs. And I must say. I feel
bill.
Oscar
W.
Easton.
nest.
1
Petter In every way, besides looking
uce—Try one bottle and If not joy
but let your father get ’em for me,
much better.
fully
satisfied—money back.
Tenant's
Harbor,
Feb.
1.
|
Hope.
Dunt."
please."

This Woman In 4 Weeks
Lost 17 Pounds of Fat

J

“ ‘Cheerful Clothes' are the kind
that eheer you to wear—and eheer
you to pay for.”
—says Gregory

Three Items

HERE'S A doctor who

that should be interest
ing reading for today.

5avs cheervulclothes
IMPROVE A MAN'SAPPETITE AND DIGESTION

>

Thirty-five Men’s

Overcoats

HAS 'A

that are real thirty-five
dollar values
Now

$19.75
Twenty-five Dozen

yoU/RUN POV4N TO
GREGORY'S

Silk Four-in-Hands

ANO GET The THINGS
you NEED

Regular 1.00 value
Now

69c
Two for 1.25
Twenty-five
I CERTAINLY VNOUt-O
LIKE "TO QO ALON G /

Juvenile Suits

7HAT'SHOPHAS
rfurnishings
SNAPPY
PRESSER
EVER
WORE
t

Sizes 2 to 6

Some woolen waist and
others with fancy cot
tons and rayons. All
worth much more.
Now

$1.98
These peppy-dressy winter days
should be all the inducement a
young fellow needs to deck himself
out in new raiment. However,
' we’re adding a further induce
ment by the excellence of our
styles and values.

Others at 98c, 1.48

Gregory’s
41C MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

The same good taste always

ARMOUR'S
CLOVERBLOOM
BUTTER

fresh!

THREE CROW

BAKING POWDER
A New Discovery in the Art of Cooking

Obtained Through the Combined Efforts of the Best

Chemists and Cooks.

It is a Citrus Baking Powder

Made from Three Crow Cream Tartar (a Product of
Grapes) Citric Acid (a Product of Lemons) Abso

lutely Pure.

THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
Rockland, Maine

Summer Heat

at Golf Course
With new installation of steam at the Tillson Avenue
Miniature Golf Course we are now able to heat the
course to suit our coldest patrons.

Come Down and See

GREEN FEES
Afternoons, 1 to 7—25c, Eighteen Holes
Evenings, 7 to 12—35c, Eighteen Holes
Three Rounds, 1.00

Read Saturday’s Courier-Gazette for next week’s
Contest
Eat a Lobster Sandwich with Pleezing Coffee
Walter Dodge serves
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb 6—Rotary Club ladles' night at
Thorndike Hotel.
Feb. 6—Rockland Lodge cf Elks cele
brates 25th anniversary.
Feb. 6 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
Feb. 8—Concert In Strand Theatre by
Rockland City Band.
Feb 9—Shakespeare Society meeting at
Mrs. Aldana Spear's, Maple street.
Feb. 9—Valentine meeting of ParentTeacher Association at the High School.
F<b 12—R. H. S. Junior Class play,
“Pei: O' My Heart.''
Feb. 13—High School's Klppy Karnival.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18—Lent begins.
Feb. 18—Gretchen Fletcher dancing re
cital. Temple hall.
Feb. 21—Operetta at Unlversallst ves
try.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday (ob
served on the 23d).
Feb. 23—Rockport, Candlelight Tea
and Musical, auspices of Trytohelp Club.
Feb. 23—Annual meeting of the Fortv
Club at Thorndike Hotel.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
March 21 (9.07 a. ni.(—Spring begins.

Albert H. Robbins has resigned his
position as clerk at the Rockland
Pharmacy.
Miss Katherine Veazie is substitut
ing in the English department of
Rockland High School.
Am I an intravert or an extravert?
"This is the self-examination ques
tion for Friday’s Educational Club in
the study of applied psychology.

The first robin of the
seen on the premises of
ard D. Saville yesterday.
was the first one to be
this paper.

season was
Mrs. Rich
Anyhow it
reported to

Leonard W. Vinal of Limerock
street has received appointment from
the State of Maine as humane agent,
and is ready to attend to any justi
fiable complaint.
Past Presidents’ Night is being ob
served by Edwin Libby Relief Corps
tonight. Work on quilts is to be
done by the members this afternoon,
with public supper at 6, Mrs. Ella
McMillan, chairman.
The Highway Commission is giving
a public hearing in Wiscasset todayon a matter which interests all Knox
County motorists—the proposed re
allocation of the Atlantic Highway.
Petitioners are seeking to have sev
eral bad curves avoided.
Park Theatre patrons are being
provided with some extra good pic
tures these days. Manager Boyle,
beaming with smiles, tells us he has
booked “Charlie's Aunt,” ‘'Inspira
tion” (with Greta Garbo) and
“Tol'able David” for the near future.

Charles Merritt, who has been a
traveling salesman for Loose-Wiles
Biscuit Co. of Boston for a number
of years, is making an intensive
study of the woolen business at the
Knox mill in Camden with a view
to becoming salesman for that cor
poration.

Amputation of his arm was found
necessary in the case of William
Gabrielson, who broke the member
five weeks ago and who has since
been a patient at Portland hospitals.
The operation was performed by Dr.
Abbott of Portland at the patient’s
home in this city.

Miss Doris E. Sylvester, a member
of the Jocal office staff of the Cen
tral Maine Power Company, was in
stalled as worthy matron of Seaside
Chapter, O.E.S. of Camden Monday
night. Mrs. Beulah Ames was a par
ticipant in the program which fol
lowed the installation ceremonies.
Rockland Lodge of Elks is
essentially^ a patriotic organization,
and for this reason local business
men are asked to display flags to
morrow while the local lodge's 25th
anniversary is being celebrated. The
Chamber of Commerce has endorsed
such action, and the request will
doubtless be heeded by everybody.

The farce comedy “The College
Flapper" is being presented on
Thursday and Friday evenings of
this week under the auspices of the
Frank D. Hazeltine Post, American
Legion, in Belfast. In the large cast
composed of prominent business men
and women, musicians, etc., appears
the name of Dr. Mervyn W. Bird as
"Studious Girl.” Mr. Birtf is a for
mer Rockland boy.
Graduates of Rockland High
School are being besought (and
irobably not in vain) for contribuions to the remembrance booth
vhich will be one of the features at
he Kippy Karnival in the High
School gymnasium Friday, Feb. 13.
Articles that sell for 15 to 50 cents
ire preferred to more expensive
>nes. The proceeds will be used to
orward the interests of the school
Men de Rochemont is chairman of
he remembrance booth.
The first in a series of concerts to
c given by the Rockland City Band
ill be presented at Strand Theatre
unday afternoon at 2.30. A pro
ram of high order is being prepared
ertain to appeal to all music lovers,
eatures will be trumpet solos by
lenneth V. White, vocal solos by Jo;ph Packard and readings by Master
[arold Dondis. Tickets may be proured. of Charles L. Robinson at the
lurp'ee & Lamb store or from other
lembers of the band.

Theq made

VALENTINE
a Saint

.ENTINE
LOWERS

taken to Boy Scout headquarters for
delivery. A recent coasting party at
Mrs. Emery’s home was a jolly event.
After the girls had slid down hill a
great many times, both on and off
the sleds, and investigated head first
several inviting snowbanks, a de
licious luncheon of cocoa, cakes and
Cookies was enjoyed indoors. Mrs.
Emery was assisted in serving by
Miss Ruth Emery a frequent and
very popular visitor at the regular
troop meetings. A Valentine party is
being planned.
All the troop meetings have had
the opening ceremony, the salute to
the flag, the repetition of the Girl
Scout Promise, Laws and Motto.
Following this the girls have formed
into two patrols and studied the work
necessary for passing the required
tests.
At present the girls are signalling
as part of the work necessary for
passing second class test. A lesson
has been taught on the Star
Spangled Banner; one on the
proper use and respect for the^flag;
and one lesson on fire prevention
and wise precautions to follow in an
emergency. The members have also
learned valuable facts in the treat
ment of burns. The goal of the troop
is to have all girls who are eligible
pass the second class tests befbre the
close of school.
A pleasant part of each meeting
is the singing, with much vim and
enthusiasm the Scout songs, and the
playing of games. The girls have
especially enjoyed the relay games
and the guessing games. Much
friendly rivalry and good sportsman
ship have been shown. The girls re

sponded to the Red Cross call by a
donation of $2, taken from the week
ly flve-cent collection.
The troop is very grateful for the
assistance which has been given by
the people of the Congregational
Ohureh, by the Diligent Dames who
made the signal flags, by the Council

’ who have attended to the wants of
the troop so promptly. We have also
been glad to welcome as visitors Mrs.
Orisfh. Merritt, Mrs. Nellie Hall. Mrs.
William Ellingwood and Rev. Walter
Rounds.
All girls not affiliated with any
other troop are eligible for member-

ship. Both Mrs. Emer and Mrs.
Lovejoy would be happy o welcome
any who are interested into the
Clover Leaf Troop.
WHEN IN NEW YORK-You can buy
of Thc Courlor-Gazetic. with thc
home news, at Ho'allug's agency, 308
West 40tli St.
codIcs

Last Minute Special
We have just bought in Boston

30 DRESS COATS
at about Half Price

Ski Suits

Broadcast

Spring Styles

Ski Pants

Make your New Frocks

Ski Blouses

CHISHOLM’S

CANDIES"

Knitted Suits

25c per yard

$24.50

30c lb.
ASSORTED CHOCS.

______ 29c____

FRUITS

Just received ten more
boxes of those delicious

FLORIDAS

25c doz.

February 12, Lincoln's birthday, is
a holiday in 21 states and Alaska,
while February 22, Washington's
birthday, is a holiday in every state
and territory. There are several
reasons why Lincoln's birthday is not
observed as a holiday as extensively
as Washington's. In the first place
Lincoln was a sectional president
and naturally was never very popular
in the South. Tennessee is the only
former Confederate state which has
made Lincoln’s birthday a legal holi
day. Then, too, Abe picked out a bad
time to be born. Washington's birth
day was already widely observed long
before Lincoln was born and many
people felt that it was too much to
I observe two holidays in February
within 10 days of pach other, and
they did not desire to glorify the
birthday of thc savior of the Union
at the expense of the creator of the
Union, figuratively speaking.
"It must be awful to be
lector. You must be
wherever you go.”
"On the contrary,
everybody asks me to call

and up

Hotels, Boarding Houses, Lodges, Churches,
Camps—see this 20 year guaranteed

February Silk Showing

Silverware

500 Yards Special

PRINTED SILKS
40 inches wide

$1.00 yard

All pure silk

Special; yard,

.49
1.59

New Celenese Flat Crepe, heavy and washable.
All colors,

-98

Printed Challies and Flannels,
Candy Stripes.

a debt col
unwelcome
practically
again."

10‘< off in lots of
20 dozen or over

BORN

NORTON—At South Waldoboro. Jan. 28.
to Mr. and Mrs Perley Norton, a son.
TEAGUE—At Warren. Feb. 3. to Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Teague. (Carrie Leach) a
son .
LUNT—Rockland. Knox Hospital. Jan.
24. to Mr. and Mrs. Otis M. Lunt. a
son. Melvin Atwood.

MARRIED

2 lbs. 29c
FLORIDA

/viH bring almost instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
n every home. Sold only at

GRAPEFRUIT

Johnston’s DrugStore

CHISHOLM’S

•«<

Rockland Girl Scouts

say it with

BLUE GRAPES

73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Poet Psid on receipt of price
76 cents

Interior improvements are being An Entertaining Summary of
made by the Stonington Furniture
Work Being Done By the
Co.

H,

Dr. H. G. Page of Camden will
lecture on Spiritualism Sunday. Feb.
8 at 7.30 p. m. at 447 Main St., C. M. P.
Co. building. All interested are in
vited.
15-17

METHYL BALM

CLOVER LEAF TROOP

Fred G. Howard has resigned his
position as third foreman of the Vet- | Clover Leaf Troop of Girl Scouts
eran Firemen's Association.
was organized at the vestry of the
Weather this morning: Clea’- sky; Congregational Church last October
wind northeast, temperature 6 de under the leadership of Mrs. Joseph
grees above zero.
Emery, captain and Mrs. Maurice
Lovejoy, lieutenant.
Miss Irene
The Spanish War Veterans will
commemorate the sinking of the bat Lunden who took a course in Scout
tleship Maine Sunday, Feb. 15, with work last summer assisted at the first
a memorial service in American Le few meetings, so work got under way
gion hall. Commander I. Leslie very quickly. Dec. 8, Mrs. Elling
Cross and his committee are perfect
wood, councillor invested the lollowing th: arrangements.
ing girls with the rank of tenderfoot;
The Imported wall papers are dis- Eleanor Barnard, June Cook, Maizie
Rose Moody, Madeline Philbrick,
| tinctly different and in exquisite Joy,
Eleanor Simmons, Dorothy Smith,
colors fast colors too. Broadcast di Dorothy Speare and Virginia Wood.
rect from London to Crie's Gift Shop, The other three girls who attend the
—adv.
meetings and who are doing1 the same
Le knew how women
work have not yet reached the age of
love the little tributes o(
INFLUENZA’S SPREAD ten. the required age for ScuUt mem
bership. These girls are Marian
affection that keep Romance
Massachusetts One of States Ludwick. Priscilla Lovejoy and Vir
ginia Richards.
aglow! On St. Valentine’s Day,
Showing Increase — Some During the fail a hike to the end
February 14th—she will re
of the Breakwater and another to
Timely Rules
Chickawaukie Lake, with lunch at
member, so don’t you forget!
the Bartlett Camp, were enjoyed. On
A rapid spread of influenza was both hikes work in laying and fol
reported by the Public Health Serv lowing trails was practiced.
Several parties have been en
ice in Washington with a total of
joyed, especially the Christmas party
7275 cases now as compared with with a tree, presents and refresh
3867 a week ago.
.
ments. At this party a large basket
The Public Health Service esti of gifts donated by the girls was
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
mates the disease as about five times
as prevalent as shown in the report,
The
since several States do not require
Little Flower Shop
influenza reporting and others have
ortly statistics furnished by physi
“SILSBY’S”
cians.
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Among States showing heavy in
creases were: Massachusetts, 114
Saturday from 12.30 to 1.30, a 4-H cases now as compared with 17 a
club radio program will be broad week ago. and Connecticut 140 now
cast from WBZ, and other leading and 82 a week ago.
VISIT OUR NEW DRAPERY DEPARTMENT-THIRD FLOOR
The situation prompted Surgeon
stations of the National Broadcast
ing Co. Music by U. S Marine Band, General Cumming, of the Public
club experiences by club members Health Service, to “emphasize a few
from South Carolina and New York public precautions and personal
Tomorrow night! Friday at 10 p. m. over Columbia
and a talk on Twentieth Century hygiene practices upon which its
prevention
depends."
Club work by R. G. Foster are the
National hookup. The first direct style show from Paris.
"Go home and go to bed,” was laid
outstanding features of this program.
See
the goods now in our window!
down
as
the
“
keynote
rule
”
in
its
Plan to listen in, 4-H club members,
and if you hear this -program, send check and cure.
“Call the doctor,” came next, but
a report to the county club agent,
other rules were given in case the
Loana M. Spearin.
doctor couldn't come.
They were: "Remain in bed, eat a
For All Winter Sports
Charter Members Night was ob simple
diet, take plenty of fluids
served by Miriam Rebekah Lodge such as waiter, fruit juices, milk,
Tuesday evening. Mrs. Lina Carroll, bouillon and hot soups at frequent
chairman for the supper, was assisted intervals.
A new line of Sport Suits, made of pure virgin
by Mrs. Edith Richards, Mrs. Hattie
"Do
not
take
any
so-called
cure.
Richards and Miss Lottie Smith, all There is no specific cure.”
wool; they are fast color and will shed water.
of Thomaston, Mrs. Rose Sawyer,
This procedure. Dr. Cumming Said,
Miss Irene Weymouth and Mrs. should prevent the influenza patient
Tomorrow Night
George Moody. There will be a spe from becoming seriously ill.
cial meeting Tuesday evening to en
Influenza itself, he emphasized, is
tertain Mrs. Marian Crosby of Milo, j not fatal, but the pneumonia which
president of the Rebekah Assembly often follows it often is.
of Maine. Supper will be at 6.15 and
Rest was stressed as most import
there will be degree work.
ant.
Advance Spring Showing of
“Remain in bed until all symp
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, toms have disappeared, and then,
will be open Saturday nights here under thc physician's advice, return
after—adv,
8-tf
very gradually to usual physical
lI •
’I •
• .
activities, being sure to rest before
These
come
in
all
the
bright
college colors.
becoming tired," was the surgeon
(juamntetd
general's prescription.
WASH
For the able-bodied he prescribed:
Eight to 10 hours’ sleep every night
with windows open, under warm
Opposite Waiting Room
Tomorrow night you will hear what the
covers.
new spring styles will be, direct from the
Eating a moderate mixed diet and
Paris salon of the noted couturier, Edward
drinking six to eight glasses of pure
Molyneux. We offer you new spring pat
water daily.
terns of Peter Pan Fabrics, designed in Paris
Wearing clothes warm enough to
New Line of
and specially created to develop the new
’ prevent chilling of body surfaces.
spring fashions. The most beautiful patterns
Avoiding people with colds, espe
HARD CANDIES
we have ever seen, and a bewildering array of
cially those sneezing or coughing,
the smartest new colors, all with the famous
since contact with those just begin
Peter Pan fast’ color guarantee.
19c lb.
ning to feel sick is more dangerous
than from those ill enough to be con
fined in bed.
FIRST FLOOR
Keep out of crowds in closed places.
KISSES
Avoid use of common utensils.
I
Five Flavors
Wash the hands frequently, and
“Smartsport" is the name given this attractive
especially before eating.
30c lb.
Avoid the use of any "so-called
merchandise. 1 he most practical garment in
preventives—vaccines, sera and ad
vertised preventives seem to be of no
PEANUT BRITTLE
value and may be harmful in this
your wardrobe.
Peter Pan Yard Goods .
disease."
30c lb.
Avoid alcohol and stimulants of all
Peter Pan Children’s Dresses
sorts.
Peter Pan Ladies’ Dresses
Walk to work if possible and keep
POPCORN BRITTLE j as much as you can in the open air.

At Fireproof Garage, the Warm
est Garage in Maine—Washing,
S1.00; Greasing $.75 and $1.00: stand
ing in storage $.25; alcohol $.20 per
quart; changing oil at cost—adv.
15tf

Why luffsr tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

The South Thomaston dances have
been discontinued until spring.

Page Three

4 for 25c

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PERRY-HARRIMAN—At Appleton. Jan.
31. bv Rev. L. E. Watson. Robert Ed
ward'Perry of Appleton and Clarissa
Dora Harriman of Belfast.
DAVIES-MacDONALD—Cambridge. Mass.
In St. Paul's Church. Jan. 31. Dr. Clin
ton L. Davies of Worcester and Miss
Dorothy E. MacDonald, formerly of
North Haven.
DARIS-ERSKINE—Portsmouth, N. H..
Nov. 26. David B. Darts and Josephine
E. Erskine, both of Rockland.

SKI

Made by the makers of Rogers plate, reinforced
*♦ ounce heavy plate. The beautiful Priscilla
pattern.
Tea Spoons
Dessert Spoons ,
Soup Spoons
Table Spoons
Dessert Porks
Dinner Forks

DIED
MTI.LAY—At Camden. Feb. 5. Mrs. Cora
Buzzell Millay, aged 67 years.
UPHAM—At Rockport. Feb. 4. Ruth E..
daughter of Lou and Cora Upham,
aged 17 years. 10 months. 12 days. Fu
neral Friday at 2 p. m.
HOWES—At Malden. Mass . Feb. 1, Miss
Blanche E. Howes, aged 40 years. Fu
neral this afternoon at 2 o'clock In
Washington. Burial In Union.
KALLOCH—At Wiley's Corner. Feb. 4.
Annie B„ wife of Charles H. Kalloch.
aged 64 years. 1 month. 6 days. Fu
neral Friday at 2 o'clock.

”

.

Eouillon Spoons
Butter Spreaders
Coffee Spoons
Iced Tea Spoons
Orange Spoons
Oyster Forks
Ind. Salad Forks

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Berry Spoons
Cold Meat Forks
Gravy Ladle
Butter Knives
Sugar Shells
Dinner Knives

1
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Mazaroff
Mystery
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Every-Other-Day
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cslt? with Hie police nuHiormes.'’
I laid tlie paper down and stared
Inquiringly at Maythorne.
He

CHAPTER I.—Msrvyn Holt, bache

lor World war veteran. Is engaged,
in London, by a man calling him
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
companion. After a ehort tour the
two put up at the Woodcock inn. on
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally. Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
Merchison, and later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are hie wife
and daughter, who have long be
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right
name, he tells Holt, is Merchison.
lie nad left his wife shortly after
their marriage, before the birth of
the girl, of whose existence he had
teen unaware. That night Me zero"
falls to return to the hotel, and
there Is no explanation of his dis
appearance.
CHAPTER II—Holt meets Miss
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
goes to her cousin's (Verner Courthope) shooting box. hoping to learn
of Mazaroff’s whereabouts. At Courthope's is a man named Armintrade
npd a London doctor, Eccleshare.
They know nothing of Mazaroff Po
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
paper man. Bownas, question Holt.
Mazaroff’s body is is found in "Reiv
er’s den.’’ He has been shot. The
dead man's lawyer. Crole. with Maythorne, private Inquiry agent, ar
rives, Crole having heard of his cli
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
large sum, and was in the habit of
makirg a display of them Incau
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
anything of value, are found on
Mazaroff’s body.

CHAPTER III.—Mrs. Elphinstone
scoffs at the idea that “Madaroff"
is Merchison. and produces apparent
proofs of his death.
Maythorne
finds something at the scene of the
murder, and pocketa it.
A gun
found near the spot Is Identified as
the property of Musgrave, landlord
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
stolen from him.
CHAPTER IV.—Evidence at (he
inquest proves "Mazaroff" waa Merchison. His will, made a few daya
before his death, leaves all his
i! onev, an Immense amount, to Holt.
Mazaroff had the will In hia posses
sion, and it Is missing A shiftless
character named Parslave Is found
to have left Marrasdale moor hurriedly. From Mazaroff’s papers It
Is learned that Herman Kloop. then
In London, has been a close friend
of Mazaroff’s in South Africa.

CHAPTER V.—Kloop tells Crole

"Mazaroff" had two remarkable dia

monds in his possession.
It Is
learned that he had offered to sell
these to Lord and Lady Loeke. Isord
l.oeke says "Mazaroff” had one of
these stones and Armintrade the
r-iher Maythorne brings his clerk,
Cottlngley, into the affair as an in
vestigator. Sheila comes, alone, to
Holt’s rooms, in London.
May
thorne is there.

CHAPTER VI.—The girl has
Merchison’s missing will, which she
has ’stolen" from her mother. Her
explanation seems to link Mrs. Blphinstone with the murder. May
thorne produces a brooch, the ob
ject lie had found at the scene of
the murder. Sheila does not recog
nize it.
CHAPTER VII.—Parslave is seen
on the street and followed to Ec
cleshare's house. A watch is kept
on the place. Mr. and Mrs Elphin
stone come to London. The latter
refuses to make any explanation as
to her possession of Mazaroff s will.
Armintrade explains he bought two
rare diamonds from "Mazaroff," at
Marrasdale moor, and gives the pur
chase price to Holt, as "Mazaroff's"
heir.
CHAPTER VIII—Sergeant Man
ners and a Scotland Yard man, Corkerdale, visit Maythorne.
Manners
tells him Parslave was seen the
night of the murder, with Eeeleshare, near where Merchison’s body
waa found. Eccleshare's explan..
lions completely exonerate himself
and Parslave. Both men, however,
declare they saw Mrs. Elphinstone
at the scene of the murder, tha
night,
CHAPTER IX.—Mr. Elphinstone
n.kee tlie announcement that his
w fe, Sheila, and Alison Murdo* h.
Mrs Elphlnstone’s maid, have dis,"arid from their hotel. Short’s,
‘..stone identifies the brooch
M
lie had found at the scene
< M r bison’s death, as his wife’s
li*. had I.ought two precisely alike,
trs before, and given them to
Mi- I phlnst-ne Maythorne. be1 ■ >1- r Mrs E)v.Ainstone murdered
M r 1, n. puts his clerk. Cottingley. or her track, and. with Crole
■ t d H It goea to Short’a hotel seekh g Infi mation. They learn a man
whom nobody can Identify in connectlon w ith the case had been aeen
to follow the three women when
they left the hotel.

CHAPTER X

We Know That Man!

I SNATCHED at the newspaper

* eagerly enough: there was that
in’ Maythome’s manner which
showed me that here was news of
importance. I saw it at once—
there it was, in big letters in the
stop-press space:
"About half past four this after
noon Mr. Kilthwaite, grocer of 623x
Harrow road, having occasion to
visit a yard at the back of his
premises, In search for some crates
stored amongst a quantity of simi
lar odds and ends, came across tlie
dead body of a man which had evi
dently been dragged across the
yard through the rear entrance and
partly concealed b.v loose timber.
He at once summoned the police,
and on examination it was found
that tlie man had been murdered
by repeated blows on the head with
some heavy instrument. He is a
man of presumably thirty years of
age, small of stature, of slight
build, wearing spectacles, the lens
on tlie right being shattered; he is
respectably dressed and a new Tril
by hat was found lying beneatli the
body. He had evidently been robbed
after being struck down, as there
was nothing on him in the way of
money or valuables, nor were there
any papers that could lead to iden
tification; everything, in fact, of
this sort had been carefully re
moved, and the only articles found
in the clothing were a fountain pen
and two recently pointed lead pen
cils. New Scotland Yard was at
once communicated with and detec
tives are making a careful Investi
gation. Anyone recognizing the
dead man from the foregoing de
scription should at once communl-

I Saw It at Once—There It Was, In
Big Letters in the Stop-Press Space.
slapped his hand heavily on the
paragraph I had just read.
“Holt!” he exclaimed. “That's
the chap who followed those three
women away from Short's hotel the
other night! A million to one on
it!”
“You think so?’ I said, incredu
lously. “But—there are lots of men
who'd correspond to that descrip
tion."
"That’s the man!—I’ll lay any
thing!” he declared. “And this
thing's getting more of a mystery
than ever. Look at it!—Mrs. El
phinstone, her daughter, and her
maid, without a word to Elphin
stone. suddenly clear out of Short's
late at night They are seen to be
followed by a mau who had previ
ously inquired if the Elphinstonps
were staying at Short's. They
never return, tlie women; from that
moment to this—all this time hav
ing elapsed—seventy-two hours !—
nothing whatever has been heard
of them. And then this discovery
is made—tlie man who was seen to
follow them is found murdered—
head battered to pieces—and
robbed ! Now—why 7'
“If he is the man!” I exclaimed.
“It’ll surprise me more than I’ve
been surprised, so far." he retorted,
“if he Isn't the man. But we’ll
soon settle that. Come along—
I’ve got a taxi outside. We’ll go
round by Short’s, get hold of that
under hall porter, and go up to
the Harrow road.”
"To see—him?" I asked.
"What else?" he answered. “Conte
on!—you don’t know what depends
on it. Nor—where those wordhn
are. In danger, fur anything we
know."
I went willingly enough, then.
Somehow, it had not struck nte up
to that time that Sheila might be
in real danger: I had fancied,
rather, that she was probably as
sisting her mother in flying frotn
justice, or, at any rate, from dis
tasteful inquiries.
We rode round to Short’s, and
after some slight del:*., carried off
the under hall porter Once in the
cab again, Maythorne showed him
the newspaper description of the
murdered man.
"Does that answer to the man
you saw following Mrs. Elphinstone
three nights ago?” he asked.
The tinder hall porter, a sharpeyed fellow, nodded.
“I should say it did, sir, myself,”
he answered. “Yes, it’s a good de
scription of him, taking it alto
gether. It doesn’t mention that
he’d a slight brown mustache,
though. If this dead man has—"
“We shall soon see thnt," said
Maythorne grimly. “A few min
utes—"
Mr. Kilthwaite’s grocers estab
lishment was away up at the poorer
end of the Harrow road—a very
modest establishment, too. catering
for a humble class of customers.
But when we got out of our cab
and walked towards it, we found
thnt for once at any rate it was a
center of vast interest, if not of
trade. The pavement outside was
thronged with people, and a posse
of policemen was engaged in get
ting them to move away or move
alnng, not over successfully; two
policemen stood at the shop door,
evidently with orders to admit none
but bona fide customers. A word
from Maythorne procured us in
stant admission, however, and we
entered—to find Manners and Corkertiaie standing inside, in conversa
tion with tlie grocer, an excited and
voluble person who was obviously
retelling his story for the xth time.
Corkerdale nodded significantly as
Maythorne advanced on them.
“Have you seen the man?” asked
Maythorne.
“We haven't, .vet." replied Cork•rdale. ‘‘lie’s at tlie mortuary, of
course. We’ll go round there. Well,"
he continued, turning to tlie grocer,
“We’ll look in again when we've
been to the mortuary, and perhaps
you’ll show us tlie premises where
you found him?”
"Anything you please, Mr. Cort'-rd de.” replied the grocer, nibbing
his hands. “Always glad to assist
the police, sir. These gentlemen,
j I supose, are in your line, too?”
"Bit that way,” answered CorkI erdale. with a smile at Maythorne.

’’\YeTl,” lie w’ent on. motioning us
to follow, "we’ll just step round-It's not far.”
He led us along the dismal road
to a still more dismal, if more
spick-and-span building, tbe gloom
and sombemess of which was ac
centuated by its air of officialdom
and formality. We trooped one
after the other, under the guidance
of a police constable, into a white
washed chamber. There, on a aenter table, or slab, was laid out,
stiffly evident under a white cover
ing, what we had come to see.
The police constable began to turn
hack the sheet: Maythorne mo
tioned tbe under hall porter to go
nearer.
“Look well!—see If you can iden
tify him,” whispered Maythorne.
But the identification did not
come from the under hall porter.
We had all crowded close to the
still figure; we all looked steadily
at the dead man's face. And in
that instant Manners and I, after a
single glance at it, turned sharply
ou each other; a look of mutual
understanding flashed between us,
and we let out the same simultane
ous exclamation.
“We know that man!”
The others turned on us, then,
questioningly.
“You know him—both of you!”
exclaimed Maythorne. "Then, who
is he?”
“Newspaper reporter from up
our way,” answered Manners.
"Name of Bownas. I don’t suppose
you ever saw him when you went
up there—his work was more to the
other side of Gilchester. But Mr.
Holt here knew him. That's Bow
nas, right enough!”
"He came to see me, at the
Woodcock, with Manners, after Ma
zaroff’s disappearance,” I said. “I
saw him, just once, afterwards—In
Gilchester. But that is Bownas.
without doubt!”
“And murdered here in London!”
muttered Manners. “Good Lord!—
what’s it mean! There’s more in
this—•"
“A moment!” muttered May
thorne. He turned on the under
hall porter. “Don’t make any mis
take!” he said. "Is that the man
who came to Short's hotel, and
whom you afterward saw following
Mrs. Elphinstone and her daughter
and the maid? Look well at him,
now!—be sure!”
But the hall porter shook his
head as much as to Imply that all
the looking in the world wouldn't
make him surer.
“Oh, that's the man I" he ex
claimed. "I knew him at once.
There's no doubt about itl Recog
nized him as soon as I set eyes on
him. Of course, he’s lost his cjlor,
but—”
We went out of the mortuary,
and into an office where there were
more officials. They evidently knew
Corkerdale, and after a few min
utes’ whispered conversation with
him they produced some clothing.
Corkerdale immediately placed his
finger on a label within the Trilby
hat.
“That wasn't mentioned in the
newspaper account,” he sald^ "See
—Border Clothing company, Car- 1
lisle. New, too. Let me have a !
look at his other things.” I stood
by, watching curiously while Cor- i
kerdale and Manners and May
thorne went through the dead man’s j
garments. They found but one 1
thing of any note—a tailor’s label ,
sewn within the Inside breast
pocket of the coat, showing that
the suit had been made in New
castle. It had a date and a num- 1
ber on it, and Corkerdale remarked
that there was a clew to identifica
tion, if necessary.
"It’s not necessary,” remarked
Manners. "I know tha man well
enough. BowDas—reporter of the
Tweed A Border Gazette at Gil
chester. And Td like to know what
he was doing here!”
"What was he doing at Short’s
hotel?”
suggested
Maythorne.
"That’s more like it, Manners! But
that’s obvious—he was after Mrs.
Elphinstone. He followed her, too,
when she went out Where? Now,
then, did she, and her two compan
ions, come to this quarter of town?
If they did—why? And where are
they?"
“Let’s go back to the grocer’s,"
said Corkerdale.
We went ont again into the
gloomy road. The under hall por
ter, having done what was required
of him, was anxious to go back to
the hotel. Maythorne sent him oft
In a taxicab: the rest of us re
turned to Kilthwaite’s shop. May
thorne and I walked side by side—
at first in alienee.
"What do you make of this, May
thorne?” I asked at last.
"God knows!” he answered. ’Tt
seems evident that the poor fellow
we’ve just seen followed the Elphinstones—Mrs. Elphinstone, of
course!—to London, tracked them
to the hotel, went after Mrs. El
phinstone when she went out that
night, but—as to the rest—"
"Do you think he followed then,
—here?” I suggested. “If so, what
could they want in this neighbor
hood?”
“Shabby and sordid enough for
anything, hereabouts, isn't It?" he
answered, with a shrug of his
shoulders. “Again I say—who
knows? — who knows anything?
Let's have a look at the place
where he was found, however—we
may get some idea of something."
The grocer took us through his
shop into his backyard. It was a
dismal place, all the more dismal
because that was an unusually fine
spring evening. It seemed to be a
sort of dumping ground for boxes,
barrels, chests, old tins, crates, all
the refuse of a chandlery shop; and
it was of some extent, running from
the back of the premises to a high
wall In which there was a crazy
door.
■
“Here’s where 1 found him!”
whispered Kilthwaite in a half-awe
struck whisper t “I wanted some
planking out of this pile of old
wood: I pulled some aside, and
there was a man's arm! And then
—well, then I found the rest. I
saw signs of a struggle. But," he
added,* “some of your people that
have been here already, Mr. Oorkerdale; they say that there are
clear Indications that he’d been
dragged in here, across the yard,
from the door there.”
“What’s outside that door and
the wall?" asked Corkerdale.
We all went to look. There was
a narrow, stone-paved lane there,
running from a side street between
the backs of the Harrow road
houses and those of some afreet or
terrace _set further ^ick. It .waa
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CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
When you get into a tight
place and
everything goes
against you. till it seems as
though you could not bold on a
minute longer, never give up
then, for that is just the place
and time that the tide will turn.
—Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Cooking (or Convalescents
N COOKING for the sick, a mod

is necessary, to bring
Iouterateandheatintensify
the flavor of the

food used. Fried foods should
never be given to a person who is
11L
When one can afford a trained
nurse, she is now equipped to pre
pare and serve the kind of food
which the physician recommends;
but when the mother is nurse as
well as cook the care of the sick is
a heavy problem.
Every food that is hot should be
served hot and cold things cold.
Garnish each dish and serve every
thing in the daintiest way possible.
Calfs foot jelly may be molded
in some small form and placed
with a bit of green on a china
plate.
Calf's Foot Jelly.—Select two
calves’ feet, wash and split them
into halves, crack the bones into
several pieces. Put Into a kettle
with three quarts of cold water.
Bring slowly to the boiling point
and simmer for three or four
hours. Strain and stand aside to
cook When cool remove any fat
and turn tlie jelly into another
saucepan to remove any sediment.
Add a piece of stick cinnamon six
inches long, broken into bits, tlie
grated rind of a lemon, two cup
fuls of sugar, a bay leaf and a
blade of mace. Beat the whites of
two eggs slightly, mix with the
jelly, then add the juice of three
lemons. Bring to a boil and boil
rapidly for five minutes. Cover and
stand back on the stove to settle
and strain through three thick
nesses of cheesecloth or a flannel
bag. If not clear strain again.
This Is a most nourishing and ap
petizing jelly and is deservedly
popular.
The difference between beef juice
and beef tea is that one Is the
clear juice aud the other is diluted
with water. Where the digestion
is weak the tea is considered bet
ter. For tlie beef juice broil a
thick piece of round steak quickly
on both sides, then cut tine and
squeeze through a fruit press.
Nerve in a hot cup with little salt
and no pepper.
(O 1930. Western Newspaper Union 1

fenced in by high walls for all Tts
length: there were only two feeble

“I Pulled Some Aside, and There
Was a Man’s Arm!"
gas lamps to light It; it was dark,
Silent.
“One of your men says there are
bloodstains on the stones—just
there!" whispered tlie grocer. “Of
course, you know, I never heard
anything—and I’ve not heard ei
ther, of anybody who did so far."
We went back to the shop and
stood discussing tlie matter and its
probabilities for some little time.
Then the grocer's telephone bell
rang. He went to answer it, and
looked round at us.
“If one of you gentlemen s Mr.
Maythorne.” he said. “He’s wanted.”
Maythorne crossed over and took
up the receiver. A moment later,
he, too, turned on us.
“From the under hall porter!" he
exclaimed. “Mrs. Elphinstone aud
Miss Merchison are back!”

(To Be Continued)
The psychologist who says the
movies keep people sane may be
instancing another case oi elacvity.
At least we’re not so crazy as some
of ’he films.—Philadelphia Inqui er

Cupid Was Hiding in
the Woods
By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD
<<t_IElGHU. people! Forgive me
LI if 1 tumbled out late.
“Tlie crowd jazzed to the wee
small hours and. believe me, I could
go on jazzing yet!” And bob-haired
Margery gave a few graceful Im
itations of the very newest jerky
step. Then she flung herself into
her chair at the breakfast table and
plunged vigorously into the busi
ness of eating.
Behind the shining percolator
Margery’s mother sighed. But Mar
gery’s father scowled, opened his
lips, and then shut them forcibly
and a moment later strode from the
room. So many times recently he
had wanted to take ills cherished
daughter by the shoulders and
shake her.
Left alone with her mother, Mar
gery finished two halves of grape
fruit, an egg, three slices of toast
and a cup of coffee. Then, chin
on folded hands, she gazed dream
ily into space.
"There was such a darling fel
low there lust night. Mother,” she
murmured.
"We danced every
dance together. And tomorrow tie
is coming to take me out In his
roadster. We'll ride and ride and
ride—”
“Where was Peter?" Mrs. Hollis
ter's voice brought Margery up
short She frowned.
“Darn Peter! I hate him. He's
as bad as you and Dad. A prig
from the last century. Takes me
to task for being ‘jazz crazy.' I
could see he didn't like my danc
ing so much with Freddy Oole. And
when lie brought me home he said
he was saying a long good-by, and
I told him 1 was also, and perfect
ly cheerfullyI"
Mrs. Hollister was more upset
over this particular outburst of her
daughter than she cared to show.
She and her husband had banked
so much on dependable Peter; had
hoped that this willful recklessness
of their carefully reared daughter
was but a passing phase.
That evening Margery’s mother
went into long and earnest con
sultation with her husband, the re
sult being several telephone calls,
one of which was the ticket office
at the station, where three berths
were reserved on the Montreal ex
press.
A week later Margery Hollister
stood on the rough-hewn steps of
a log cabin veranda and gazed at
the scene before her in dismay. A
tiny path running down to the lake
—the lake itself a broad expanse
with no visible signs of life; in tlie
distance range upon range of for
ested mountains stretching Into
misty obscurity. Were those her
own slim legs encased In leather
leggings and thick high boots? Was
this her shapely self in rough tweed
skirts and flannel blouse?
"Back to nature for you, young
lady, and take a fresh start I” had
been her father’s cool ultimatum.
“When you’re so sick of it that real
cream would taste like nectar and
an old-fashioned waltz seem like an
adventure from fairyland, you can
return to civilization. Not befor»!”
The pride of all the Hnllisters
surged within her. She’d show
them! She'd even pretend to en
joy it!
Followed days so unreal that they
seemed like a dream to the citybred girl. Early mornings after
the speckled trout which Jim, tlie
guide, wrapped in leaves and boiled
so deliciously. Lazy hours of pad
dling and exploration along tlie
shore. Invigorating swims in the
cool, clear water. Quiet evenings
when the moon rose in silver splen
dor above the pine tree tops to a
wliip-po’-wlll serenade.
After all, it was Margery herself
who walked into the trap so care
fully planned. She had been pok
ing along the shore in the canoe
quite a distance beyond the usual
limit of her explorations when sin*
spied an all but invisible trail lead
ing back into a grove of young
pines. Impulsively she landed and
ventured a little way in.
Suddenly she stopped, hand on
her heart. There was a strange man
bending over the makings of a fire.
At the instant she paused he turned
and straightened up.
“Margery!”
“You—Peter!”
Followed many explanations—
mostly Peter’s. "Why, yes, 1 told
your father I had purchased a camp
in the North woods the day I asked
him permission to marry you—if
you were willing. Which you
weren't! I had dreams of—well,
a honeymoon here. Then, the day
after you refused me for the last
time and I had decided to come up
here and forget, your father tele
phoned and asked permission to
bring you up here, too.”
Peter paused. It seemed as If
his whole future depended on what
words were forthcoming from the
lips of the dear girl before him.
“So,” said Margery at length, “my
beloved parents brought me here
only to deliver me into the hands
of—”
“Don’t say ’enemy' I” begged
Peter.
“Well, perhaps not!” said Mar
gery with the tiniest of smiles.
Then she held out an inviting, nutbrown band. “Come, Peter. Pad
dle ine home to supper. Jim lias
promised us bannocks and dried
apple pudding!”
(Copyright.)
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Food Adulteration Common
Sand in flour, iron tilings in tea.
wood splinters in sweets, talc In
rice ami foreign fats in butter are
a few of the disclosures concerning
adulteration of food found In Eng
land. A British ministry of health
report stated tliat out of some 120,fust samples of food products an
alyzed as many as 7,500 were not
up to standard.
Give Him Rope

"Tlie surest way to keep a good
ntan down,” says Merle Crowell in
tlie American Magazine, "is to lie
him down.”

, [COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE)
Great Shopping Center
Once Royal Grandstand
Six hundred years ago cheapside was the scene of magnificent
tournaments, in which knights
from ail parts of England came to
compete. The tournaments com
menced on September 21 and last
ed for three days. In the year
1331, however, according to a his
torian writing of the times, disas
ter marred the proceedings. A
scaffold had been erected for tlie
purpose of seating Queen Philippa,
wife of Edwnrd III, and her gay
troop of ladies, so that they might
watch with comfort the knights
show their skill in deeds of arms.
The tournament had not long been
In progress when the upper part of
the scaffold on which the ladies
were seated “broke in sunder,
whereby they were (with some
shame) forced to fall down, and
many knights and others which
stood beneath, much hurt."
The carpenters were saved from
punishment by the Intercession of
the queen, but to prevent such ac
cidents happening In the future
the king ordered a building of
stone to be erected for himself and
the queen, so that they might see
the spectacle in safety. This erec
tion was used until tbe year 1410,
when Henry IV granted it to cer- l
tain mercers, who converted It into
shops, warehouses, and other req
uisites of their trade.—Manchester
(Eng.) Guardian.
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In order to discover the yellow
fever germ Dr. James Carroll sacrificed his own life b.v permitting
an infected mosquito to bite him.
He was a member of the board
that was appointed by the United
States government to investigate
the acute infectious diseases then
occurring on the island of Culm.
He submitted himself to Inoculation, with a consequent severe at
tack of the fever. He recovered,
hut died seven years later in Wash
ington, September 1, 1907. His
death was regarded as an ultimate
result of the disease. Doctor Carroll was born in England June 5,
1854, and was a physician and sur
geon in the United States army at
the time of his appointment to tlie
Havana yellow fever commission.
The other members of the board
were Maj. Walter Reed, also a physiclan and surgeon of the United
States army, Dr. Jesse Lazear and
Dr. Aristides Agramonte. Doctor
Lazear accidentally contracted tbe
disease during the experiments
and died, and Major Reed died of
appendicitis in Washington the
year following the conclusion of
the experiments, his death occur
ring on November 23, 1902.
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United States Coinage

In the reign of William and
Mary copper coins were struck In
England for New England and
Carolina, Lord Baltimore had sil
ver shillings, 6 pences, and 4
peaces made In England to supply
the demands of his province of
Maryland. Vermont and Connect icut established mints in 1785 for
the issue of copper coin. New Jer
sey followed a year later.
But
congress had the establishment of
a mint for the confederated
states under way, and In the same
year agreed upon a plan submitted
by Thomas Jefferson, and the act
went into operation on a small
scale in 1787. After the adoption
of the Constitution of the United
States in 1789 all the state mints
ware closed, as the Constitution
placed the power of coining money
in the federal government.
Famous Old Bible

Among the relics of the old
Fairfax family of Yorkshire are
the famous Bible, prayer hook, and
psalter of Archbishop Neile. They
date from 1618, and were given to
the first Baron Fairfax by this
celebrated primate of York, who,
the son of a tallow chandler,
became dean of Westmlnater. and
passed through five bishoprics on
his way to the primacy. As,bishop
of Rochester he had as his eha|ilain Laud, afterwards the cele
brated archbishop of Canterbury.
The Bible contains an entry of the
baptism of Thomas Fairfax, the
general who was ommander in
chief of the ai
of the parlia
ment (1645.). He was one of
Charles I’s judges, hut afterward
became a supporter of the Restora
tion.
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Tablecloth a Contract

Rather dirty, and witli much pen
cil scribbling on it, a tablecloth re
cently was taken from a table in
a London cafe and sent to Paris
by air. Tablecloth scribblers had
made it a contract. Round it not
long before sat five business men
at luncheon discussing an impor
tant deal. As they talked they
made notes on the cloth. When
they had finished they reulized that
the whole agreement was there be
fore them in black and white. So
they agreed to sign It. It was ttien
sent to Paris to he produced as
evidence at a meeting of business
men there.

VERTICAL (Cont.)
22-Territory (abbr.)
24- Metric land measure
25- Scotch river
*26-Tavern
28-Free from faults
31-One of the Harpies
34- Crowd
35- Ever (cont.)
36- Chart
37- Built
38- Hissed
39- To take leave
(abbr.)
40- Time period
41- Satisfy
47-Trieky
48- Carved memorial
post of Indians
50-lnsect
52-A speck
54- Look
55- A high hill (Eng.)
57-Topographical
engineer (abb.)
59-Point of compass
|
(abbr.)

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

WALDOBORO
f Miss Audrey Wyman is at home
! from Everett. Ma's., called by the
death of her father W. P Wyman.
| Dudley Hovey of Newtonville,
| Mass. has been the quest of his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. F. A Hovey.
Mrs. Mabel Moore was in Rockland
i Saturday.
William P. Wyman. 69. a life-long
citizen, died Tuesday at his home on
Depot street. He is survived by his
wife. Addie M Wvmnn and two
daughters, Mrs Geneva Homans of
Haverhill. Mass., and Miss Audrey
Wyman, who is a teacher in Everett.
* Mass,
_
, and bv two grandchildren.
,Yl!! ™,Lel<LFnday
afternoon at his late residence.
Albert Kylonnen and George
Genthner have been in Boston a few
davs.
Eugene Tavlor is recovering from
a surgical operation recently per
formed at Knox Hospital. During
his absence from his duties as bag
gage master at the M C R.R. station
his place is being taken by Ivy
Brackett of Nobleboro.
Dominic Fossa who has been con
fined to his home by illness, is now
at the fruit store again.
Mrs. H. R. Smith entertained the
Auction Club last Fridav evening
Aneel cake, orartge sherbet, fancy
cookies and coffee were served.
There will be no meeting this week
on account of the play to be given

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
j

*

I

!

Friday evening.

The Missionary Soeietv of the
Baptist Church will hold its Febru
ary meeting Fridav afternoon at
Mrs Roscoe L. Benner's.
W. C. Flint was host at the first
meeting of the Men’s Bridge Club.
F. A. Hovey was in Portland on
business last week.
Mrs. Ellison Hart of Port Clyde
has been the guest of Mrs. H. E.
Wentworth.
At the regular meeting of Good
Luck Rebekah T od"e Tuesday eve
ning. Mrs. Isadore HofTses, Mrs.
Ralph Morse and Miss Celia Feyler
were on the committee in charge of
the refreshments, which are now a
special feature at each meeting.

DEER ISLE
Needed Inventions
Many lists have been compiled
from time to time as needed In
ventions. These lists differ radical
ly. Such a list was reported at one
time as having been suggested by
the British patentees' institute. The
Items were as follows: Shrinktess
flannel, a nonskid road surface, a
furnace that will conserve 95 per
cent of Its heat, glass tliat bends,
noiseless airplanes and some that
children can manage safely, a mo
tor weighing a pound per horse
power, harness for tides, a pipe
easily and effectively cleaned, talk
ing moving pletures, and a temper
ance drink that will not pall on the
palate. The talking pictures have
now been invented.—Washington
Star.
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HORIZONTAL
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
49- Near
1-Hew
5-Float
50- The whole
9-Organ of hearing
51- Sorrowful
53-Somewhat
10-A color
' 54-A crutch
12-Deface
56- Part of the foot
14- A candle
57- A golf term
15- A rug
58- An age
17-Plunge
19-End
60- Act
61- Hauled
21-Pronoun
23-Announced by
VERTICAL
placards
26- Within
2- Pronoun
27- Born (Fr.)
3- A grain
29- Before
30- Even (Poet.)
4-Capers, as a horse
31- Prefix. Upward
5- Guided
6- Propeller
32- Stoats
33- Made deaf
7- lndefinite article
34- A French coin
8- Youth
38-Smothers
11-Juice of plants
13-Tear
42- A color
43- Distant
15-Middle
44-Japanese statesman 16-Not coarse
45- Feminine name
18- Bountiful
46- Arab (abbr.)
19- Tough
47- A superior flux
20- Masculine name
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Gave Life to Further
Fight on Yellow Fever

Erosion

,r"

J1

Mrs. Ernest Pickering is home from
the Camden Community Hospital.
She made the trip by plane.
Mrs. Edward Dunham of Ellsworth
is spending a few days with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. P. S. Knowlton.
The Chase Emerson library is in
receipt of several nice books for boys
and girls—a gift from Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. Cronan of Poston who are sum
mer residents of this place.
Mrs. Winslow Haskell entertained
the High School A'u.nni one even
ing last week.
Capt. George W. Torrey went to
Boothbay last week where he will
take command of the four masted
schooner Zebedee E Cliff, owned by
Crowell & Thurlow of Boston.
The four masted schooner Ella
Pierce Thurlow which has been lying
at Northwest Harbor the past six
months has been sold at U. S. Mar
shal sale to W. M. Martino of New
York. Capt. Lunt with mate and
crew arrived here last Thursday and
will tow the vessel to New York
where she is to be converted into a
barge.
Mr and Mrs. Leon C. Weed were
guests of his sister in Ca.nden last
week.
The Richard Byrd Chapter. No. 6
of the Comrades of the Way was con
stituted at the chapel last Sunday
evening. Officers were chosen as fol
lows: Chief Comrade John, Lawrence
Pickering: Chief Comrade Mary.
Christine Pickering: Keeper of Rec
ords, Myrtle Conary; Guardian of
Treasury. Helen Haskell; Chaplain.
Essie Torrey; Watcher of the Gate,
Frank Milan; Custodian of the Flag,
Annabel Weed. Preparation for the
reception of new members will pro
ceed as rapidly as possible.

A Concordia young woman finds
nothing more obnoxious titan peo
ple who accost Iter affectionately
with a pat ou tlie cheek. “They
must think,” she declared angrily,
Gigantic Structure
“that I have nothing to do all day , Herodoius estimated thin 100.009
but resurface my- fac~”—Con I men were encaged for 20 years in
cordia (Kan.) Blade.
’ building tli" Great pyramid.

"BREAKFAST IS READY!"

“Breakfast! breakfast is ready!”
cries Henry. And who do you
suppose comes bounding along to
get it. Henry calls him Alex and
says lie is a fine fellow and if you
want to «er a portrait of him, just
take a pencil and join all the num
bered dots together, starting with
dot number one and ending with
dot number thirty-two.

REGULAR SAILINGS FOR

BOSTON
Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
leaves Rockland for Boston Wednes
days and Saturdays, at about 5.45
P M.: leaves Rockland for Bangor
and intermediate landings, Tuesdays,
and Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.
for Bronklin and intermediate land
ings, on Mondays and Thursdays at
7.30 A. M.

EASTERN,
steamship lines
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A M Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rocklard about 9 30
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. If.,
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6 00 P. M.

B. H. STINSON. General Agent.
143-tf
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Every-Other-Day

candidates so nominated in the. city
TELLS OF BENEFITS
LINCOLNVILLE
or town, printed in one column under
heading “For Trustee of Knox WaAlbany Woman Is Lavish In Our pastor, Miss Nellie Hager, re
turned home Saturday from a week
First lstaliment Of Act Now Pending In Legislature On ^allDbFptrlnt^b"voteSUto
passed in Bangor in connection with
Praise of Sargon
her church work there. She takes a
Matter Of Great Moment
vacation during the month of Febru
"Sargon
helped
me
after
all'
other
each name voted for.” As many
ary from her services in this town
medicines
failed,"
stated
Mrs.
Jennie
blank spaces shall be left after the
Be it enacted by the People of the shall be elected by the city of Rock- names of the candidates as there are Jske, 27 Grand St., Albany, N. Y. and Northport.
A surprise party was given Mr. and
State of Maine, as follows:
land in the manner hereinafter trustees to be elected in which the “Neuritis pains through my legs and Mrs.
Roland Robbins, newlyweds,
Section 1. Territorial limits; cor- provided and also such other voter may by writing, insert the name
Wednesday evening at the home of
porate name; purposes. Subject to trustees as may be necessary to com- or names of any person or persons
I the bride's parents, under the direc
the provisions of Sections 17 and 18 plete the required number of trustees for whom he desires to vote. In pre
tion of Mrs. Callie Morse and Mrs.
hereof, the territory and people con- in case one or more of said towns fail paring his ballot the voter shall
Mabel Athearns. More than 50
stituting the City of Rockland, the to accept said act.
mark a cross <X> against and to the
friends and neighbors assembled and
towns of Camden. Rockport and
If this act is accepted by the in- right of such name on such ballot as
I a very pleasant evening was passed
Thomaston shall constitute a public j habitants of the town of Camden he desires to vote for, not to exceed
at cards and games of various kinds,
municipal corporation, under the one member of said board shall be the number of trustees so to be
after which sandwiches, cake, coffee
name of Knox Water District elected bv the town of Camden in the elected in the city or town in which
j and doughnuts were served by the !
for the purpose of supplying mannpr hereinafter provided; other - such vote' is cast. If the voters shall
.hostesses. The young couple were !
f said City wise such member shall be elected by desire to vote for any person or per
the inhabitants
] the recipients of many lovely gifts }
of Rockland and the towns of the city of Rockland in the manner sons whose name or names are r.ot on
of glassware, silver, linens, and a 1
Camden, Rockport, Thomaston and hereinafter provided
the printed ballot he mav fill in such
sum of money in silver. They have
Owl's Head and said municipalities; If this act is accepted by the in- name or names in the blank spaces
many friends who extend best wishes
with pure water for domestic, sani- J habitants of the town of Rockport, left therefor by writing the name
; for the new life on which they have
tary, and municipal purposes, and one member shall be elected by the therein.
embarked.
the supply of shipping.
town of Rockport in the manner
Where the voter so adds‘by writ
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ royally enSect. 2. Source of supply.
The hereinafter provided: otherwise such ing in such new name or names
1 tertained a company of friends
said Knox Water District for the member shall be elected by the city his vote for such new name or names
at car^s and luncheon Wednesday
purposes of its incorporation, is here- j of Rockland in the manner herein- shall be counted therefor although
I evening of last week.
by authorized to take. hold, divert, after provided.
he may fail to make a cross against
The farmers have been busy the
“For over five years it seemed like use pnd distribute water from Mirror
If this act is accepted by the innast week harvesting their ice supply
everything I enjoyed eating would Lake in the town of Rockport, and habitants of the town of Thomaston, the same. The regularly appointed
election
and
ballot
clerks,
if
present,
and report it of excellent quality.
disagree with me,” says Charles L. Chickawaukie P„nd situated in ore member of said board shall be
Tranouilitv Grange held its regu
Garman, 51.38 Irving St.. Philadelphia. Rockland, and said Rockport, and elected by the said town of Thomas- may assist the warden ahd ward
clerk
in
each
of
the
wards
of
said
lar session Saturday evening with a
I suffered from headaches; was ner from any other source from which ton in the manner hereinafter proCity of Rockland and if not present,
good attendance in spite of the zero
vous; couldn’t sleep right.
the Camden and Rockland Water vided; otherwise such member shall the warden and ward clerk in each of
weather. After an interesting meet
“I tried a lot of things for indi Company is now authorized to take be elected by the citv of Rockland, in said wards may act in that capacity I
ing. oyster stew, coffee and crackers
gestion, but nothing really helped water.
1 the manner hereinafter provided.
or the voters in said ward may 1
were served.
until my doctor started me on Pape’s
Sect. 3. Right of eminent domain
Rea Rnnkin has been confined to
choose election clerks to assist in the '
Diapepsin. I have used live packages conferred. The said district for the
th" house with grippe the .past week.
Tbe trustees so to be elected shall election. The result of the election
MRS. JENNIE JESKE
and have gained five pounds. I eat purposes of its incorporation is here- bc cbosen by a plurality vote of the iin tb-e cit-y of Rockland shall be deMiss Clara Patterson of Mattapan
anything—fried things, hot cakes; by authorized to take and hold as for iegai voters within said city of Rock-, clared by the municipal officers upon
and Mrs. Irene Mudgett of Salem,
foods that used to disagree. I seldom nnhlip
iikpc
hv
nil,phase
nr
otherwise.
...........
u
,
.
______
'canvass
nf
the
returns
nf
sairi
ward
uses, by purchase or otherwise. japd and within said"town or towns ' canvass of the returns of said ward 1 back were terrible; I couldn't sleep Mass., are guests of Mrs. Carrie
feel the least discomfort nowadays, public
any lands or interests therein, or accept,ing this act voting at elections ; officers, and due certificate of the re- i good, and woke up hardly able to get Flaeg, having been called here by the
but when I do I just take a tablet water
rights necessary for erecting vw
tQ be specially
specially ca_ijed
and____
held_____
there- ' su!t of the election shall be filed by out of bed. What little I ate caused death of Isaac Flagg.
-___
of Pape’s Diapepsin and in a mo and maintaining
dams, for flowage, for in said city and
towns on the *such municipal officers with the City indigestion. I was badly constipated
ment my stomach is all right.”
for power, for pumping its water sup- ’ {ourth Monday of August nineteen ! Clerk of said citV and such certificate and terribly nervous and rundown.
Isaac Flagg
Then thousands like Mr. Garman ply through its mains, for reservoirs, hundred" and thirty-one. Such spe- i sha11 be sufficient evidence in all cases
"After taking two bottles of Sargon
Tpaac F]agg 75 died Jan ,2 aftcr
are coming right out in public to for preserving the purity of the water cjaj eiection shall be called, adver- i of the legality of such elections,
every pain and ache I had disap- a Iong but patiently borne illness of
praise Pape’s Diapepsin, there seems and water shed, for laving and main-1 tjsed and conducted according to the
peared! Nothing disagrees with me; hcart trouble and comp!ications. In
no reason to doubt that it does what taining aqueducts and other struc- j jaw relating to municipal elections in
(To be continued)
I m never nervous, and sleep fine and bis passjng the town loses an honis claimed for it to help people who turcs, for taking, distributing, dis- sajd cRy and towns except as otherwake up full of energy. Sargon 0Ijd and esteemed citizen. Mr.
suffer from acid-dyspepsia, and the charging and disposing of water ana wis, pl.ovided herein; provided howWASHINGTON
Pills keep the system regulated in a piagg was a man of excellent charheartburn, gas, nausea, belching, for rights of way or roadways to its ever that the board of registration in
------natural, easy manner. I m eniov-i acter. honest and upright in his
headaches, dizziness, etc., caused by sources of supply, dams, power sta
Mrs. Esther Peabody, who has ing the best of health and will be dtaiing with his fellowmen. He was
this common ailment. But those who tions, reservoirs, mains, aqueducts said city or the municipal officers in
said towns shall not be required to been visiting relatives in Wakefield, glad to answer any inquiries about a faithful and devoted companion,
wish further proof before buying structures and lands.
„
and will be greatly missed in thc
prepare for posting or the city clerk Mass., the past week returned home
may easily have it. The makers agree
Sold by The Corner Drug Store, borne, in the community, and in the
of said city or the town clerk of said , Saturday.
to send anyone a trial package
Inc.,
in
Rockland;
by
George
H.
hall. as bc greatly enjoyed dancing
Sect 4. Authorized to lay pines towns to post, a new list of voters.
Word has been received of the
absolutely FREE. Just write “Pape’s
over public ways. The said district but for tbe purpose of registration death of Blanche Hawes of Malden, Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa and bjs easy step, genial manner and 1
Diapepsin,” Wheeling, W. Va.
is hereby authorized to lay in and of voters the board of registration in Mass., following a few days' illness in Waldoboro, adv.__________ 15-lt p]easant smile will ever linger in the j
through the streets, roads, ways, said cjty and the municipal officers of pneumonia.
memorv of his many friends. He was I
highways and bridges in said city and of said towns shall be in session for
The following is from a recent
BURKETTVILLE
a member of the Grange which he j
towns and across private lands there- the three secular days next preceding copy of the Wakefield Daily Item: 1
..........
faithfully
.............
„ ----------attended as
- -long
_ as his ’
‘ in, and to maintain, repair and re- sucb election, the first two days “Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Lenfest of j AubertLeigher
andLewis Fish
healthpermitted, and inrespect and !
all such pipes, aqueducts and thereof to be devoted to registration Charles avenue. Montrose, announce; motored toMassachusettsfor a few
sympathy a sheaf ofwheat was sent
[Quick Relief for Stomach Ills] | place
fixtures as may be necessary and of voters and the iast day to enable the engagement of Mr. Lenfest s i days- stay the past week Mrs pjsh as a tribute at his funeral. He leaves I
convenient for its corporate pur- the'board and the municipal officers cousin Miss Dorothy E. Lenfest of and children returning home with his wife, who rendered him every,
care and attention, a son John Flagg I
poses, and whenever said district to verjfy the corrections of said lists ; Montrose to Kenneth G. Gates of them.
shall lay any pipes or aqueducts in in their respective city and towns and ! Woburn. The engagement was made
Charles Grinnell was in Liberty of Worcester, Mass., and three [
daughters, Mrs. Ada Greer of Bel
any street, road, way or highway, it,
complete and close up their rec known at a birthday party in honor Thursday.
shall cause the same to be done with n ds of sucb sessions. All nomina- of Miss Lenfest at her home.
Mrs. Abbie Bradstreet of North fast. Mrs. Lizzie Pendleton of Lin- j
as little obstruction as practicable t;nns of candjdates so to be voted for Buffet luncheon was served to about Union spent Wednesday and Thurs colnville and Mrs. Helen Toner of i
to the public travel, and shall at its sball be made by nomination papers 25 guests. Miss Lenfest received day with her sister Mrs. Arlene Belmont, all of whom were at his
bedside many times, bestowing every
own expense, without unnecessary signed jn the aggregate for each can- many beautiful presents, and among Esancy.
delay, cause the earth and pave- didate by not less than twenty-five them was a large birthday cake. Her
The 4-H Club will meet Feb. 7 at comfort possible. The funeral was
ment removed by it to be replaced in qjaiifjed voters of the citv or town in sister Mrs. Esther Peabody, came Florence Calderwood's for an all held Sunday and was largely attend
£ase
proper condition.
1 which he is named as a candidate. down from Washington, Me. for the j day sessjon Members are asked to ed. Rev. Mr. Vaughn of Belfast offi
Sect. 5. Authorized to erect dams
Each voter signing the nomination occasion. This will no doubt prove take something for the dinner and ciating. The large profusion of
to the people of this town, i R , earnestl desired that all bovs - floral offerings were mute test!
and reservoirs; to cross navigable paper shall make his signature in of interest
T
in n zlnnrrBtne nf tlvf>
....
mnmolc nf thn pcfppm in IL'nlPn til.
waters. Said water district is here- person and add to it his place of res- as Miss Lenfest is a daughter of the and girls belonging will be present. monials of the esteem in which the
by authorized for the purposes of its ldence and each voter may subscribe late Harry M. Lenfest and lived here
The January meeting of the men’s deceased was held. The bearers
incorporation to erect and maintain t0 as niany nominations as there are until two years ago when she went and women's Farm Bureau was held were A. H. Miller. L. S. Buss, R. J.
Don’t
all dams, reservoirs and structures: trustees to be elected in his city or to Wakefield. Mass., to reside with Friday at Washington Grange hall. Lermond and Harold Deane. Much
necessary and convenient for its town and no more such nomination her cousin Maurice Lenfest.
About 30 were present. The ladies' sympathy is expressed for the be
Evening Star Grange conferred the subject selected Was “Chair Caning" reaved family.
neglect a
corporate purposes. Said water dis- papers fOr the election to be held in
trict is also hereby authorized to lay. the cjty of Rockland shall before be- third and fourth degrees on two can bat owing to traveling conditions, no
istressing cold in chest or
didates last Saturday evening. A Instructor was present, hence a
ASH POINT
throat —that so often leads to construct and maintain its pipes and ing filpd be submitted to the City harvest
feast and social hour with meeting will be held later for those
something serious—generally responds fixtures in, over and under navigable Qerk of the City of Rockland and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley and 1
the
usual
literary
program
followed
wishing to do chairs. Mr Went
to good old Musterole with the first waters and to build and maintain tbe nomination papers for the elecPastor Howes was unable to be worth gave an instructive talk and Mrs. Edith Candage visited their!
application. Should be more effective if structures therefor, subject to the tjon t0 be held in the respective
mother. Mrs. Jennie Crowley. Sunday. I
present
at
the
Sunday
service
beshowed
slides“ ipertaining
used once every hour forfive hours. laws of the United States.
. towns
towns shall
siian before
uciuic being
Meme filed be
—• i .
u.j frovobni, I—
—— —
------------ to
-- ‘poultry.
----- . i Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Witham of
submitted to the Town Clerk where cause of the snow and bad traveling- i A fine dinner was served at noon, in Rock!and called on Mrs. Emma
This famous blend of oil of mustard,
camphor, menthol and other helpful in
Sect. 6. Procedure in exercising such nominations respectively are Principal Neale of the High School 1 c;-,arge of Mrs. Hatch and Mrs. Cun- Witham. Sunday.
gredients brings relief naturally. Mus right of eminent domain. In exercis- made. and said City Clerk shall forth- had charge of the service and gave nin^ham At the business meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Godfrey and
terole gets action because it is a scientific ing the right of eminent domain con- wjtb certify thereon what number of a very interesting lecture on science jn tbe afternoon it was voted to hold Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Richardson
•‘counter-irritant”—not just a salve ferred upon it by law from time to the signatures are names of quali- and religion.
the next meeting with Mrs. Ida were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
The Burkettville and Washington Hatch. Feb 10. At the close of the Randall Dyer.
—it penetrates and stimulates blood time or any rights of eminent domain bed voters jn said citv of Rockland
circulation, helps to draw out infection through or under the franchise of and the Town Clerks of the respec- branch of the Farm Bureau met Jan. session Mrs. Ella Grinnell presentIrene Lunden spent the weekend
and pain. Used by millions for 20 years. any water company by it acquired. tive tOwns shall forthwith certify on 30 at Grange hall. The special sub- ed Mrs. Florence Calderwood, who with her mother in West Rockport.
ject
treated
was
the
different
phases
bas
served
as
chairman
for
three
Recommended by doctors and nurses.
the said district shall file in the office lbe nomination papers filed in their
L. E. Dyer who was called to Ban
KecpMusterole handy—jars and tubes. of the county commissioners of Knox ,-espective towns what number of the of poultry raising. Next meeting will years, with an appropriate gift from
gor by the illness of his brother, has
To Mothers—Musterole is also county and record in the registry of signatures thereon are qualified vot- be Feb. 10 at the home of Mr. and the members.
returned home.
made in milder form for babies deeds in said county plans of the lo- ers in said respective towns One of the Mrs. W. F. Hatch, subject "Vegeta
WHEN IN NEW YORK -You enn buv
Mr. Golden and son of Ingraham
and small children. Ask for Chil cation
bles
for
Health.
”
Dinner
will
be
copies ol The Courler-Oazette. with the
of all lands or interests there- ; signers to each such separate paper
home news at Hotallng's agency. 308 Hill have completed work on the
dren’s Musterole.
in. or water rights to be taken, with shall swear to the'.ruth thereof and the served at noon. Members not solici West
40th St
church.
an appropriate description
and certification of such oath shall be ted are asked to furnish pastry.
names of the owners thereof, if annexed to or made upon the nomiknown. If for any reason the dis- nation papers. Such nomination pa
EAST WASHINGTON
triot fails to acquire thc property au- pcrs shall be filed with the City Clerk
Savage of Razorvillc was at
thorized to be taken and which is of (he City of Rockland where such V.Leslie
E. Overlook s last Sunday.
described in such location, or thc lo- nomination is made at least seven
L. L. Morton has been hauling saw
cation recorded is defective or un- days exclusive of Sundays previous
certain, it may at any time correct
the day of such election and such dust the past week to cover his let
and perfect such taking and file a nomination papers shall be filed with supply.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Finley were at
new description thereof, and in such the Town Clerk of the Town wherein the home of her parents over night
case the district is liable in damages such nomination is made at least
Friday.
only for the property for which the seven davs exclusive of Sundays last
Mrs. W. M. Prescott has been con
owner had not previously been paid, previous to the day of such election, fined to the house the past week by a
We Want Your
to be assessed as of the time of the
, . t »
lame foot.
original taking: and thc district shall
v/ith such nomination papers shall
LIVE POULTRY
Miss Esther Fuller was the wceknot be liable for any acte which a)so be flled the conscnt ln writing j en‘d giest of'MreFciardi Overldck
And Will Pay Highest Market
would have been justified f the origi- „f thc pcrson or persons nominated.
n is reported that Kenneth, young
Price
Call or write and trucks will call. nal taking had been lawful. No entry AR nomination papers being filed son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Ripley,
shall be
made on any
lands ___
and ___
being
___
- - ___
. - -private
.
„ in apparent conformity has whooping cough which is quite
COHEN BROS.
except to make surveys until thc ex- with tbe forPgOing provisions shall prevalent at the present time.
Care CHARLES McKELI.AR
plration of ten days from said filing, bp dee!ned to be valid and if not in
WARREN. ME.
Rov Lenfest is driving team for
whereupon possession may be had apparent conformity they may be W. M. Prescott.
Telephone Warren 2-3
of
all
such
lands
or
interests
therein
scasona
bi
y
amended
.under
oath.
In
Reference: Any poultry raiser
Selectman A. E. Johnston is at the
or water rights so taken, but title casc any candidate who has been town house in Razorville this week
109-tf
thereto shall not vest in said district du]y nominated under the provisions where thc selectmen are settling up
until thc payment therefor.
hereof shall die before the day of the town accounts for the past year.
’ * * *
election or shall withdraw in writing.
Sect. 7. Adjustment of damages; tbe vacancy may be supplied in the
PARISIAN BEAUTY
procedure as in laving out a highway. manneg herein provided for such
NORTH HOPE
SALON
If
any
person
sustaining
damages
by
nomination.
The
name
so
supplied
Complete Beauty System
any taking as aforesaid shall not
The Hilltop Sewing Circle was en
Fredericks Permanent Waving and agree with the district upon the sum for the vacancy shall if the ballots
have not been printed be placed on tertained Saturday afternoon and eve
Rewaving
to be paid therefor, either party upon
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND petition to the county commissioners the ballots instead of the original ning by Mr. and Mrs. John Marriner
nomination, or if the ballots have at their pleasant home. The men
Phone 898
of Knox county may have such dam been printed, a new ballot containing were invited to supper which consisted
150tf
ages assessed by them.
The pro the new nomination shall if practi of the usual good Hilltop menu. A
eedure and all subsequent proceed cable be furnished, or slips contafti- pleasing program of songs and reci
ings and right of appeal therefrom ing the new nominations shall be tations, short stories and anecdotes
shall be had under the same restric- prjnted under direction of the city was also enjoyed, and later three
tions, conditions and limitations as cjcrk or (be town clerk respectively tables of cards were in order, honors
are or may be by law prescribed in as tbe case may require which may going to Mrs. A. I. Perry and J. D.
> EMBALMING < the case of damages by the laying bc pasted jn the proper place upon Pease.
out of highways.
the ballot and thereafter shall beE. Donald Perry was home from
MOTOR AMBULANU Sect. 8. Procedure in crossing of come part and parcel of said ballot Owl’s Head for Sunday dinner, hav
railroads. In case of any crossing of as
originally printed thereon. The ing as guests Miss Eva Hunter ol
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully railroads, unless consent is given by ballot shall be substantially as fol Rockland Highlands and Miss Lillias
served the families of Knox County the company owning or operating lows: It shall contain the names of all Reed of Owl's Head. They spent the
such railroad, as to place, manner
LADY ATTENDANT
day with Mr. and Mrs A. I. Perry.
and conditions of the crossing, with
Mis. Albert Pease who was oper
Day Tel. 450
781-1
in thirty days after such consent is
ated upon last week at the Waldo
requested by such district, the public Upset Not Serious If County Hospital, Belfast, is reported
BURPEE’S
utilities commission shall, upon peti
as comfortable and gaining.
ROCKLAND, ME.
tion setting forth a description of Bowels Get This Help
Mrs. U. G. Pease who has been con
said premises and the reasons for
fined to her home the past two weeks
said crossing after notice given as
When you’re out-of-sorts, head by illness is now convalescent.
said commission may prescribe, de achy, dizzv, bilious, with coated
The Wentworth brothers butchered
termine the place, manner and con tongue, bad breath, no appetite or two beef cows in this neighborhood
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
ditions of such crossing, and all work energy—don’t worry. It’s probably last week—one for Alvin Perry and
within the limits of such railroad lo constipation.
one for Albert Pease. Mr. Perry re
Osteopathic Physician
cation shall be done under the superTake a eandv C’asearet tonight and cently sold a nice heifer to a Camden
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND vision of the railroad company and to 9pe bow qUjckiy your trouble clears party.
PHONE 136
the satisfaction of said company, but Up
more headache; no gas en
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Bennett were
at the expense of said water district, stomach or bowels. Appetite im- Monday evening visitors at Willow
unless otherwise ordered by said pub proves; digestion ia encouraged. Take Brook.
another tomorrow night and the next
lic utilities commission.
It was four degrees below zero here
Sect 9 Election of trustees; term night. Get every bit of the souring at 8 o'clock Tuesday morning of last
>4 RADIO EXPERT
of office; by-laws: compensation; waste out of vour system. Then see week. A neighbor who lives a mile
annual reports. All the affairs of how bowel action is regular and com below Willow Brook reported that it
said district shall be managed by a plete.
was 32 below at his home Sunday
Caseareta are made from easeara, night Let's hope that the ground
board of trustees composed of five
which
doctors
agree
aolually
strength

members who shall be residents in
hog did stay in. Anyway, the storm
R. W. TYLER
the district and elected as herein ens botrel muscles. Ten cents at all of Monday predicts that winter has
drug
stores.
after provided. Two of said trustees
"broken" according to tradition.
509-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland

NOW, HE ENJOYS
FOODS THAI USED
TO DISAGREE

KNOX

WATER
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DISTRICT

How to Escape

FLU
Avoid so far as possible the places where
flu germs are most likely to be spread;
over-crowded cars and public meeting
places; overheated, stuffy rooms.

Be careful of close contact with others and
beware of all coughers and sneezers;
breathe through the nose, get fresh air, but
avoid drafts or chilling.

Get lots of rest. Eat plenty of citrus fruits.
Keep the bowels open. Take extra precau
tion to keep in good physical condition, so
your system will have high resistance
against germs.
Above all, avoid catching colds. They
lower your resistance to the flu germ.
Ward them off. At the first sign of any
cold, take Bayer Aspirin and remain in
doors if possible until your cold is gone.
If you have a sore throat, dissolve some
Bayer Aspirin tablets in water and gargle;
this will reiieve the soreness and reduce
the inflammation.

If you have any reason to suspect even a
touch of flu, call your doctor at once.

D|ApepS|N

COLD

D

N

E

W

y O

R

K

By popular subscription among mambart and
friends of tha Knights of Columbus, a magnifi
cent hotel was erected, furnished end opened
by them in 1926. The primary object was and is
to perpetuate end make practical the good
will and democracy which characterises this
order. This friendliness offers to those of all
creeds; to mothers with girls and boys visiting
New York; a protection not obtainable in ordi
nary hotels. Wives back home are assured that
the men in their family visiting the city eiperience the comfort and refined surroundings de
sired. ALL ARE WELCOME. The appointments
of a modern city Club are available to all
guests; gymnasium; handball court, swimming
pool; bowling alleys; billiard room; library;
music and dancing during dinners; spacious
lounge with nooks for card games and visitors.
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Rooms
$3.50 up—Meals, a La Carte and Table D'Hote.
Eighth Avenue at 51st (one block to Times
Square), 40c taxi from Pennsylvania or Grand
Central. Write for

Largest “Bus ‘Terminal in H.S. adjoins hotel

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

FUNERAL SERVICE

for whiter washes

Millions use it in
tub, washer and dishpan

Page Six
WARREN

THOMASTON

AYER'S
For the next few weeks we are to make some Special Bargains lor
each weekend. For this week we offer—

Men’s Genuine Broadcloth Shirts
—AT—

78c each
Here is the Rest Bargain in Shirts we ever had. These are all
cut large and roomy and are guaranteed to give satisfaction. Better
buv enough to last quite a spell as we won't carry these after this
lot is gone.

WILLIS AYER

POULTRY
WANTED

MASSACHUSETTS
LIVE POULTRY CO.
REVERE, MASS.
6-18

Include
VENICE, FIORIDA

Jn your vacation plans:
. Situated on {he Gulf of Mexico:
where every out-door sport and
recreation may be enjoyed...
Tishina: Gulf-River-Bay.

Battling: SurfintheGulfot Mexico.
Coif: Turf Tuinvoys: GrassGreens; unsurpassed m Tiorida.

HOTELS
PARKVIEW
AND

SAX MARCO
offer comfort, rest and triad equal to

any in Tlorida'-Our own forms with all
fresh vegetables.. Eggs, Poull ly. dso
delicious Strawberries daily.
Tred J.Tuller. Manager.

New

HOTEL

EDISON
“.4

, In Everybody’s Column

Lost and Found

J
J,
..I
tLOST
nsT—
,
. .
—TijpRdnv.
Tuesday. Feb.
Feb. 33 InIn Pa
Park TheAdvertlsements In th's column not tc atre Qr betwe„n there and Purchase St.,
Gilbert Hannon arrived from BowMrs. Howse entertained her Sun- exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 ,,ellow „oltl Eigm wrist watch Reward,
The gold headed cane given to the
do:’.! College Tuesday afternoon to day School class at dinner last cents. 3 times for 50 cents Ad.-.ltlonal ^isS jjoPE ADAMS. 30 Purchase St Tel.
town by the Boston Post, which was
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cente 272-J.
16*18
.-□end a vacation with his parents.
..... .
Mr. and Mrs R. E. Harmon, having as \ Thursday evening and a very enjoy- for three times. Six words make a line
last held by the late Charles Decrow.
LOST—Black, tan and white female
will be transferred by the selectmen
: guest George P. Carlton of Bridge- ahle time is reported,
hound with collar and name plate.
EDDIE JOHNSON. 14 Main St.. Thomasto Capt. Caleb Levensaler Gilchrest,
water Mass., a fraternity brother at
The ladies aid held its oncc-nWanted
ton. Me.
_____________________ 16*18
the co'lege.
month food sale at Moody's store
as the oldest male resident of the i
LOST—Between Myrtle and Pleasant
town.
At their usual dinner Feb. 10 the Saturday with satisfactory results.
W1NTED- 10 tons good hay. Tel. 83. street
Jan 31 pair gold rimmed eye
D. CRIE, Thomaston.
Marshall Bradford and Miss AdeIs. of V. auxiliary will celebrate Lin- The annual meeting is to be held in Thomaston. H. _________________
16*18 glasses. Please leave at THORNDIKE
vestry tomorrow, Friday with
HOTEL._________________________ 15*17
lyn Bushnell, the latter of whom has 1
coin's Birthday. Rev. H. I. Holt will the
‘
WANTED—Reliable girl to care for 2
i been playing an engagement in Bos-1
LOST—Purse containing $7 on High
' be the speaker at the afternoon ses- box lunch, and a full attendance is children and to do general housework
19
ton, arrived home Monday.
dally. Care of children most important. land car. MRS 15. A HENDERSON.
, sion. All members are asked to be hoped for.
15-17
South
St. Tel. 155-W.
The
attendance
at
Sunday
School
Apply after 5-30. MRS. JOSEPHINE
Miss Enah Orff of Lawrence. Mass.. |
' present as far in as possible.
LOST—Woman's white gold wrist
was the weekend guest of Mrs. Ches-1
Kendrick Wight who has been ill was 86, which, with the severe PERRY. 77 Summer St.__________ 16-lt watch
between Glover's and A. At P. or
WANTED Three single men
Does
the past week was able to be out weather and long distance some of
ter Overlock. Main street.
P.
O. square. Reward. MRS. FRANCES
per week interest you? Opportunity
the children have to come, seemed $35
Owl s Head Tel. 1162-W.
Thomaston High will play Lincoln !
! again Tuesday.
lor advancement and, steady employment PHILBROOK.
_____________________
15-17
Academy at Newcastle next Friday]
Positions
In
Lincoln
The Dorcas Circle of King's Daugh- very good. Mrs. Howse’s class won guaranteed.
the
banner
for
best
attendance.
Countv.
Applv
Friday
evening
only.
LOST—One »ar ring, either In Dad's
evening.
.
j tors met at the home of Mrs. Robert
A large delegation from this place HOTEL ROCKLAND Rockland. Maine Lunch or from ’here to 23 Park St.. Jan.
The dogs of the town are making:
Waiker Monday evening.
5 30 to 8 30. MR. EVERETT.
16-lt 24. MRS. LOTI A J. DARLING. Finder
such a nuisance of the school'
Dinner guests of Mrs. Benjamin attended the carnival Saturday at
WANTED—Middle aged woman for leave at COURIL'R-GAZETTE Office.15-tf
grounds that the superintendents of i
Watts Tuesday were Miss M. Grace Rockland.
general housework in small family, no
washing. P. O. BOX 326 ________15-17
FOUND—Man’s glove on Masonic St.
schools gives warning that after a !
Walker and Mrs.-Laura Brackett.
------------- STATE OF MAINE
15-lt
WANTED—Small filing cabinet, suit Call at THIS OFFICE.
: reasonable time all dogs running
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Simmons en County of Knox. SS..
for invoices. Write "P ," 253 Mavloose around the school grounds will I
To the Honorable Justice of the Su able
tertained the Twelve Club Saturdayerick St., City.
_______________ 14-16
To Let
be shot.
evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs perior Court next to be hoiden at RockWANTED—Washings to do at home.
Financial Institutes, Inc. with1
Georgs Counce. Refreshments were ; (‘rst Tuesday of May. 1931:—
wet or rough dry. Called for and de-I
TO LET—In Rockport, down stairs
deheadquarters for Maine in the Fi- M
.... ANY times a child has every- served Ll'.ld ihc ulme pleasantly j Respectfully represents Sarah T. Me- livered. MRS. C. W. LEE, 256 Park St. apartment, five large sunny rooms,
of Rockland,
aforesaid
that fltlrl
she Tel. 441-M.
14 16 1Lights,
water, furnace, garage
delity Trust Building. Portland have LVX thing to make her happy and rvs'ri nt cards, honors falline to 1 Aloney
i.- 4V.1,
ve.f^A
zx/
C\ McAloney
VTr* A lAHPV
’
-- -- space.
is
the wife
of Vnnnnth
Kenneth O
and
WANTED—Medium sized peapod row Would, if desired, exchange rent for part
made an offer for the entire stock of still is dissatisfied. I his may not be Mrs. A. V. McIntyre. Clarence Spear that
her
maiden
name
was
Sarah
Quinn;
boat.
75
lb.
anchor
exceptional
value
retime
housework
in
upper
tenement
TEL.
the Thomaston National Bank. The the youngster’s fault. Often it is due and Mrs. O. B. Libby.
that she was married to her said hus quired HARMON. Rockland._____ 14*16 | Rockland 333.______________ '
13*17
to
a
condition
easily
corrected.
band
at
Machias
In
our
County
of
Wash

j offer will be open until March.
’ I
Mrs. Norman Miller of Waldoboro ington on the twenty-third day of Sep
TO LET—5-room furnished apartment,
WANTED—At once long haired kit
A fire in the chimney of Mrs. i Take the experience of Mrs. T. is employed in Georges River Mills.
tember. 1923; that subsequent to said tens. seven weeks to six months. YORK'S gas. coal range, furnace, toilet. $7 week.
V.
F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
Maloy,
264
State
Street,
Portland,
KENNELS.
Tel.
293-W.
14-16
Mrs Hattie Moody of Augusta was marriage the parties hereto resided at
Avesta Bucklin's house on Mechanic
15-tf
in said County of Washing
] street recently resulted in no damage. I who says: "Nothing seemed to please overnight guest Monday of Mrs. Machiasport
WANTED
—
Salesmen.
We
need
several
ton. as husband and wife, until March. n.vi.
__
TO LET—House on Fern St. Modern.
men to w
sell highest grade auto and
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn, Wil Irene. She was fretful, feverish, suf Laura Starrett.
1928:
that
she
has
always
conducted
her

tractor oils, paints, etc., to farming trade. I ERNEST C. DAVIS.______________ 15-17
Norman Moody cf Augusta spent self toward her said husband as a true, on
liam G. Washburn. Miss Elisabeth ' fered from colds; couldn’t sleep
1931 credit, without note. InterTO LET—Modern rent in brick house
and affectionate wife but that est fall
Monday night at Mr. and Mrs. faithful
Washburn and Mrs. Lucy Davison J right. She was constipated.
or mortgage. Goods shipped on ap- a, 157 Talbot Ave. vacated bv Supt.
her said husband, unmindful of his mar proval
“
A
friend
got
me
to
try
California
with
test
privilege.
Weekly
draw,
Toner.
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel.
Charles Starrett's.
were dinner guests Tuesday of Mrs. |
riage vows and obligations has been
account and full payment at end of' 568-w
15-tf
Fig Syrup. It relieved her trouble
Mrs. Earl Moore is working in guilty of cruel and abusive treatment ing
C. H. Washburn.
month.
Apply
by
letter
A
real
propo—
—
—
—
—
——----- ------—— ------------- -—
and of extreme cruelty toward her Your sition. F. G. FOGG. Field Mgr.. 193
TO LET-Two furnished rooms for
Eilis Stahl formerly of Warren was promptly ; made her bright and happy Georges River Mills.
libellant further avers that although Essex St.. Bangor. Maine.
11*161
housekeeping, adults only. E. N.
Edward Wilson, son of Mr. and her
calling upon old acquaintances here again. \Ve have used it for over a
said husband is able, by means of --------------------------------------------------------- SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
year, now.”
Mrs. Charles Wilson is quite ill.
his labor, to provide for her comfortable1 WANTED—Position as chef or all
11-tf
this week.
and maintenance yet he has ■ round cook. Best of references. Can
Mothers bv thousands praise this
Mrs. Frank Stahl had the misfor support
At the meeting of Orient Lodge
grossly and wantonly or cruelly neg- start any time. HORACE T. PERRY, 5
TO LET Five roomhouse, modern, on
Tuesday evening installation of offi iure vegetable product. Children tune to receive a bad fall Monday.
lected and refused to provide suitable Wadsworth St. Thomaston.
7-tf Court St,jApplJ ERNEST C. DAVIS.^ at
9-tf
Fessenden Wight has been spend maintenance for her. Your libellant ' ' WANTED. skates to sharpen.-----IFuller-Cobb-Davls.
cers was held. The installing officer ove it. Doctors recommend it to
TO LET—On Warren St., 6 room tene
avers that the present _ where- sharpen them while you wait, and sharpwas Past District Grand Deputy , relieve constipation, feverishness, ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs. further
abouts
of
her
said
husband
Is
to
her
un

ment,
$22;
7-rooni
tenement,
$23.50.
en them right. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
Charles Woodcock, assisted by Wil- | fretfulness, headaches; to open the Kendrick Wight.
known and cannot be ascertained by the 408 Main St.. Rockland.
9-25 Both have gas and electricity. Very
Fred Starrett and Albert Starrett exercise of reasonable diligence.
pleasantly located in good neighborhood.
1 liam Mathews as grand marshal and bowels in colds or children’s ailments.
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student Apply at 12 WARREN ST Tel. 577. 4-tf
Wherefore she prays that the bonds
Appetite is increased by the use of are harvesting ice on the river
Rev. H. S. Kilborn as grand chaplain. I
____________
_ existing
_ between her preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or i
of
matrimony
now
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
The thermometer reached the low and the said Kenneth O. McAloney may , call 163-M.
The new officers are: Worshipful California Fig Syrup; breath is sweet
7-tf [ and
garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
master. Ralph Carroll; senior war- I ened; coated tongue is cleared; diges est point
this winter Tuesday
morn- i be-dissolved
and
tha't
,
e thole
■ by, "divorce
«
vn, the
WANTED—Woman for house work in COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel, 77.
13-tt
_____ • z___ :____ s
__ ____________
throo minor
nhil/lrnn
of threlrp,n;,ree min?r children famny Of one. call at 157 middle ST.
den. Aaron Clark; junior warden, i tion and assimilation are aided; weak ing registering 21 degrees below in
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
IA in ethers in thp vil- Douglas, age 6. Philip, age 5. and Gor6-tf
Charles Knights; treasurer. R. O. bowels and stomach are strengthened. . 3mc nlippxplaces.
in cmcrs. in tile Ml uon. age 2, may be awarded to her until
MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
Tel 874-W_______________________ 15-tf
For your protection, the genuine lage; at Warren station the mercury further order of the Court, under such
Elliot; secretary, A. J. Elliot; mar
went down to 30, which is certainly conditions as may be reasonable and
shal. William Mathews: chaplain. always bears the name California.
For
Sale
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
just.
All modern improvements. Inquire at
pretty cold for Knox County.
Charles Woodcock; senior deacon.
SARAH T. McALONEY.
12 ELM ST.______________________ 15-tf
FOR
SALE
—
Motor
boat.
23
ft.
long
'
L.
E.
Harding
has
been
ill.
Everett Cook; junior deacon. Albert
Dated
January
29.
1931.
CALI FORM IA
with tender. $75. Write T. C. care The I TO LET—Apartment In Bicknell block.
STATE OF MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Teague are
Elliot: senior steward. Oliver B.
Courier-Gazette.
16*21 j Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
of Knox. SS. January 29. 1931.
being congratulated oil the arrival of County
Hahn: junior steward. Robert F.
,
15-tf
Personally appeared the above named
FOR SALE—Double runner sleigh and Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
i
a
son.
torn
Feb.
3.
Watts; tyler. Peter Hilt. Oliver B. LAXATIVE-TONIC for CHILDREN
Sarah T. McAloney and made oath to the pung $15 Write T. C„ care The CourierMaurice
Watts
is
cutting
ice
on
the
truth
of
the
foregoing,
by
her
subscribed
Gazette.
16*18 FRATERNAL PROTECTIVE INSURANCE
Hahn was presented with a past |
river for S. A. Watts.
! Before me, CHARLES T SMALLEY
COMPANY
FOR SALE—Pung and 2 sleighs, all in
master's jewel.
good
condition.
Will
sell
at
a
reasonj
63? Beacon St. Boston, Mass.
Mrs. A. P. Gray has been ill.
Notary Public.
Miss Lena Shorey is expected home
GROSS NECK
able price. A. BLOCK. Tel. Thomaston :
Mrs. Luther Clark of Thomaston is
state of Maine
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
i from Portland for the weekend.
169-13.___________________________ 16*18 J
Stocks and Bonds .............. $ 565.423 67
caring for Mrs. Arnold Teague.
loin» ss
Miss Edith Wilson of Malden.
FOR SALE-Modern house. 6 rooms Cash in Office and Bank ...... 101.705 14
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Winchenbach
Mrs. E. K. Sawtelle of Augusta is
Mass., has resumed teaching after
’s Office. Superior Court, in Vaca and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS, 140 Tal- Interest and Rents .............
6.797 33
and children of West Waldoboro pending a few days with Mr. and Clerk
tion
bot Ave. Tel. 711.________________ 16-tf All other Assets ....................
several weeks' illness..
10,000 00
were
Sunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rockland.
February 3. A. D. 1931.
Mrs. Clarence Madden, Jr.
Capt. Ross Wilson of the steam
FOR SALE--Two new milch cows and
Upon
the
foregoing
Libel.
Ordered.
Grors Assets ...................... $ 683.926 14
A group of neighbors and friends
ship Kentuckian, in port at Boston, Dewey Winchenbach
the Libellant give notice to said 3 about to freshen. GEORGE M SIM Deduct
items not admitted ....
16,899 94
Mr. and Mrs. William Gross were gathered Tuesday afternoon at the That
MONS. 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland. Tel. 4.
Kennetn O. McAloney to appear >efore _________________________________
entertained a party of twelve Sun
15-17
Superior Court, to be hoiden at
home cf Mrs. Charles Skinner in ob our
$
667.026
20
day which included Miss Edith Wil in Rockland Thursday.
FOR SALE—1927 Ford Rdst, pick up
Harold Page of Damariscotta was servance of her 76th birthday anni Rockland, within and for the County
LIABILITIES DEC. 31 1930
son. Miss Hortense Wilson. Eugene
of Knox, on the first Tuesday of May. body, new tires, excellent mechanical
recently
at
Alfred
Waltz
’
.
$ 54.272 38
versary. A pleasant time was enjoyed A. D. 1931 by publishing an attested copy condition, only $75. 1926 Ford Rdst. wet unpaid bosses
Wilson. Miss Mildred Demmons. and
Mrs. John Johanson of Waterville
said Libel, and this order thereon, ready to go $50. 1927 Ford Coupe with Unearned Premiums
156.976 75
Mrs. G. E. Wilson, whose son Wood- has been the guest of Mrs. William and a handsome gold and white birth of
three weeks successively in The Courier- pick up body -$75. 1926 Essex Coach 75. All other Liabilities
20.870 48
day cake was a feature of the oc Gazette. a : c*. 'paper printed in Rock 1927 Essex Coach as is $80. Reo Speed Cash Capital ........
row has the position of quartermas Gross.
100 000 00
land. in. our County of Knox, the last Wagon late model, mechanically O K Surplus over all Liabilities .... 334,906 59
casion.
Mrs.
Skinner
also
received
ter on the Kentuckian.
Miss Phyllis Tracy of Bremer,
publication to be thirty days at least $125. 1926 Ford Truck with dump body
'
v
The Thomaston branch has re spent the weekend with Mrs. C. L. several cards.
prior to said first Tuesday of May next, $100. Hudson Coach 1926 only $150. Total LlabiliUes and Surplus $ 667 026 20
Warren High plays Rockland at that he may there and then in our said SEA VIEW GARAGE Tel. 1250.
ceived and turned over to Knox
15-17 ______
l«-Th-22
matCh &t 4-3° court appear and show cause, if any he
County Chapter , f the American Red E“mS' Addie Geele has returned
FOR SALE—Rabbits. Flemish Giants. FIRST AMERICAN FIRE INSURANCE
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
Libellant
Cross for the Drouth Relief Fund home from Damariscotta.
Hcalthv
stock.
3
months,
unrelated.
$2
COMPANY
pair. $3 trio. B. J. LEADBETTER. Pleas 80 Maiden Lane, New York, New Y’ork
Warren Grange had an exceptional should not be granted.
$101. besides the $25 paid direct from
JAMES H. HUDSON.
Mrs. William Gross and Mrs. C. I.
antville. Warren, Me.
15*17
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
Justice of the Superior Court.
the branch treasury. With the gen Eugley spent Wednesday of last ly good attendance Tuesday evening
Estate ............................ $ 25.390 67
FOR SALE—Used pianos, factory re Real
I Seal |
at their regular meeting. A pleasant
erous contribution of $100 from thc week with Mrs Frankie Simmons.
Stocks
and
Bonds ................ 3.289,635 00
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the conditioned. priced very reasonably. Cash in Office
and Bank ...... 257.648 94
’ Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. 313- Agents' Balances
Court thereon.
J. Frank Soule of West Waldobor rime was enjoyed and refreshments
.................. 366.471 05
319 Main St.. Rockland.
13-18 Bills Receivable ....................
were served.
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN.
which the company wishes included wag at william Gross' recently,
78.519 47
16-Th-22
Clerk.
Sound
pictures
were
shown
in
FOR
SALE
—
Sm^Jt
house.
Chevrolet
in Thomaston's share of the coun.v R
Hall cf Damar}SCOtta was i
Interest and Rents ...............
9.764 01
car. fur coat, radio pole, sewing machine, All other Assets ....................
20.822 50
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Glover hall Tuesday evening.
quota the local branch stands cred- ' thig lace Fridav
Whereas Eastern Real Estate Co. a cor oil heater. C. W. LEE. 256 Park St.
Lincoln
Day
will
be
observed
at
the
ited with S226. Funds may be sent: clarence Richards has emplo- 14-16
Gross Assets ....................... 4,048 251 64
poration organized and existing under Tel. 441-M.
Congre?at:onal Church next Sunday the laws ot the State of Maine, and hav FOR SALE—Dry wood under cover, Deduct items not admitted
70.428 44
t , Mrs. R. O. Elliot, chairman, or | mentment at Me'.vin Gross.'
when the pastor will speak on "Abra ing its principal office and place of busi long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12; limbs.
Jessie Stewart, treasurer: or they w.l!,
___________
Admitted ............................ $3,977,823 20
ness at Rockland in the County of Knox $10. T J CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. 14-tf
ham Lincoln." The evening topic
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
.ho , and State aforesaid by Its mortgage
steadily drX XdT7quota oF SOUTHWEST HARBOR will
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood, $10; Junks. Net Unpaid Losses .............$ 104 213 53
fc The Panting ^OJl and the t,eetj dated July 23, 1928 and recorded in
$12:
wood
fitted
and
under
cover.
$.14.
O.
Unearned
Premiums ........... 1,107.264 67
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds
in
Book
220
Goodness
of
God.
”
$3200 and every bit helps.
4-tf All other Liabilities .............
93 800 00
Page 52 conveyed to Security Trust H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
Miss Adelaide Holt was very pleas Company
The funeral of Thomas O. Long was
Colds and mumps are quite preva
Cash
Capital
....................... 1.000.000 00
a banking corporation duly
FOR SALE—House, barn and garage,
antly surprised late Tuesday after chartered and organized under the laws good
held at the Baptist Church Wednes lent in town just at present
condition; 21 acres, with shore Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1.672.545 00
called of the State of Maine and having a place privilege, at South Cushing. Me., on
day afternoon. Rev. H. S. Kilborn of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard A. Ball of noon when a group of friends
, .
business at Rockland. Knox County, State highway. For particulars R. B. Total liabilities and surplus $3,977,823 20
id bearing with them a delicious picnic of
ficiating. By request of Mr. Long the | Halfway Rock Light Station
J. A BLACK CO . INC..
and State aforesaid, the following par FILLMORE, 77 Park St., Rockland Me.
church quartet sang “Lead. Kindly; Millbridge were recent guests of Mr. supper. A soc.al evening was spent cels of real estate together with build _________________________________
19 Limerock Street.
12-17
16-Th-22
Rockland. Me.
following the supper and when the ings thereon situated in Rockland afore FOR SALE—Six room house, garage,
Light,” and "Will There Be Any and Mrs. Fred Robbins.
said
and
bounded
and
described
as
fol

Friends of Isaac Stanley of Manset, t guests departed they al! declared it lows. viz:—
Stars In My Crown?” A large number
electric lights and water, double lot of
of Mr. Long's fellow employees at who is receiving treatment at a delightful time.
First: Beginning at an Iron bolt at the land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
M1CKIE SAYS—
of Holmes street and Broadway; rent plan, $1500. $15 month. V.. F.
Senter-Crane’s attended in a body. Chartesgato Hospital. Cambridge, are. Shirley Miller, daughter pf Mr. and corner
thence
by said Broadway northerly four STUDLEY, 69 Park ot. Tel. 1080. 12-tf
Mrs. E. John Miller of Waldoboro
Obituary later.
hoping for his complete recovery.
hundred eighty-six (488) feet, more or
for SALE—€5 acre farm. 7 room house
John Creighton is at home from
Four weeks from last Monday is is spending a few days with Mr. and less, to land formerly of M. L. Simmons; with fine cellar, barn, water in house,
( -TW’ eoss sez. he kjuou/s
thence easterly by land of said Simmons some blueberries, plenty of wood, rent
Bowdoin College for the midyear re town meeting day. The ladies aid of Mrs. Alvah Simmons.
SOMi WORPS TO DESCRIBE
huudied forty-six (246) feet, more plan. $1600. $16 per month. V. F. STUDSOMERev. Howard A. Welch of the Bap two
the Methodist Church will furnish
cess.
less, to the westerly side line of the LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
12-tf
-TW’ FELLER- WHO "TAkEEAlL
tist Church will have for h's Sundav or
Miss Eliza Whitney who has been i dinner,
Knox & 1 ncoln Railroad (now Maine
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
-IB’ AJEWSPAPERS BUT TW’
Central); thence by said right of way of
visiting her niece Mrs. George York ’ Jephthah Chapter. O.E.S.. held in- morning subject. “Water. Blood. said
southerly to the northerly broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
HOME PAPER, BUt I'M TOO
133*tl
in Quincy. Mass., has returned home. stallation last Tuesday evening. Iie- Spirit.” At 12 o'clock Sur-fiv school line Railroad
of Holmes street: thence by said Tnl. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
youw<?,to hear them,amp
An entertaining and laugh-provok- : freshments were served by a comniit- will be in session as will also the Bible Holmes street westerly three hundred
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
THEYRE TOO HOT TO
(350) feet, more or less, to the place also some nice hound pups. Now is the
ing program prepared by Mrs. Edith j tee of six men, B. C. Worcester. Dr. class. At r, the Christian Endeavor fiftybeginning,
containing 3 1-3 acres time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, GlenPRINT
Kilborn and Miss Betty Brown was;p m. Gilley, Fred Walls, Bare ay will be conducted bv a gj'oun of young of
more or less.
cove.
Me.
Tel.
25C-4.
15-tf
Being the same premises conveyed to
piesented Wednesday evening at the Burgess. Leon Higgins and Gt ge people with Maurice Wyllie leader,
FOR
SALE
—
Fifty
houses
of
all
descrip

the subject, “God Is Father." The this grantor corporation by Herbert H tions in Rockland. A large list of sum
Baptist vestry. It included: Words ’ Leighton.
Stover by his deed of warranty dated
from Valentine; Valentine Misses; i Friends are sorry to learn that Mrs. pastor will have for his topic at 7 July 29. 1927. and recorded in Knox Reg mer cottages. In fact all kinds of rea,
estate. Come and talk over my list if
o'clock,
“
Easketsful
Left
Over."
istry of Deeds in Book 215, Page 119.
Matched Lovers; Living Valentines: i perry Sargent is very ill from pniuExcepting and Reserving, however, out you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS
violin solo Souvenir. Miss Hazel: monia.
15-tf
of the above described parcel a certain 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
Harrison; Valentine fates; A Heart-j----------------------ROCKVILLE
lot or parcel of land conveyed by said
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
felt Tale; funny stories Mrs. Kil
grantor corporation to Vivian F. Hewett cottages for sale and rent, attractive
WASHINGTON
its deed of warranty dated October i prices, Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
born; sketch, "Giving Aunt Jane a
Brainerd Thurston was the leader by
19, 1927 and recorded in Knox Registry shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Shock.”
Funeral services will be held lit re of the Christian Endeavor meeting at of Deeds in Book 215. Page 181. to which I Maine._______________
15-tf
at 2 o'clock this afternoon lor Littlefield Memorial Church last deed and record thereof reference is! FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 7l,fc
hereby
made
for
a
more
particular
de

h. p. and 2 h. p., in good shape; also
Blanche E . daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sunday evening.
of this reservation.
SOUTH WALDOBORO John C. Howes. Miss Howes died in Mrs. Annie B. Thurston has com scription
computing scales. W. F. TIE
Second: Beginning at an ire i bolt at standard
BETTS.
148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
-------. Malden. Mass., Feb. 1 and services pleted the study of Old Testament the southwest corner of land of Annie I
15-tf
Merrifield;
thence
running
ea.
‘
erly
along
|
During the recent snowstorms, the : were held there geb. 3. She wai a History under the direction of Rev. the southern line of land of said Merri-:
roads here have been kept open and-1 teacher foi a decade in the Malden Fletcher H. Knollin. Waterville, di field and land of E. M. Lav’ ence to the |
Eggs and Chicks
land of the LeRoy Colson heirs; thence j
rector of Religious Education.
cleared of snow. Very favorable public school.
southerly along the land of the Colson j
comment is heard of the efficient
heirs to the southwest corner of the
COMPLETE ASTROLOGICAL FORE
same; thence easterly along the south CAST for 1931. Based on your sign of
service that this portion of the town
erly line of the Colson lot to land of j the Zodiac. On receipt of birth date
has had this winter.
Sherman Rokes;* thence southerly along! and $100. L. TRACY. P. O. Box 782.
the land of Rokes. Oxton, and Damon to Portland. Maine.
Many have their winter's wood
16*24
Limerock street; thence westerly along
hauled and sawed. Freelon Vannah
S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from
the northerly line of Limerock street to
and Clarence Lee are out with their
standard
utility
stock.
Maine
accredited.
land of LeRoy P. Coombs; thence north
erly by said Coombs lot one hundred They make healthy, productive hens.
power driven saws soliciting work.
thirty (130) feet more or less, to a cor Price per 100. $20; 500, $19; 1000 and up,
Astor McLain of Bremen spent
ner; thence westerly along saick Coombs $18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
lot and the lots of Britt. Young, iftid Coak C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
1 the past week at Clarence Lee's.
11-tf
ley (now or formerly) to a corner; thence; Warren,
Mrs. Alice McLaughlin is employed
southerly by said Coakley lot to. Lime- j BABY CHIX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C.
' as nurse at the Cove.
rock street; thence westerly by said ! R I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color.
Limerock street to the Halligan lot; state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20
Mr. Little and housekeeper of
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
thence northerly by the Halligan lot per hundred, postpaid for March until ! copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
South Bristol were recent visitors at
and the Adams line to the place of be- ( 15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less home news, at Central News Co . 66 Conthe home of his daughter Mrs.
ginning.
per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed, gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 ConExcepting and reserving, however. F. H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston, gress St.
George T. Palmer.
' atever rights were granted to the! Maine. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
The M. and B. Union Aid met at
Wlw England Telephone & Telegraph I
1-tf --------------------- —-------------------------------Mrs. George T. Palmer’s Jan. 28 and
Company by deed of Alsy A Coburn and I
Kitty S. Coburn, dated March 6. 1914.
these officers were elected; Lottie
Also excepting and reserving from the
Pitcher, president; Abbie Fernald,
Miscellaneous
above described lot any other lots here-:
vice president; Helen Winchenbach,
tofore conveyed, or any rights heretofore I
conveyed to or acquired by others in and | NOTICE—I shall not pav anv bills con
second vice; Bessie Wallace, secrcto any proposed roads or avenues.
tracted by my wife. Ethel Phelps, after
■ tary; Edna Turner, treasurer; comBeing the same premises conveyed to this date. Signed, WILBER J. PHELPS
;
BUSINESS COUPE
mittee. Nettie Drown, Verna Schofthis grantor corporation by Kitty S. Fetrjl, 1931.__ •
15*17
Coburn by her warranty deed dated Oc
ficld, Eleanor Palmer. Sadie Flan
AUTO GENERATORS AND STARTERS
tober 20. 1927 and recorded in Knox Reg
ders. Eva Monahan; flower commit
repaired. DeMASS. Ulmer St.
15*17
istry of Deeds in Book 215 Page 186.
tee, Helen Winchenbach.
Excepting and Reserving, however,
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN i
from the above described parcel two cer McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a
tain lots or parcels of land, conveyed by few steps from Main St.
14-tf
this grantor corporation by its warranty
NORTH CUSHING
^PATCHWORK—Dre:s percale clippings
deeds, to wit:
(1) Deed to Ralph H. Trim, dated (7 lbs.: $1,001. Smaller sizes for crazv
November 3. 1927, and recorded in Knox patchwork (6 lbs. 50c.) Postpaid. Or
pins Ppostage.
Registry of Deeds in Book 215. Page 249: i
p
081^- LAWSON l
Mrs. Carrie Young, Mrs. Edith
(2) Deed to Edward F. Glover, dated
LO.. 9 Aster St.. Providence.
'ifd1-.' ' ’C.
Young and Mrs. Blanche Killeran
May 18. 1928. and recorded in Knox Reg- J £5—;______________ __ ____________ 14*16 !
spent Tuesday in Rockland with Mrs.
, 0ACH$895
.
■ istrv of Deeds in Book 219. Page 7;
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing S A 1
To which deeds and record thereof ref- , MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St Rocklanu
Eda Marshall, who is ill.
----- —
---------------------’
6*17 |
; erence
is j.hereby
made for a-------------more par-■ Me. Tel. 1158-W.
Lucille Dolliver and Ruth Killeran
! ticular description of said reservations,
It may be a small run or
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawg ,
were weekend guests of Fern Benner.
| and
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- i
Mrs. Amanda Aho has employment
1 Whereas the conditions of said mort ROCK
a
half
a million impressions
The Greater Hudson Eight has a J^rger motor. It is faster,
ST.
Tel.
1010.
15-t/
gage have been broken
i in Waldoboro.
more powerful, quicker in traffic, surprisingly economical.
Now. Therefore by reason of the breach
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
.
.
.
leaflets,
folders, broch
Mrs. Lester Lufkin recently visited
I of the conditions thereof it claims a at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
It has individual new beauty—and Rare Riding Com
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
her sister Mrs. Riley Davis who is
ures,
catalogues,
blotters,
Tel. 519-J.
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
15-tf I
fort. Bodies are insulated against drumming and drafts.
i very ill in Rockland.
By Elmer C. Davis
letterheads,
handbills
or
The Variety Club met Wednesday
Head-room and leg-room are greater. Doors are wider.
Treasurer
i Rockland, Maine. January 27. 1931.
with Mrs. Robert Spauldiitg. Three
what
have
you?
.
,
.
What

Perfect comfort in every seat—no crowding. These are a
STATE OF MAINE
members were absent owing to illness.
few of the quality features in this Greater Hudson Eight.
j Knox. ss.
Rockland, January 27, 1931.
ever the job
Gilchrest
I, Elmer C. Davis, on oath depose and
! say that I am Treasurer of said Security
Monumental Works
ff
Billie—Say, maw, how much’m I
—We Do It Right!
Trust Company, and that I am duly
Main Street
I authorized for and on behalf of said
worth?
Thomaston,
Maine
I
company
to
sign
this
foreclosure,
and
Mother—Why. you're worth a mil
j that said notice of foreclosure is true.
BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
lion to me, my dear boy.
Before me.
Telephone Connection
Billie—Well, then, could you ad
ALAN L. BIRD
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE 13-Th-19
Justice of the Peace.
vance me a quarter?

Maine Girl
Made Happy

f

Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
try Co. you are selling direct to the Slaughter Bouse. You can al
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what we have (tone
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
being so low. We w ill be up here the first two days of the week. Kain
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
.19 and our Representative v ill call on you.

NOW OPEN —The

UNION

hotel worthy ol ita name ”

47lh Si., just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’s business, shopping and theatre

districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.

To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well

as

economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
nished them beautifully and installed every modern

radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
closets, etc.
convenience, such as

1 OOO ROOMS

1 OOO BATHS
RADIO in every room
SINGLE from *2.50
DOUBLE from •4.00

SUITES from *7.00
Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquets a beautiful
ballroom seatiug up to
1200 persons is available
William F. Thomann
Manager
Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

FIG SYRLP

Brillianf®Performance—
Inaividud^New Beauty—
RARE RIDING COMFORT

THE

$< I I

q

Ihe Courier - Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 5, 1931

Page Seven

----------7-------------------HEARD NOTED SPEAKERS

Mrs. C. F. Snow Attended the Na- 1
tional Defense Conference In
Washington, D. C.

In addition to personal notes regard
The Tuesday Evening Sewing Club
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of held a dinner party at Hotel Rock
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. land in place of its regular meeting.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be An evening at the movies followed.
gladly received.
telephone____ ___

7*0 or 794-W

Miss Marie Dorgan is having a
fortnight's vacation from Carini’s
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White have and is visiting in Tiverton, R. I.
returned from a trip to Washington,
D. C„ and are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. L. Corser and brother,
W. T. White in New York for several
Principal Allen of Brooklin were
weeks.
weekend guests of their sister, Mrs.
Roland S. Rackliff, Lawrence street.
Chapin Class supper at the home Mrs. Corser is making an extended
of Mrs. E..F. Berry, Grove street, visit in Brooklin with relatives be
Tuesday evening had 30 members fore returning to her home in Berke
and guests present. Covered dishes ley, Calif.
of various sorts were featured in the
tempting menu. Mrs. Berry was
Captain and Mrs. William H. Win
assisted by Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Miss
Mabel F. Lamb, Mrs. Charles T. capaw entertained at bridge Monday
Smalley and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin. evening at their apartment on Lind
The remainder of the evening was sey street, their guests being Mr. and
devoted to bridge, “63" and picture Mrs. Harry Brown, Col. and Mrs.
Basil Stinson and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
puzzles.
jamin Philbrook. Honors were won
Mr. and Mrs. Brown and Mrs.
The Diligent Dames meet this aft by
Philbrook.
ernoon at the home of Mrs. John O.
Stevens, Talbot avenue, with Mrs.
Miss Olive Edwards was a guest at
A. C. Jones as assisting hostess.
a bridge party given Monday evening
Mrs. Lucius York, Mrs. W. H. An- uby Miss Marian E. Starrett at her
derson. Mrs. Austin Brewer and Mrs ^>ome in Thomaston.
Fred Achorn carried off the honors
Mrs. C. E. Gilley was hostess to the
at the bridge party given Monday
evening under the auspices of the T.H.E. Club Monday evening for sup
Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post, per anti auction, with honors falling
A. L. Mrs. Myra.Watts acted as to Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Mrs. Edward
Gonia and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie.
hostess.
Albert McCarty who has been at
Mrs Kend.ick Libby and daughter
Knox Hospital for an appendicitis i Catherine left uesday for Greenoperation has returned to his home field, S. C. Mrs. Libby’s former home,
for a visit of several weeks.
on Grace street.

Mrs. Lizzie Babb and Mrs. Floribel
Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker and Mrs.
Allen entertained at luncheon Tues Mary Bunker are having a week's
day noon, their guest being Mrs. vacation from the Senter-Crane
Harvey Crowley.
store.
Mrs. S. O. Hurd entertained Wed
Miss Gretchen Fletcher’s dancing
nesday noon Mrs. Frank Allen of class
is busily engaged in rehearsals
New York and Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin of this week for the exhibition to be
Connecticut.
given in Temple hall Feb. 18. The
beginning at 8 o’clock and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Atkinson and program
about an hour will be fol
son Paul of Ellsworth, were guests lasting
Sunday of their aunt, Mrs. Minnie lowed by a Valentine ball. Tickets
are already on sale at the Corner
Regers, Amesbury street.
Drug Store and by Miss Fletcher's
The Parent-Teacher Association pupils.
will be given an entertainment by
The Shakespeare Society is to
the pupils of the Tyler building next
meet Monday evening at the home of
Monday evening.
Mrs. Aldana Spear, Maple street.
Mrs. Guy Douglas entertained at
cards. Monday evening.
Honors
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper entertained
were won by Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 1 the Outing Club yesterday for lunJoy. Lunch was served.
cheon and relief sewing.

The BPW Club is sponsoring a
The BPW Club for its monthly
bridge party Friday evening with meeting is putting on an unusually
Miss Pearl Borgerson in charge.
interesting program this evening at
the rooms, with Miss Ellen Daly, su
Mrs. Flora Fernald of Birch street, perintendent of Knox Hospital as
was hostess to the Chummy Club speaker. Supper will be served at
Tuesday evening for bridge. Honors 6.30.
were won by Mrs. Edward Gonia and
Mrs. Eber J. Davis.
Opportunity Class meets this eve
ning in the First Baptist parlors,
Miss Helene Coombs of Belfast is with Mrs. Gladys Mills and Mrs.
the house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ro Clara Gregory in charge. Members
land S. Rackliff, Lawrence street.
not able to attend are asked to have
their patchwork strips sent in.
Miss Amber Elwell was tendered a
delightful surprise party by several
The Methebesec Club meets to
of her young friends Monday evening morrow afternoon at the home of
at her home on Spruce street, with Mrs. Helen Perry, Masonic street,
luncheon and bridge in order. Fa- Captain William Wincapaw of the
vors were won by Misses Agnes ]0Ca| Curtiss-Wright Flying Service
Flanagan and Margaret Egan.
j will jje guest speaker, his subject be,,
„
,
ing “The Future of the Air."
Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson and Miss ;
_____
Hortense Wilson of Thomaston, Miss
At the meeting of General Knox
Mildred Demmons of Thomaston and chapter, DA.R. in Thomaston Mont he Lesley School of Cambridge, were d
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
guests for dinner Sunday of Capt. , H R LinneII Mrs Mary G Qverlock,
Ross Wilson on board the Steamsmp
ent and Mrs Nan Hi
of Rock.
Kentuckian now at the port of Bos- 1 land were chosen among the
dele
ton. Others in the party of 12 were gates for the Maine State Confer
Miss Edith Wilson of Malden, Mass.. ence at Skowhegan, Mar. 18-19; Mrs.
Eugene Wilson of Boston and Woodwas chosen as one o{
row Wilson, quartermaster on the | the alternates.
f,____ _
u„ Continental
For ,the
ship.
v
Congress at Washington the week of
Mrs. Raymond Robishaw enter April 18 Mrs. Overlock and Mrs. Her
tained Monday evening at her home bert M. Lord were named with Mrs.
on Columbia avenue in honor of Miss Stevens, vice regent as one of the al
Etta Gordon of Auburn. Bridge and ternates. The Chapter is giving a
banquet
Monday
“63” were enjoyed with honors won i public
—
„ - „„ and bridge
.-„„„„„„„
by Mrs. Roland Seavey, Frederick '
Feb. 23, as an observance of
wnit?
iam« TWioriv
Washingtons Birthday to be given
Waltz. James
Doherty and
and Ttarfranri
Bertrand Washington
at Knox Hotel with Mrs. Effie Seavey
Fitzgerald.
as chairman. Mrs. Higgs and Mrs,
Mrs. J. M. Pomeroy entertained Stevens are on the committee of ar
six guests for supper and cards Mon rangements.
day evening at her home bn Talbot
Mrs. A. G. Dolliver and daughter
avenue.
Miss Louise Dolliver are guests of
Miss Anna
Smith of Brunswick, Mrs. Dolliver's sister Mrs. Avgusta
curator of the Bowdoin College Sadler, in Waterbury, Conn., for two
Museum of Fine Arts is to be the weeks.
evening speaker at the Woman's
The first meeting of the S. P.
Educational Club Friday. “Art
Treasures Within Our Reach," will club was held at the home of Eliza
be her topic, augmented by pictures beth Sukeforth. These officers were
from the college gallery. At the elected: President, Ruth Rackliff;
close of the afternoon session. Miss vice president, Margaret Norwood;
Helen York will tell of her trip to secretary, Edith Taylor; treasurer,
... „
..... . —
..... - ___
Europe.
Shirley
Rollins
and ____
Doris Dorothy Annis; chaplain, Evelyn
Hyler contribute to the program for Thistle; publicity, Elizabeth SukeRich
the miscellaneous half hour, and J forth; entertainment Abbie
AK
Mrs. Lillian Joyce's music committee ards. Games were played and
buffet lunch was served.
have from 9 to 9.15.

Mrs. C. F. Snow arrived home
Monday night from Indianapolis
where she attended the midwinter
meeting of the National executive
board of the American Legion Aux
iliary after which she attended the j
National Defens' Conference at.
Constitution Hall in Washington. 1
Mrs. Snow has brought back an intensely interesting story of her
Washington visit. Among the va
rious speakers was Representative
Wallace H. White who spoke on the [
advance in shipping between foreign
countries and the United States. One [
of the notable speakers was Repre- I
sentative Hamilton Fish of New York
tohose address centered around
communistic conditions in the
United States, particularly with re
gard to Soviet Russia.
Congressman Fish is head of the
commission to investigate commun
istic conditions in this country, and
is ardently devoted to the purpose.
The fir4t part of his talk was in the
form of a plea to protect the pulp
wood and lumber activities in this
"eountry as against the shipments of
these materials coming in from Rus
sia which are said to be the products
of convict labor. A plea has already
been filed with Secretary Mellon to
enforce the tariff law until a com
mission may be sent to Russia to in
vestigate conditions. This point was
of vital interest to Mrs. Snow, a citi
zen of this State which has enormous
resources of pulp wood and lumber.
Mr. Fish made an appeal to forbid
the presence of one of a communis
tic party on a State ballot, and also
to wield influence that no pulpwood
or lumber from Russia be admitted to
the United States until the govern
ment can send a commission to Rus
sia to verify the report of convict la
bor; also that a careful record of
aliens be kept and if they are found
inciting the people to rebellion that
they be deported. Mr. Fish paid high
tribute to the work of the Daughters
of the American Revolution.
Harking back to the time he first
became interested in the communis
tic movement in the United States,
resulting from a casual debate on a
subject of which he had no knowl
edge, he told of the meager details
he was able to glean from the De
partment of Justice in New York and
also at Washington; and stated that
the only vital information he was
able to get was from the files of the
National Chapter of D.A.R. at Washingtori, where complete records were
kept of communistic activities in this
country particularly those detrimen
tal to the overthrow of our govern
ment. He made a plea to the women
present particularly to go back to
their own cities and towns and en
deavor to arouse public interest in
conditions that are tending to uproot
the heart and soul of our nation.
David Reed of Pennsylvania spoke
entertainingly and interestingly on
immigration. One point that he
brought out was that the 5.000.000
people said to be unemployed in the
United States at this time represents
the number of immigrants that have
come into the country since 1919,
aliens in many cases replacing Amer
ican labor.
There were 875 delegates repre
senting 40 patriotic organizations
present at the Conference of which
285 were American Legion Auxiliary
women.'

KITCHEN LORE
by

Thousands of Children Suf
fer from Worms, and Their
Mothers Do Not Know What
the Trouble Is.
Slans of Worms are: Constipation deranged stomach, swollen upper lip, offen
sive breath, hard and full stomach with
pains, pale face, eyes heavy, short dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red
points on the tongue, starting during
sleep with troublesome dreams, slow fever.

Mrs. II. N. Roberts. 502 Asylum St.,
Flint, Mich., wrote: “My little girl
is relieved of her worms.” And in
a later letter wrote: “Baby is fine
and it was your Dr. True’s Elixir
that helped her.”
___

Dr.Trues Elixir
LAXATIVE
WORM EXPELLER
A pure herb Laxative and not a
harsh stimulator; quick, natural
relief from constipation.
Family size $1.20; other dzes 60c & 40c.

ON MY SET

I

AVOID UGLY PIMPLES

BELIEVE IT OR NOT -IT ]IS TRUE!

of Mrs. Veazie—Delegates
Elected
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R., met
Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Grace Veazie, Shaw avenue. The
hostess was assisted in entertaining
by Mrs. Mary Ladd. Mrs. Lucie
Walsh gave the report for the pa
triotic education committee, and the
secretary read the report of Mrs. Ma
bel Sherman, for the historical and
literary reciprocity Committee. The
paper on Dorothy Hancock written
by Mrs. Alice Karl was reported as
being sent to the State chairman.
The Chapter voted to give $15 for
the Red Cross drouth relief fund.
The regent appointed Mrs. Carolyn
Page as chairman of the girls home
makers’ committee, (a new commit
tee) heartily endorsed by the presi
dent general, Mrs. Lowell Hobart.
The regent also appointed Mrs. Helen
Hyde Carlson as Chapter chaplain.
It was voted that the regent appoint
a committee, of which she will act
as chairman, to consider carefully
and revise the by-laws of Lady Knox
Chapter, so that they will conform to
the State and National bylaws.

In just two weeks nineteen (19) Merchants in Rockland have

3

1

adopted

Gold Bond Trading Stamps
as an inducement for cash trade.

The jury in the Oliver Gar
rett case disagreed after a vote
of 9 to 3 for conviction. This
morning's bulletin intimates that
there may be some interesting
consequences; also a new trial.

A Waterville farmer turns on
the radio in his barn whily milk
ing. Says it makes the cows
more contented and that they
“give down” better.
John McCormack will inaugu
rate a new series of famous guest
artists broadcasts for the Max
well House program at 9.30 to
night. His solos will include
“What An Irishman Means," “O
Sleep Why Dost Thou Leave
Me?” “A Fairy Story By the
Fire," “The Prayer Perfect” and
“Kathleen Mavourneen.”
The Polyphonic Society of
Portland will broadcast a pro
gram from 3 to 3.30 Sunday aft
ernoon under the auspices of the
Maine Federation of Music Clubs,
over Station WCSH. The program
is arranged by Mrs. Guy P. Gan
nett, and will include eight part
songs.
••• ••• •••
Misclia Levitzki, one of the fore
most contemporary pianists, wil!
be presented Sunday at 7.30 p. m.
by the V ictor Company. An out
standing number will be the
Liszt “Concerto in E Flat.”
Mme. Maria Kurenko. Russian
soprano, who was heard at a Fes
tival concert in Bangor a few
years ago, is to be the featured
artist of the Atwater-Kent hour
Sunday evening.
•*. •*.
Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd
will be the principal speaker on a
program presented by the Nation
al Education Association over
W'ABC' and other stations at 8.30
p. m. Monday, Feb. 23.

CAMDEN
The annual installation of Canton
Molineaux Patriarchs Militant, will
be held Friday evening and these of
ficers installed by Major L. L. An
derson: Captain, Charles Merriam;
lieutenant, Harold Hanson; ensign,
George E. Patt; clerk, J. L. Stahl;
accountant, J. Cn.sby Hobbs. Supper
will be served at 6.30 o'clock. Chev
aliers and their ladies are invited.
Mrs. William McAuley and daugh
ter Mrs. Charles Spruce, are visiting
relatives in Boston.
The funeral of John Hall, 83, was
held Wednesday afternoon from the
home of Hal Dailey at Millville. In
terment at Olamon.
A concert will be given at thc
Methodist Church Peb. i3, bv thc
Knox County Men’s Chorus. Sacred
and secular music wil! be included in
the program, under the able direction
of S. T. Constantine. Concert at 8
o'clock to be followed by a valentine
tea. served by the ladies of the so
ciety.
Mr. and Mr?. W. G. Stover of Lew
iston were recent guests of Mrs. Jane
Barron.
Masonic Assembly in the hall this
Thursday evening.
The Camden Rotary Club will be
dinner guests of Rockland Rotaiy
Club at 6.30 Friday night at the
Thorndike Hotel.
Remember the rummage sale at
the A. H. Parsons store Thursday,
Friday and Saturday of this week.
Open from 9.30 in the morning until
8.30 in the evening. Proceeds to be
used for the Camden Community
Hospital.
H. W. Stevens left Wednesday
morning for Washington, D. C.,
where he will spend several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jamieson en
tertained at bridge Tuesday evening
at their home an Elm street, Mr. and
Mrs. Marcus Chandler, Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Brewster. Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Hary, Dr. and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Jameson, Mr.
and Mrs. B. J. Mathews and Mrs. Nerita Wight.
Buffet lunch was
scived. Prizes were awarded Mrs.
Louis Hary, Mrs. Nerita Wight. Mrs.
J. L. Brewster, B. J. Mathews, Louis
Hary, Marcus Chandler. The con
solation prizes went to Dr. and Mrs
Harry Pettapiece.
The Farm Bureau meets at Grange
hall today, Thursday.

LIBERTY
Ross Cunningham and Herbert
Fuller made a business trip to Water
ville Friday.
Miss Marieta Leigher is visiting
Miss Gertrude Luce for a few days.
Mrs. Arthur Turner has been ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Flanders were
recently callers on Mrs. Leslie
Savage.

Delegates for the State conference
! at Skowhegan were elected: Mrs.
Irene Moran, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich
and Mrs. Mary Ladd, with Mrs. Mary
Southard. Mrs. Alice Karl and Mrs.
Clara Thurston as alternates. For
the Continental Congress at Wash
ington, D. C„ Mrs. Helen Lord was
named as delegate, and Mrs. Mary
Cooper as regent alternate.
Mrs. Lucie Walsh read an account
of the Jennie Tillson White Ameri
can flag which Mrs. White presented
to Lady Knox Chapter in 1911. On
motion of Mrs, Walsh, chairman of
the correct use of the flag committee,
the Chapter voted to appoint Ralph
Ulmer Camp, United Spanish War
Veterans of Rockland, Maine, as cus
todian of this flag, on the condition
that Lady Knox Ciiapter, D.A.R.
shall have the use of the flag when
soever desired and that if ever
Ralph Ulmer Camp, disbands or
ceases to function as Ralph Ulmer
Camp, the flag shall be returned to
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R.
Endorsement was given to the prop
osition thal the city government em
ploy the librarian of the Public Li
brary to collect thc vital statistics of
Rockland prior to 1891. Three ap
plicants were elected into member
ship. when accepted by the National
Society at Washington, D. C.
L. A. Walker's address as guest
speaker was devoted to Abraham
Lincoln in commemoration of his
natal month and presented in a most
interesting manner.
Mrs. Walker
was a guest of the Chapter.
Luncheon was served by thc host
esses.

APPLETON
j

It takes only one-half as many

stamps to fill a Gold Bond Stamp book as is the case of other stamp
books.

A book full of Gold Bond Stamps may he exchanged for $1.50 in
merchandise at any store giving Gold Bond Stamps.

Collection

books and stamps for the asking from—

*■

F. J. SIMONTON & CO.,

410-412 Main St.

CARPETS, DRAPERIES, DRY GOODS, FURNISHINGS
KNIGHT BROS., Groceries, Meats and Fish,
65 Park St.

FULLER’S MARKET, Groceries and Meats,

••♦.

JANE ROGERS

F your rows of preserves are be
ginning to show wide empty
spaces, there is still plenty of op
portunity to fill up the gaps. True,
It’s too late to put up most of the
fresh fruits, but there are any num
ber of delicious preserves that can
be made from the vegetables with
which the mar
ket is well sup
plied through
out the winter.
And where
economy is a
necessary
watch word,
this of all years
is the year for
extra special
home preserving activities. For
tunately the desirable vegetables
are cheap and abundant. The price
of sugar, the chief source of the
high food and energy value pos
sessed by preserves, is down to its
pre-war level. Preserve today to
cut tomorrow’s food bill is a slogan
that will be adopted by wise house
wives in all parts of the country.
Carrot Conserve
Cube enough scraped carrots to
makt. i*o quarts. Cook until very
tender and water has almost evap
orated. Drain and to liquid add
the juice and grated rind of two
DAVIES-MacDONALD
A surprise birthday and anniver
large lemons. Dissolve four and
sary party was given in honor of Mrs.
A romance that began with their a half cups sugar in the liquid, add
Streeter Webster at her home Thurs
and cook until syrup thick
uaj
...“63" helped association in a dentist’s office, where carrots
day v...
evening. Bridge —
and
ens. Pack in sterilized jars and
pass a very pleasant evening, during , both were employed, resulted Satur- seal.
the marriage
of* lMiss
which the hostess was the recipient1 day
' in "
*
*‘“" Dorothy”
of many nice gifts, including a E. MacDonald of Cambridge, Mass,
shower of silverware. In addition to in St. Paul's Church there, to Dr.
the hostess those present were Mrs. Clinton L. Davies of Worcester. Rev.
Amanda Webster. Mr. and Mrs. P. Augustine F. Hickey, pastor, of the
K Reed. Miss Lillias Reed, Peter church, officiated. Miss Christine
Does a pimply face embarrass you?
Reed. Mrs. O. M. Wotton, Mr. and MacDonald, sister of the bride, was
a package of Dr. Edwards Olive
Mrs. C. B. Carver, Charles Carver maid of honor, and the best man was Get
The skin should begin to
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Manning, Jr.. Walter McInnis of Newton, a cousin Tablets.
after you have taken the tablets
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Reed, Mr. and of the bride. A reception attended clear
a few nights, if you are like thousands
Mrs. Paul Seavey, Norma Seavey, only by immediate relatives of the of others.
Martha Seavey, Mrs. Harry Webster, couple, was held at the Ritz Carlton
. Help cleanse the blood, bowels and
Mrs. Agnes Moulden, Della Peaslec, Hotel, after which Dr. and Mrs. Da liver with Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets,
Dr. Lloyd Richardson. Eddie Griffin, vies left for a cruise in the West the successful substitute for calomel;
Sylvia Webster and Carolyn Web Indies.
there’s no sickness or pain after tak
Miss MacDonald is a native of ing them.
ster.
North Haven and has been living in
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets do that
Cambridge for six years. Following which calomel does, and just as effec
her graduation from North Haven
tively, but their action is gentle and
, , «,
r»
1
High S^001- she studied at the For- safe instead of severe and irritating.
1 tilth Npill PnillnPr sythe Dental Infirmary, and on comThousands who take Olive Tablets
I
' pleting her course was employed by are never cursed with a “dark brown
No more ugly shine when you use Dr. William P. DeWitt in Cambridge. taste,” a bad breath, a dull, listless,
MELLO-GLO Face Powder. New While working there Miss MacDonald "no good” feeling, constipation, tor
French process makes it stay on longer met the man w'no became her hus pid liver, bad disposition, pimply face.
and prevents large pores. Smoothest, band in Saturday's ceremony.
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
finest, purest powder known—its col
Dr. Davies was born in Panama and compound; known by their olive color.
oring matter is approved by the United was graduated from the Christobal
Dr. Edwards spent years.among
States government. Never dries the High School there. He received his patients afflicted with liver and bowel
skin. Never makes complexion look degree from Tufts, later being em- complaints and Olive Tablets are tiic
pasty, but always youthful. Try MEL- j ployed in the DeWitt offices for near- I immensely effective result. Take
I<O-GLO. Corner Drug Store and all! ly two years. He and his bride will' nightly for a week. See how much
better you feel and look. 15c, 30c, 60c.
other good stores.
make their home in Worcester.

Skin Like Velvet

LADY KNOX CHAPTER
If Mothers Only Knew Busy Session Held At Home
------ =====

68 Crescent St.

TRAINER’S BAKERY,

349 Main St.

TRAINER’S FOOD SHOP,

596 Main St.

CRIE HARDWARE CO.,

408 Main St.

H. H. CRIE CO., Hardware,

456 Main St.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE,

73 Park St.

1

CHARLES W. SHELDON, Druggist,

g

THE ROCKLAND PHARMACY, Inc., Apothecaries, 300 Main St.

|

JACK GARNETT’S FILLING STATION,

444 Main St.

15 South Main St.

ARTHUR F. LAMB, Cleaning and Pressing,

301 Main St.

CARVER’S BOOK STORE,

304 Main St.

C. E. MORSE, Jewelry,

344 Main St.

R. E. NUTT, Shoes,

436 Main St.

LADY KNOX BEAUTY SHOP,

.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO,

•

299 Main St.
320 Main St.

MAINE MUSIC STORE,

395 Main St.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.,

61 Park St.

There will be other merchants gi ving Gold Bond Stamps very soon

—

Truman Brown of Union spent sev
eral days recently at the home of his
cousin, Maynard Brown.
Mrs. Ora Littlefield and Miss Ruth
Simmons of Belfast were weekend
guests of Mrs. Hazel Perry and family.
* * * #
Perry-IIarriman
The home of Mr. and Mrs, P. D.
Perry was the scene of a pretly wed '
ding last Saturday evening, when !
their eldest son Robert Edward was
united in marriage to Clarissa Dora,
only daughter of Clair Harriman of
Belmont avenue. Belfast. At 8 o'clock
to the strains of the wedding march
played by Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert,
the bridal party took their places
beneath an attractively decorated
arch and the double ring service was
performed by Rev. Louis Earle Watton, pastor of the Baptist Church.
Chrystal Livonia Stanley, lifelong
friend and schoolmate of the groom
and schoolmate at the summer ses
sions of the Washington <D. C.)
Musical Institute, of the bride, was
bridesmaid; Norman Ray Perry,
brother of thc groom, best man, and
Ethel Marie Perry, sister of thc groom,
ring bearer. The bride's dress was of
white georgette and net; the brides
maid wore a pink taffeta evening
gown and the little ling bearer was
dressed in light green crepe d? chine.
At the close of the ceremony the
young couple were congratulated and
showered with confetti. During the
evening a program of instrumental
music, readings and songs was en-

joyed. Ice cream and cake were
Astronomers arc unable to explain use \ ‘ss to suggest that a modern
served and the bride’s cake was very a red flush which is spreading over novel has somehow found its way up
the face of Jupiter. We suppi e
is there.—The Humorist.
attraclive.
The bridegroom is favorably liked
by both old and young. He is a grad
uate of Appleton High School, class
of '29. The bride is a graduate of
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Crosby High, Belfast, class of '29, took
a post graduate course last year, has
had Instruction in both vocal and inThe Wonder Picture of the
otrumcntal music and expects to
graduate the coming season from the
Wonderful West!
summer school of the Washington
Musical Institute at the Battery, Bel
fast. The wedded couple plan to take
a honeymoon trip in the spring when
weather and traveling conditions are
more favorable. At present they will
remain at tlie home of the groom's
parents. The date of the wedding was
also the birthday anniversary of the
bride.

“Did the fellow hurt himself
when he fell out of his airplane?"
“No, he landed on a scow full of
soft coal.”

FRI.-SAT.

With

HELEN TWELVETREES,

WILLIAM FARNUM

ADDED
PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS “PHANTOM OF THE WEST" No. 6

Screams

NOW SHOWING
" T () D A V "
with
CONRAD NAGEL

of Laughter!

Shrieks
of Excitement!

It'll

make

your

hair

stand on end.

Home of Para
mount Pictures
A Paramount
Publix Theatre

Shows At
2.00, 6.30. 8.30
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 10.20
Telephone 892

A great picture with a
great cast!
Helen Twelvelreci
Lilyan Tashman

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Raymond Hackett

Ideal Resort Hotel

Jean Ilersholt

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconiv*

MOTEL

15he Cat Creeps
While the Canary Sleeps
ADDED
“INDIANS ARE COMING"
COMEDIES
NOW PLAYING—“MEN ON CALL"

Paramount
Publix
Theatre

I

• Bj

LjffnAaiLlhdaJkaS

NEWS

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: (European)
Booklet
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
on
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Application
H H. Mass Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

Gun* co
October)

Hotel
Maselym

Every-Other-Day
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WEEKLY SNOW BI LLETIN'

Average Depth In Maine Yesterday
Was 19 Inches.—Ice About the
Same.

The Weather Bureau office in
Portland issues the following snow
bulletin, as of Feb 3:
“The snow depth varies from an
increase of six inches at Biddeford to
no change at Fort Kent, and the

depths at these places ranges from
a foot to three feet. However Easti port reports the least snow, six
inches. The average depth for the
State is 19 inches, with a water
i equivalent of a two and half inch
rainfall. The observer at Rangeley
reports the water in streams has de' creased due to the continued cold
weather, and the observer at Vance
boro reports wells are dry ana
streams and ponds are low, and the

mills at Woodland are running part
time, the St. Croix River being low.
Quite a lot of rain this spring will
be necessary.
"Although the weather was cold
all the week the ice thickness re
mains about the same, and ice har
vesting is at its height. For the
first time Sebago Lake proper is
frozen over with a thickness of about
five inches.
"The condition of the roads con

RURAL CHILDREN
tinues good on all main thorough
fares and even as far east as Wood
land, and the road commission has Organization Which Would Aid In
Their Religious Education To
done a marvelous job in keeping them
Make A Drive.
open. The following observers re
port the roads as good; at Rangeley,
Augusta. Lincoln. Woodland, Rock
In view of the fact that there are
land. Eastport and South Berwick." more than 500 rural children in
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy Knox County, who need systematic
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the religious instruction, the Protestant
home news, at Hotaling's agency, 308
ministers and prominent laymen of
West 40th St.

the county organized The Knox
County Association For Rural Religi
ous Education on the evening of Nov.
24. 1930 at the Free Will Baptist
Church in Rockland. The president
is Dr. H. V. Tweedie, regional vice
president, Frank H. Ingraham, Rock
land; secretary. Miss Helene Dunbar.
Rockport; treasurer, Rev. F. W.
Barton, Tenant's Harbor; superin
tendent. Rev. J. L. Corson, Rockland.
Certainly the success of the enter

prise is assured with a captain and
crew of thidi calibre.
The object of the association is set
forth in article two of the bylaws
"To promote the spiritual welfare of
the rural communities of Knox
County, aid in giving every child an
opportunity to know Ood, maintain
a Sunday School In every possible
community, provide week-day Religi
ous Instruction in public schools and
hold Daily Bible schools during sum-

y.

V

V

mer vacation.” This is a program
challenging the earnest considera
tion, hearty commendation and
financial assistance of our public
spirited citizenry, throughout the
county.
All persons who sympathize with
the objects of the association shall be
eligible to membership and may be
elected to membership at any meet
ing of the Association, or any meet
ing of the executive board upon
recommendation of the membershin
committee.
Annual
membership
dues are one dollar; but this is
optional.
Following is a list of the charter
members: Rev. Jesse Kenderdine,
Frank H. Ingraham, W. O. Fuller, H.
P. Blodgett. Rev. George H. Welch,
I Rev. J. L. Pinkerton, Dr. H. H.
Plumer. W. F. Winslow, F. A. Wiley,
| H. B. Shaw, Rev. J. R. Howse, Rev.
1H. S. Kilborn, David Sievewright,
j Margaret Crandon, Harriett B. Long,
1 George T. Kitchen, Maurice A.
Wyllie, Rev. Helen H Carlson. Rev.
James L. Corson. Rev. Leroy A.
Campbell. Rev. L. G. Perry, G. C.
Hopkins, Fred A. Carter, Rev. H. R,
Winchenbaugh, Edw. O'B. Burgess,
I Mrs. Mary E. Stanley, O. N. Cross,
Vesper A. Leach, J. W. Robinson,
, George L. St. Clair, Helene Dunbar,
j A. K. Walker, Mrs. Maude Walker, B.
M. Davis, F. L. S. Morse, Dr. H. V.
Tweedie, Milton H. French, L. A.
Packard, Rev. F. W Barton, Rev. H.
I. Holt, Rev. A. E. Luce, F. H.
Wyllie, Ralph P. Conant, Susie M.
I Post. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
I Willard E. Hahn, J. L. Stahl. Charles
O. Starrett, Rodney I. Thompson,
E. F. Stahl, Millard Gilmore, Mrs.
J. D. Thurston.
Men and women from many walks
I of life have thus enlisted in this
righteous cause, beneath the banner
j of the Nazarene carpenter, their
5 battle cry the stirring slogan. “Bulld| ing boys and girls is better than
mending men and women.”
A drive for additional members
1 will soon be launched and a financial
i campaign will be initiated.
Negotiations with
Miss Villa
Burroughs, a former worker here,
are now pending, and it Is sincerely
hoped she may be secured to again
enter the field under more favorable
' auspices. Her captivating person
ality and thorough training, together
with her knowledge of the work
from her former experience will en
able her to take advantage of cir
cumstances which would dishearten
a stranger.
Miss Burroughs graduated from
the Hartford School of Religious
Education and took a course of study
' in religious education at Boston
University. She has had over twelve
years experience in religious work.
Shall this expert be engaged and
! kept in this field? Shall this large
| number of unchurched children in
| the county be given religious instruc
tion? The future success of the
work depends, not only on the
vigilance of the officers and members
j of the Association but on the gifts of
individuals. Could you help in a
more worth-while cause than that of
, giving the rural children of the
county the opportunity to know God
and enable them too to sing “The
Lord is my shepherd. I shall not
H. R. Winchenbaugh
want."

ORFF’S CORNER

ETHYL has been added to No-Nox to produce the greatest of motor fuels

GULF NO-NOX ETHYL retains all of the superlative qualities of No-Nox
and. in addition—ETHYL.
.j

f,--.

»

To supply the present demand, as well as’anticipating the future, we are increasing the anti

knock quality of No-Nox by the addition , of Ethyl fluid.

By this combination NO-NOX

ETHYL becomes the foremost motor-fuel .of all time, meeting every demand of the highest
compression motors of today with plenty of'reserve JFoir any increased compression in the

motors of tomorrow—all of this without sacrificing any. of .the qualities of the famous

Gulf No-Nox Motor Fuel Aviation Grade.

' yr

“ft*.

»•

NO-NOX ETHYL MOTOR;FUEL
A New Motoring Sensation
•V

'**

•1

Starting

Knock'ess

in

the

Coldest

Weather

on any hill or at any speed •
Gel a New Idea of

•

Added

All around increased performance.

Motor Performance

AT THE SIGN OF THE ORANGE DISC

REFINING COMPANY
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No-Nox Ethyl is colored

RED.

That Good

Gulf Gasoline is

NOW

ORANGE

for

purposes

identification

GLOBE LAUNDRY

colored
only.

Mrs. Dan Oerioux and children re
turned Sunday to their home in
' Waterville.
' Mrs. Gladys Winchenbach spent
Thursday with her grandmother
Mrs. George Pottle in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns have a
new radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton enter
tained at their home Monday eve
ning Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Monahan,
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield, Miss Frances
Crowell and Fred Genthncr.
Reginald Monahan Jr., spent the
day Sunday with his aunt Mrs. Ham
lin Scofield.
Mrs. Kathleen Delano, and Mrs
Nellie Wallace were guests Friday
evening of Mrs. E. R. Bums.
Fred Genthner commenced Mon
day his work w-ith Foster Jamieson.

Mrs. Forrest Stanley entertained a
party of friends Saturday evening at
her home. It was Mr. Stanley's
birthday anniversary and the even
ing was spent with cards and music.
Mr. Stanley received several gifts. A
handsomely decorated cake with
lighted candles formed the centerpiece for the table from which re
freshments were served. It was a
very pleasant occasion. Those pres
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Will Freethy,
Mr .and Mrs. Levi Moulden, Mr. and
Mrs. Carlton Joyce, O. L. Milan Har
old Wing, Judson Smith, Mrs. Lew
Conary, Mrs. Lewis Butman, Mrs.
Ca. Stockbridge, Mrs. Chas. Burns,
Miss Phyllis Joyce , Miss Luella
Holmes.Harry Smith. Miss Marguerite
Burns, Miss Lunette Stanley, > Miss
Alma Lunt. L. B. Stanley. Mrs. Bert
Wheaton, Dr. Charles Popplestone,
Morris Smith. Elliot Smith. Charles
Bums, Jr., Maynard Staples, Miss
Ethel Wheaton.
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Quick

Mis» Louise Leonard recently spent
a few days with her parents in
Thomaston.
Mrs. Elsie Gilbert of Union visit
ed friends in this place Monday.
Miss Ena Orff of Lawrence, Mass.,
was the weekend guest of Mrs. Lida
Creamer.
Edwin, nine-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Tisdale, fell while
. on his way home from school last
Friday and broke his leg. He was
, taken to Knox Hospital for an x-ray
but was able to return home and it
is hoped he will soon be around
' again.
Miss Helen Spaulding. State cloth
ing specialist, with Miss Jessie Law
rence, hom<’ demonstration agent,
were at the home of Mrs. Lulu Jackson Wednesday and conducted a
training class on A. B. C.'s of Con
struction. A meeting on this subject
; will bc held March 10 when Mrs.
Lulu Jackson and Mrs. Fannie
Weaver will conduct the meeting.
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